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'l'he c1rcu.1 ntt:t~.g d :rop :rrrsss t:!'P...nsport mod.e 1 "r)ase"Q on 
n ·ur···e·• .. 1 .. t:>ll·,r • .\•.J. _.- l~l(,ji. tJ to IV!CClH.!. t fox· a solute d1ffus1ng L1to a 
drvplet E~l'd ur.dergoing a fl1·st 1)rdcr 1x·reve:.:·s1hJ.,~ reaction 
t>1i th the cl:rop medium for the C£~se 1-:herc the con tlnunus 
ti!r.J~, I , from 0 t•.) 0.2.5,. of Fenlet m .. nnbers, lJF , frolll 0 to 
e 
100, E"~I!.d of R'].s.ctim.1 nut'1bc: .. ~:.rs, :ca• from 0 to 1.2ao. For 
·..reltu-,.s of' t.he diF~eJ1s:tonleBs ttrue lflss ths .. n 5 x lo·-3 t: • .nd 
for vuJ~~s of the Reaction number greater then 640, the 
solut~on to the model ce.n r)t'; nppJ.·oxlmated by the 0quations 
Nhich re~ults from aj?pl~.cat1on of the 1-'ene"tratlon ·rheory 
'
1"0 a f'" 1 1 11 ,., g o~ ... .t~ C!:\.""''"" c" r"'cpl"•• v a.... .~. .. 1._.  .,. .~. .;;o .... 6 ... · , t,". 
t~.n·bu.lent d::·op model -:-:-as nlso modified. anci sol·-1ed fer 
slml~ar tra~1sport conditions. 
consisted ot .. 2!""~~hloro-2-methy1.propa.ne ( t-butyl chlo:r-1d~} 
1 
diffusing from a benzene cont1nucus pha~e into falling water 
drcple ts P.!".td undergoing a f1rHt order 1rrevers ~.blt~ rea~~tiorJ 
w1 th the w·uter droplets. For th1 s experir:'~ntal s tua y, tho 
R6nct1on numbers ranged from 97.7 to 314.8, the Peclet 
ll 
numbers ranged from ).6 x 10 !• ,...,, to 8.1 x 104 ~ the dimensionless 
contact times ranged from 0 to 5 ·- 3 x 10 , and the drop 
Heynolds number rangf:!d from 600 ·to 1, )40. 
O f' ·~ • I 
'I he experimental solute transport rate .s l'•ere a factor 
to 10 greater than those predicted ~y the ~irculat1ng 
drop model (or Penetration theory) and a factor of 2.5 to J 
g.reater than. those predicted by the Hencllos and ~aron model, 
Four drop sizes ·were studied Hhcse equ1 valent dla:r::l.eters 
(de) were 0.59, 0.46, 0.36 and 0.33 centimeters respectively. 
~he larg0st drop (de = 0.59 en) was en oscillating drop~ 
'I'he dr()p l'lhose dia.i'!teter was 0.46 em 1tUlS a partially oscill:3.t1nt: 
droplet. It oscillated for about JO em a~d then completed its 
'i;:r{:t.Vel do-:n1 tha column as a. c1 rcula.ting dJ."oplet, if the 
p8-rtlc1ll8.r column height being used was of sufficient length. 
Th~~ other t\m drop sizes (d ; O.J6cm and O.J:}C;m) appeared t., 
e 
be circul?ting drops. 
Fro!J vtsual observa.t.lons of a stationary droplet in 
c0ntr:tct H1 th tho cont!.rn1ous phase during the transfer 
p:::-·~'''~ss, tt l':-& .. s concluded that th.e deviation between the 
theoreti.:)al :mod.els end the experimental data t.t!9.S due to a 
spec1el type of interfacial motion not usually observed when 
two ll.qulds aJ:>e in cont8.ct. 
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1.1. I.rologu_~ 
SJ.multanecus chemical reaction and rr.ass trn.nsfer in 
liquid-liquid systems where one phase exists es discrete 
drops is a pheno~enon frequently encountered in many 
industrial processes. In solvent extr.:1ction processes 
where 21. reaction is being used to ineresse the rate of 
transfer of a solute from the raffinate phase to the 
extra.~t phase (or proces:-;es w·here tNo-liquid phase cbem1cel 
re:aGt:io!1s are beir.•.g c.o:n~'I.J.cted), both s. qualt tat1 vs e.nci 
quanti tatl ve kno~aJledge of re8.ctton-acco:npanif.d s0lute 
transport is necessary. Spray to~·rers, perforated plate 
to·w-ers and rotating disk contactors are ex~.mples of JJ.Q.1.lid-
J.J.quid cor, tacting equipmeY"1t in wh1 cl1 one ;base exists as 
d.iscrete drops. 
Tt1s investigation 1s directly concerned with the 
elu.cl.iatic,n of tho-s racchanis:m cf sin:.ul taneous che11ical 
r-e~ctlon 8J1d was.:> tronsfer in sjngle liquid-liqu1d droplet. 
syste~s~ It 1s ccnfincd to systems in which a solute 1s 
c:iffusing froiD. a conti~uous phase into slngle droplets 
{which are falling or rising through the continuous phase 
in a. single stream at their terminal velocity) and reacting 
with the droplet medium by rne:ms of a first or·ier (or 
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pseudo first order) irreversible reaction. 
According to Licht and Conway (1950), there are three 
zones of solute trw.sport to or from liquid droplets falling 
(or rising) through a continu~us medium: (1) The zone in 
which the d.rop fo1·ms at a nozzle (or distributor) and. 
ac~elerates to its terminal velocity of fall (or rise), 
( 2) the zone i.n ~·:hi eh the drop travels at its te rmi:nal 
velocit-y and (3) the zone in 1-~Thich the drop enters and 
coalesces or flocculates into the major liquid-liquid intcr!"'ace. 
'This study presents both a mathematical ar.d experimental 
study of the rate of solute transport in zone II. The study 
i= based (in part) on the many previous studies of zone II 
in· -;.;hich solute tro.nsport wi tho1J.t react.i.o_ll 1>ras investigated. 
O~e mathenatical study considers the effect of circulatic~ 
w1 thin the d.roplet on the solute tr~""lsport rate. Another 
mathematical study considers the transport process for the 
case of very slight penetr~tion of the solute into the 
droplet. No studies have been reported in the literature 
on sirrml taneous chemical reaction and mass transfer inside 
liquid droplets. 
According to Perry (1963), data obtained fro~ single 
droplet studies can be used to estimate transfer rates in 
spray towers, if the drop size distribution, d1s:r:1erse~ phase 
holdup, and backmixing coefficients are kno1m. Also co·vlSt')n 
c?....nd Skinner (1952) have reported that data from single 
droplet studies can be used to predict the performance of 
large scale sieve-plate columns. 
J 
This invest1gRtion will add to the kno~le~~e of the 
mechanism of simultaneous chemical reaction and mass transfer 
in liquid-liquid systems and will be of value in the 
determination of the major design and process variables 
to be considered in relation to the cor:.struction and 
operation of various liquid-liquid contacto:rs where one 
phase exists as discrete drops. 
The specific objectives of this study are presented 
in the next chapter (Chapter II). The objectives follow 
the literature survey ~1ich is presented in this chapter 
in order to enhance understanding thair purpose and 
importance. The mass transfer n:odcls whi~h 1--1ere modified 
to account for a first order il-reversible reaction occurring 
in the dropJ.et are presented in detail in Chapter III. The 
solutions tc these models are discussed 1r. cr.~.pter IV. The 
experimental procedure by which solute trarJsport datE"..\. were 
obtained 1s described in Chapter V. The discussion of the 
experimental data and the comparison of the experimental 
transfer rates Ni th those predicted by the rrodels which Nere 
considered appropriate for comp&rlson are presented in 
Chapter VI. 
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1 '" .t::.. 
This literature survey presents only investigations 
~,:.h1 c.h l·.:ere concerned Kith or applicable to solute t.Ninsport 
1~ single liquid-liquid droplet systems. The topics 
discussed are the following: (l) mechanics of drop motion, 
(2) rnass trAnsfer studies of droplets tra~eling at their 
frc-:e faJ.l or :!'!se velocity (zone II) and ( 3) mass transfer 
with reaction studies applicabl~ to zone II. The rnechenics 
of drop and bubble motion has been discussed quite thorou~hly 
by IA".Vich (1962). An excellent presentation of empirical 
r:u;.d. theorE-tical studte s of tbe hydrodynaml c behavior cf 
liq,uid droplets flo,·ring through a l1.quid medium is given 
by Ag·.raw-al (1965). An easy-to-reaJ. revie"r of the theoretical 
the hydrodyne.rriics, diffusional transport and 
surface behavior ln single drop extraction systems is 
presented by Johns, Bec.kmann and Ell.is (196_5). S.id.er.1ar.1 
end .ShD.btHl ( 196l.J.) revle,-.red heat trans fer and. n:ass tr:-::111sfer 
reJ.e.tiol1.:i pex-talning to a single drop (or bubble) r:;o'\ring 
freely in an. ~1.nfinite liquid. medium. 
1.2.1 .. f•:e chani C-S • 
---------
The forces acting on the surface 
of a liquid drop produce flow fields which can be classified 
as stae;na.nt, laninar circulation. turb't~lent ci. t'eulatior: and/ 
or oscillation. ~he ta.'t'lgentlal com:pont-:n.t of the fcrc'3 a.ctlng 
at the liquid surface causes a vortex-like flow pattern 
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~<Tithin the droplet or bubble commonly knot·r-"1 a£ a c:Lrcul.atlcn 
current, .,..;hlch characte.rizes a circulating drop. 2."he norrral 
component of the force acting on the drop surface produces a 
de.forn~ation from the spherlcal shape. i·ihen this de:'orrr.ed 
geometry is unstable, oscillations about a. pseudo ellipsoiria.l 
equilibrium shape occurs (Tre;ybal, 19~.3), t•rhich cha.:racte:riz~ 
an oscillating drop. If there is an absence of oscillations 
and a shear force is present at the interface which opposes 
the tang en ti al co:Tpcnen t of the hydrndyi'1C'.!2lic force field, 
the ~nte2"nal circulation is O.amped. If the opposine:: force 
is large enough, the ci:rculat:i.on in the 1rop is corr.p1etely 
carr.ped out; this situation characterizes :?. sta..sr1a~t sphere 
in liq·Jid-liquid droplet syste~s (Levich, 1962). 
1.2.1.1. Lar:1inar Circulatin~~ and St2.~"'·nant .CJ:·o 0s. 
--------- ..,....._. ____ -..~.-s:.------·- 'Tl:e 
flew region which defines laminar circulating drops is 
characterized by the absence of th~ oscillatory component 
in the flow field. In t.he lin:i t 1·rhen te:r·m~ ir: the equ3.t::\.on 
ot motion ('rJ.ad:!'c1tic in velocity) c&.n be ne::~lected (geD~~rally 
at droplet Reynolds nurrbers less than 0.1), Hadamard (1911) 
bes solYed the linearized equations of motion fo:r dispersed 
phase a!ld continuous phase stree.m functions appJ_icable to 
a liquid. sphere moving relative to an0ther liq"J1d. (See 
Figure 3~4 for an illustrative description and equations 
(J.JJ) through (3.~i7) for a functional descript1o:1 of the 
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dispersed phase stream function.) Experimental studies 
by several authors indicate that the circula·:ion patterns 
exhibited by some liquid drops are similar to those of 
:aadamard. Eeertjes et al (1954), l':hile studying mass 
transfer in single liquid drop systems, demonstrated the 
existence of internal circulation by observing a color 
change corresponding to a critical solute concentration 
level in the drop. Eeertjes observed that the last portion 
of the original color had the shape of a ring in the 
neighborhood of the circulation vo1·tex. ?or a stagnant 
drop, the last portlon ":1f the original color 1-muld disappear 
from the center of the drop. Recent experimental studies by 
Schroeder and Kintner (1965) indicate that Hadamard-like 
circulation occurs within the drop in nonoscillating drops 
at drop Reynolds number up to 200 and in larger drops 
bet~·Jeen periods of re.ndom wobbly oscillation above drop 
Reynolds numbers of 200. 
AccordinG to Lev1ch (1962), the resisting shear force 
11hich damps the circulation current in a drop and results 
in drops being internally stagnant is due to surfactants. 
'fhe drop surface motion causes a co:ncentration variation of 
adsorbed rD.o1.e cules ( surf8ctants) between the rear of the 
drop &.nd the for"Ttiard pole, a!1d consequently an interfacial 
tensio4"l gradient exists Nhlch opposes the tangential transfer 
of momentum. In recent photog:caphie stt!dies by Eorton, 
Fritsch and Kintr:er (196.5) at drop Reynolds numbers betHeen 
3.76 and 19, Hadamard-like circulatton currents N~re observ·ed 
but they also observed a slow decay of internal velocity and 
a change in the circulation patterns Ni th the acct1::nulation 
of minute amounts of colloidal impurities on the inte~face 
at the rear of the droplet. 
1.2.1.2. 'r'.lr~~-ent C1rcul_§.t1E_K and Oscillatl~"!;.:: Dr..QJ?.s. 
According to Rose and KintnAr (1966), circulation in a drop 
is a RadF•,mard-like r.-1ovement of liquid in a manner that 1s 
all!!ost J.ar:,inar. It. oecurs in nonoscillating drops at 
Re;~rn.olds numbers "\!Jell below- 200 as Kell as in larger drops 
bet~.,.een periods of random wobbly osctllat,ory regimes. At 
Heynolds n1.n:bers ':\'"ell above 200, 1·.rhen drops os·cillate, the 
drops normally undergo rather large amplitude osc1.ll~t1cns 
1-vhic.h have bee:". att:tibuted to periodic vo.ctex discharge 
(Schroe~er and Kintner, 196.5)* The oscillation 1s typically 
f1·om 1.1eerly spherica.:!. oblate and back, and the drop 
appears to undergo a rather v1Dlent mixing once a cycle 
(Rose a.nd. Kintne:r, 1966). 
At Reynolds nurGbers v.rell above 2CO, drops ~·rhi Gh do not 
oscillat~ still exist. For example, Skelland and ;·!ellek 
(1964) obser".re·1 l;he transition from c1.rculat1ng to o~c1J.letlng 
drops to occur .?..t drop Reynolds numbers of 360 to 600. 
In this study (see Chapter VI), the transition occurred at 
a HeynolC.s number of l,OJO. In a recent article, Patel and 
Welle~ (1967) proposed to describe this region as o~e of 
vie:crous l.n.ternal circulation, and hence t~e ::1u.thor h~-1s 
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denoted it as turbulent circulation. For turbul~nt circul.qting 
drops. Fa tel and 1,/ellek ( 1967) have recommended that the 
motion can be dcser1 'bed by a system of circular torj. (see 
Figure J.8 and Section 3.6) derived by Handlos arid Baron 
(195?). 
For oscilla.ti!'lg drops, Bose and Kintner (1966) and 
P..nge 1o ·at al { 19 66) havE~ derived s inusoldal fun c tlons to 
describe ~he stretch of the drop surface during oscillation. 
1.2.2. IV.~.:?-~_:;::::·ansfer. All efforts to investigate the 
funr:amentals of the me.ss trar~sfer mechart"tsm betl'.reen a 
liquid. drop e.nd the surrcunc.tng contir:uous liquid phase 
have used a "model" a.pproa.eh. Each model incorporates 
c,er·tait'l hasic a~sumptions and. li::ni tatlons 1\'hich are 1nheTc:n:t 
in the final solution, and Nhich usually limit the utility 
of the "model" proposed {Johns, Beckrn?.lm and Ellis, 1965). 
There are several models 1n current use such as the Film 
(LeNis a"ld. \·Jh:i tmv.n, 1924), Penetration (Eigbie, 193.5), Film-
p&netratior.. { Toor at1d r·:g_rchello, 1958) and Surface R ';ne•-ral 
(:J~nck~·.rerts, 195la). These models and others r.ave be~~n used 
to describe mass transfer in liquid-liquij droplet systems 
as well as other common geometries. The analytical studies 
relevant to the problem of calculation of solute transport 
rates to and from liquid-liquid droplets are as follows: 
1.2.2.1. St!Snant Drops. Newman (1931) solved the 
equations describing molecular diffusion in a stagnant 
sphere where the continuous phase resistance to solute 
transport is negligible (see Section ).4). Groeber (1925) 
derived the equations describing molecular diffusion to a 
sphere where the continuous phase resistance is finite. 
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Kronig and Bruijsten (1950) and Friedlander (1957) 
derived expressions for the solute transport rate for the 
case where the dispersed phase resistance is negligible. 
Their investigation was based on the assumption that Stokes' 
continuous phase stream function could be used to describe 
the velocity field around a stagnant fluid sphere or a 
solid sphere. 
1.2.2.2. Laminar Circulating DroElets. Kronig and 
Brink (1950) derived an analytical expression for the amount 
of solute transferred to or from a drop falling or rising in 
a continuous liquid medium. for the case where the continuous 
phase resistance to solute transport is negligible and the 
drop phase Peclet number (dVt/D) approaces infinity (see 
Section J.5). Their development was based on Hadamard's 
(1911) dispersed phase stream function. Johns and Beckmann 
(1966) completed the study of Kronig and Brink by obtaining 
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values for the transport rate over the interval 0 < N 1~ < ~. ·e 
&.nd assuming no resistance in the continuous phase (see Secti~n 
3~2, Chapter IV and Figures 4.1 through 4.19 fork~= 0). 
n 
Elzinga and Banchero (1959) extended the Kron:\.g and Brink 
analysis to include a finite resistance in the continuous 
phase. Kronig, Van der Veen and Ijzerma.n (1951) solved. 
equations based on Hadamard's di spel"sed pha.se stream function 
for the case where the continuous phase resistance to solute 
transport is negligible and the Peclet number approaches 
zero. 
Griffiths (1960) presented an analysis in the co~r1t1nnous 
phase when the dispersed phase r~sistance is negligible. 
Griffiths obtained his solution by modifying several solid 
srhere equations to account for a non-zero surface velocity 
and }·H:m.ce cov~red a 111ide range of Reynolds and Peclet 
numbers • .Boi'Jl!lar~ .• Ha.rd,· Johnson and 'rrass (1961) also 
analyzed the continuous phas~ transfer rate f'or the case 
·w-hei'e the dJ.spersed pl:.ase resistance is negligible. They 
used Hadama..rd.' s ( 1911) con t1nuous phase stream fu:nction 
instead of Stokes' as Friedlander (1957) had done. There 
hav~ been various other analyses of continuous phase 
transfer when the dispersed phase resistance in c1rculat1ng 
drops ls negligible, and many of these are presented 1n a 
re"Tiew by S1dem.9.n and Shabta.1 {1964). 
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1. 2. 2. ). T~ .. rbulen~_9J r_cJ!!.ating e.nd/o_!'_O~c1]...1 f'~ D~Q.E.~. 
B~n1dlos and Baron {1957) proposed a model for Reynolds n"J.nbers 
in the re~ge of about 1000 which predicts the d1~:persE:d phase 
transfer rate !'or the ca.se where the cont:tnuotls phase 
resistance to tra'i'lsfer is negllgible (see Section ).6). 
Handlos and Baron originally solved their model by separation 
of va.riables &nd determined only one eigenvalue 1 which limits 
it usefulness for short contact times. In view of this, 
Olander (1966) resolved ~.;heir model nurr.er1ca.lly using a 
f1n1 ta d1 !'fe:re,nce teelmlque.. Patel and viellek ( 196?) 
nuweri cally solved the Ha"ldlos ar..d Be.:rcn :model for the case 
t.>1here the c<.1nt1nuous phase l"esistr:.nce is f1n1 te. They 
recommend that this model be used to describe mass transfer 
1n turbulent circulating, nonosc!llating droplets. 
Rose and Kintner ( 1966} developed a iT1odel for 
vigorously oscillating droplets tlhich takes tnto account 
both the s.mplltude en.d frequency o.f oscilla.t1.cn. 'rhey 
C()ns1d~red 1;he! ct?.se hvhere the transfer res !.stance 1n both 
phe.ses ~:-as finite. A."'"lgelo, Lightfoot Rl1.d Howa:r.d (1966) 
refi:::1.ed the a.'-lalysis of R.ose and Kintner by generalizing 
the Penetra:t1on Theory to acco·unt for surface str~tch. A 
mod1fic:ation of the surface-stretch model ta1<es into accow1t 
trcm.sff!:r d.ur1.ng drop formation at submerged nozzles and 
considers finite transfer resistances in both phases. 
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1.2.3. hass Transfer i<Ti th He action. 
·--· ..--. -- -- ·--.. ·-------
Th~ analytical 
and experimental studies applicable to solute transport 
to and from sir1gle liquid droplets when both diffusion and 
~·eaction a:re occurring simultaneously are presented as 
follOTo'J"S: 
1 .. 2.).1 •. ~tap:nant DroE.§_. Crank (19.56) presents the 
solution to the problem of radial diffusion with reaction 
in a sphere for a first order irreversible, first order 
reversible and an instantaneous reaction. In all three 
cases, Crank considered the continuous phase resistance to 
be finite. Winnick et al (1966) modified the Film-
penetration theory ('roor and Earchello, 1958) to account 
for a surface resistance and a first order irreversible 
reaction occurring within a stagnant drop. 
1.2.3.2. Laminar Circulating .Drons. Danckwerts (195lb} 
solved the Kron1g and Brink (1950} model for the case iinere 
the solute is transferring into the drop and undergoing a 
first order irreversible reaction with the drop medium, for 
the ca.se where the transfer resistance ln the continuous ls 
ph&se negligible. 
Johnson and Akehata (1965} obtained numerical solutions 
to the problems of solute transport from a. clrculat1ng drop 
or a solid sphere 1-rhen the dispersed pha.SP, resistance to 
solute transport is negligible and a first order irreversible 
reaction is occurring in the continuous phase. They used 
Hadamard's and Stokes' continuous phase stream 'functions 
to describe the velocity field around a circulating drop 
and solid sphere, respectively. 
lJ 
Johnson, Eamielec and Houghton (1967a) theoretically 
studied the rates or mass transfer from a single gas bubble 
where the gas undergoes e second order irreversible chemical 
reaction with a second solute 1n the continuous phase. For 
lo1·r Reynolds numbers they used either Hadamard 1 s or Stokes 1 
continuous phase stream functions to describe the velocity 
profile. At intermediate Reynolds nu~bers, they us~d profiles 
obtained by Hamlelec, Story and }fuitehead (1963). 
Johnson, Hamielec and Houghton (1967b) obtained 
experimental data with which to compare with their 
previously derived model. They studied a system l<1hich 
consisted or carbon dioxide bubbles rising through a 
continuou.s phase or monoethanolamine. They considered 
their model to adequately describe the experimental data. 
They also report that this is the first 'fundamental study 
or simultaneous chemical reaction and mass transfer 
involving gas bubbles appearing in the literature. 
Brian, Vivian and l"la.tiatos (1967) studied the absorption 
of carbon dioxide into aqueous solutions of monoethanola~ine 
in short wetted-wall colur.ms. They compared their da.ta to 
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a model solved by Brian et al (1961, 1964) based on the 
Penetration theory (Higbie, 1935) applied to a second orJer 
irreversible reaction occurring simultaneously Hith diffusion. 
Their results did not compare well with the model, ru1d they 
attributed this to interfacial turbulence lvhich they detected 
with proplyene desorption studies. It is surprising that 
Johnson, Eamielec and Eoughton (1967b) did not notice 
interfacial turbulence in their studies. To the kno\-rledge 
of ·the author, experimental studies of simultaneous chemical 
reaction inside gas bubbles or liquid droplets have not 
appeared in the literature. 
1.2.3.3. Turbulent Circulatinsx or Osc1lla.tin~ Drop~. 
To the knowledge of the authqr, neither theoretical nor 
experimental ~undamental investjgations of sirrultaneous 
chemical reaction and mass transfer inside or outside of 
single turbulent circulating or oscillating liquid droplets 
have been reported. 
II. OB • .TECTIVES 
The objectives of this investigation were: (1) to 
modify the existing mo.ss transfer models applicable to 
solute transfer to liquid droplets {'tt.then the change in 
the droplet side interfacial concentration is negligible) 
to account for the solute undergoing a first order (or 
pseudo first o:r-der) irr~,~er:31ble reaction w1 th1.n the drop 
medium; (2) to e7aluate and compare these models, and (J) 
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to obtain experimental data with which to test the developed 
models. These studies were restricted to the terminal 
velocity regime. The remainder of this chapter consists 
of comments and ob8ervations related to the objectives of 
this study. 
The model considered for droplets in laminar rlow 
was the circulating drop model based on the dispersed 
plu~se stream function der1 ved by Hadamard ( 1911) l'lh1 ch 
was dHveloped by Kronig t..md Brink ( 19 50) and Johns and 
Beckmru1n (1966) for mass transfer without reaction. The 
circulating drop model is rigorously limited to drop 
Reynolds numbers less tha"l one because this is the range 
in l'lh1ch the strea.m functions derive,i by Hadame.rd (1911) 
are valid. However, there 1s experimental information 
which shows that the practical limitation is less restr1ctivea 
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and a least qualitatively Hadamard-like streamlines exist 
at drop Reynolds nuMbers in the neighborhood of 200 (Rose 
and. :{int~er, 1966). In ms.ny industrial situations, 
droplet P..eynclds numbers as r.;reat as 200 are encountered. 
'.rhe stagne.nt spbere model (NPe = 0) developed. by Ne"Y-.rman 
(1931) a.nd the Kronig and Eri!'l~-r mod~l (!-.;P -~ ~) are special 
_e 
cases of the circulating drop model (Johns, 1964); 
The model considered for turbulent circulating droplets 
flo1·; was the Ea.""ldlos and Baron model (Earch 1957). This 
model is conside~ed applicable to droplets in the high 
Reynolds number range (~Fe > 200) l·~hich ha .. re vigorous internal 
c--irculation but are not fulJ.y oscilla.ting (Patel and 1'Jellek, 
1967). 
For visorous osctllating drops Angelo, Lightfoot and 
Eow-ard (1966) have proposed a generalization of the Penetration 
theox·y (Higbie, 19 35) 'Nhi ch includes the concept of' surface 
stretch (Rose and Kintner, 1966). The modification of this 
model for a first order irreversible reaction has not been 
included in this thesis. The model is currently being 
modified by R. B. Brunson and R. ~. Wellek in conjunction 
with the s.uthor. It should be noted, that on the basis of 
CUl"rent t~cansport data for mass transfer ~ri thout reaction 
in oscillating droplets, the surface stretch model has not 
compared significantly better than the Ha.ndlos and Earon 
1? 
l"riode 1. (Pate 1 and. '.·!e 1lek, 1967) • At one tirr.e , 1 t 1-vas thought 
that the Eandlos and Baron rcodel applied to oscillating nrops 
('~-Jelle}~ 1-:md :3kel1and, 1965; Skelland and \·:ellek, 1964; Olney 
c.nd ].',iller, 196J; Tre;y-bal, 1963) but currently it is considered 
to apply +..;o ..... i,E:orousl;y- ci:r.·c1JJ .. ati::J.s·-nonoscillatin.~ drcns (P.':'l.tel 
8nd ~·.'ellek, 1967). 
This study of the rate of solute transport into liquid-
1lqu1d droplet 6Xtrac.tlon systems in ·phich tl:e solttte is 
'..H1oeryoing a f1:"st order (ol' pseudo first .")rder) ir:r·pve:r·sible 
reaction as it diffuses into the drop may yield inforrnntion 
vrhtch could. oe ;;r8.luable in both arlalyzirig the perforn.anc.e and 
initiating the d~sign of in~ustrial liquid-liquid extractors 
and rea.etors in which the dispersed ph:.~se exists as :iiscrete 
dr-ops i11 "1lhich a first order (or pseu::lo first order) 
irreversible reection is occurring in conjunction with 
mo1ecula.:r c:J1d convective transport into the droplet. 
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J.l. 1 n trod. u 9-t.._i"'""o ... n_ 
:~r~e '~eterminat1on of a. :!J.odel desc.rlbin::; solu.te 
transport into a droplet falling or rising in a continuous 
liquid medium d.epe:nds upon the corn.bination of the effec.ts 
of hyd.!'odynar.ctcs, diffusional transport and interfa~!al 
behaYlor on t:r.e passage of solute be tv-teen the t\>ro liquid 
phases. Generally, the viscosity, density and interfacial 
tension of the liquid phases will depend upon the concentratio~ 
of the transf~rrlng solute so that the differential equations 
d~scrlbing the hydrodyna~ics, diffusion and surface behavior 
will be coupled. However, if the solute is sufficiently 
d11ut0, the ~enslty and Yiscosity ~ay be taken as constru1t 
~nd tbe flo¥ a~d dif~usion equations will be coupled only 
5.n the cot~vec.t.t ve transport terms of the diffusion equatior. 
and ~n the interfacial shear stress boundary on the flow 
equat:.on (Johns, Ecckmann F~nd Ell1s, 1965). The rr.od.els in 
this study consider only dilute solutions of the solute, 
c-w.C.. t.hu.~ the assumption that tr:.e flow and dlffusioYl equations 
are uncoupled is made. 
~he models presented in this chapter a~e denoted as 
the ulrcule.ting dl...,OP f"JOdel, the Banc:los and B!.-1ron mod~l a~d 
19 
''-l c •.. e Penetration theory model. The stagnant sphere (NPe~ 0) 
and Kroni.g and Brink (NPe -'31>- oo) models are presented as 
special cases of the circulating drop model. The general 
coudi tions within wh1ch these models l·lere developed are: 
(1) the solute is diffusing into the drop from the 
COilt.tnuous phase and undergoing a first order irreversible 
reaction with the drop rueiium; (2) the droplet side 
interfacial concentration is ~ssumed constant and the 
concentration of solute in the continuous phase is assumed 
ind€pendent of time a."ld positioll; (J) the li1u1d di."'Oplets 
are falling through ru1 eseentially infinite continuous 
phase; (4) the region of application is for the free fall 
(droplet traveling at its terminal velocity) or rise period 
of solute transport. 
A detailed presentation of the circulating drop 
model and. 1 ts solut,1on for mass transfer 'l'li thout reaction 
can bt:; found in str.Hiies by Johns (1964) and Kronlg a.nd 
Br!nk (1950) r A d.eta.1led presentation of the Ha.ndlos a~d 
Baron ruodel and 1ts solution for mass transfer without 
l"'eact!on can be found in studies by Ha"1dlo3 and Baron (1957), 
\-Jellek and Skelland (1965), Patel and Wellek (1967) and 
Olander (1966). 
3 .1.1. J2'=f'!.n1_t1on of Variables. The solution to the 
models are p~esented in terms of dimensionless variables. 
The dimensionless independent variables are definea as 
follOl'YS: 
{1) the dimensionless time 
l- = ~A~t 
a?· 
(2) the dimensionless radius 
R==J 
(3) the dimensio~less Reaction number 
-~=~fa,_ 
R. ..t)Al) 
(4) the Peclet number 
f\J = _I A{:J. 2 ~~ 
R: 4 Me.+ Mo{ ~A~ 
(J.l) 
(J.2) 
( 3. 3) 
The variables de&~~ed from the models were defined 
as follows: 
(1) the dimensionless volume average conce~tr~tion 
of the unreacted solute in the drop 
(2) 
_ r rC(R~8/£)d.V 






instantaneous surface average 
N ==- Na2a. 
Ca.i..VA~ (3.6) 





~·rhere the instantaneous surface average flux is defined 
as 
(3.9) 
( ~·;i th reaction) {J.lC) 
( without reaction) ( 3.11) 
(J) the enhancement factor 
ENP = J:L( 1<1i th reactio!!.__j_ 
N(without reaction) ().12) 
(4) the dimensionless total mass concentration, that 
is, the concentration of the total mass transferred 
to the drop whether it be in reacted or unreacted 
form 
(3.13) 
NO'l1E: Cmt = ·c ";-;hen no reaction 1 s occurring 
( 5) th.e lnste1ntaneous Sherh·ood number 




"t'lhere the instantaneous dispersed phase transfer coefficient 
is defined as follows 
thus in terms of dimensionless flux 
(6) the time averaged Sherwood number 






where the time averaged dispersed phase transfer coefficient 
is defined as 
t:' 
i ( ~ddt.' 
'Rd = Jo 
'----s: dt:) {:for kR > 0) ().19) 
kd = -~ .;_ .Ln lrc 4. - c 4~t c ror k 11=o > < 3 .19a) clt. l 
• 
assuming. the 1ni tial solute concentration 1:n the drop 13 -
zero at the b03lnnlng of the free fall or rise period; 
then ~ 
_4_D.. -k__g__ S ~a~d 




-(for kR > 0) 
and from equations (J.l~) and ().18) 
-(for kR > 0) 
Nsh = -2.....-L .Ln ( 1- c) 
31" (for ka=O) 






has shown hoN solutions of equations for diffusion accompm11ed 
by a f1.rst order irreversible res.ction can be deduced by 
t:can.sformatlon of the solutions of the corresponding diffusion 
* problems without reaction. Letting C and C denote the 
solutions to a diffusion problem without chemical reaction 
and with a first order irreversible chemical reaction 
respectively, the appropriate transformation equations in 
terms of the dimensionless variables used in this study are: 
( -~':(' -~:c 
CCt) = i?Jc*e RCJ.t'+ c·e R (3.22) 
0 
c ( l) = fjjc: e_-1?.. 'td._<:' + c: c_ ~.t (J.23) 
J) l:. --ll:t: ,· -~ t 
N("t:)= ~RR_j N*e 'Ci.t'+N'e • (3.24) 
0 
From these relations, the other dependent variables ENF, 
24 
Cmt, N SH and IJ SH can be calculated. 
1-lany of the solutions for diffusion 't'.rithout reaction 
are avialable in the form of infinite serles which can 
be 't'lrltten 
().25) 
Hhere o<, ,f3 and~a.re spatial COOrdinates, J andY are 
diffe.rent for each term in the series but are not functions 
of?- ;)'is not a function of o(, f3 and o( • By application of 
equations (3.22) through (3.24) and definitions in 
Section 3.1.1., the following forms for the desired 








The teTms G, 2, J, K, L, and F are not functions of 
either o(, j3, ~ or { and cs.n be determined from the 
appropriate solute transpcrt equation for diffusion 
without reaction. 
3. 2. .Circula:ting Drcp hodel 
Eased on the mass transport assumptions in Table 3.1, 
* the equation of continuity for constant diffusivity and 
denslty is valid (Bird., SteVTart and L!ghtfoot, 1963) and 
25 
is given as follows for a first order irreversible reaction 
and axially symruetri c flow ( ~CcP-:. o ) ; 
E_c.. \t,. oc.. + v. oc .. = !J r L ~ ( r,_ oc~) + 
at + O'Y' 1' a a Atrl or- 07" 
--' -- _ 9_ r &rn. e oCA )] - ~'fc 
- I~J.me oe \.: oe ~ 
(3.32) 
From Eada~ard's (1911) dispersed phase stream function 
Since the drop ls essumed spherical, the form of the equation 
of continuity used was that corresponding to the spherical 




I' A i3 L ~ 3.1 
• 
1. 'The fluids are tmcompresstble, viscous Ee1·;tc>t"'.ian liq,'-lid.s. 
2. The velocity field satisfies the linearized equations of 
motion. 
3~ The velocity field is continunus at the phase boundary. 





te.n.sor are con t:i nuous at the phAse bou:rd.ary. (The 
su:!:fsce ~enston and the surface v·iscc)si ty are zero.) 
The velocity field is axlssymmetr1c. 
The drop shape ls spherical. 
~ht~ contl:-J.l.lous phase i 3 infinitely largE:. 
~:r;e solute concentrat~on is of sufficient d1lut1o~ so 
chat the fluid properties are independent of solute 
concentration. 
9. Tl~e velocity field is ind.eper.:.de21t of ti:'De. 
1. 'I'he dtspersed phase r~3istance to solute transport 
is many times greater than the continuous phase 
resistance to solute transport. 
f.c. 2. T!:e dispersed phase side of the interface ts 
satur3.ted \'fl th solute. 
J. The solute ls itlute. 
4. 'l'he solute reacts irreversibly and. first orc1.er 1-;ith 
the dispersed phase. 




Fig. 3.1 Spherical coordinates system 
28 
where ().34) 
which applies for the hydrodynamic assumptions in Table ).1, 




{ "'"' "::l6 \ ;J•.; I 
\ I - li ( .;(...(,.. "'\ ,. I ''TV'- '2. ) 5 Ve -- -·- -- ----Y-- 11 I- .6-..L me 
2. /I(.A ..J + JAc / '- a?-
(3.37) 
.substituting tb.e expressions for vr and ve into equation 
(J.J2) and simplifying 1n terws of the dimensionless 
variables, C, l, R, kr E":tnd r;Pe {see Section 3.1.1.) 
equation (3.32) becomes 
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{J.J8a) 
The a.lgebra.ic s1gn of' NPe depends on whether the nrop rises 
or fall relative to the continuous phase. Equation (J.J8a) 
1s expressed for a drop falling through a e:.ont1nuous 
ITH."'diu:::.r::, to1·<ever the solution to rising drop problem can 
be obtained fro~ the solution to e~uation (3.J8a) by 
substituting - NPe for NPe and C(f.</r-e,() for C( R, e) l ) . 
The boundary conditicns were choEen as follows: 
:a.C.l Ca(Y; e. o) =- o (J.J8b) 
0~ 
C r q e o"'l == o 
\._ 1 I I .I 
E.C .. 2 CC\ ( ai e, -t) == Ca.i. (J.38c) 
or-
C(/,G)'l)s/ 
73.C.) ccr.C o, e, t) 1s finite ().J8d) 
0~ 
c co) e~ r) is finite 
B.C)-1- oCa. ( r, 0, -t) == oCa (Y'; rr, t) ::: o 
O"r ae ae 
().38e) 
oC (R 0 't~ = oC (_R rr ·'l) -= 0 Qe I l ./ oa I I 
Boundary eondlt1on .2!:!£. simply means that 1n1tia.lly, o.t 
t = 0, the concentration of solute in the drop is zero 
or neglected~ Boundary condition t~ states that a 
constant concentration is maintained at all points on 
the drop side of the interface. In this model the 
continuous phase resistance to solute transport is 




= bulk cor.centration of solute in the 
continuous phase 
= the drop side interfacial concentration 
= the distribution coefficient 
(3.39) 
Boundary cor..di tion thr~ sta.tes that at any time, t, the 
conc.o.ntration at the center of' the drop is finite. 
Boundary condittor1 four is obtained from the symmetry 
con11tion that on either side of the line e =~ore= 0 
for a particular value of R the concentration is the same. 
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A qualitative insight into the circulating drop model 
can be obtained by observation of Figures 3.2, J.J and 3.4. 
(These figures are taken .from the work of Johns (1964) 
for diffusion without chemical reaction). 1,•11--en N - 0 llJ. Pe - ' 
the convection terms are cancelled and the tangential 
molecular diffusion terms become negligible and thus only 
31 
Pig. ).,2 Conceatrat1on profile (Np8 = 0) 
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I. 0 
F1g. J.J Concentration prof11e (NPe ~ 40) 
r---1 -·i.o 33 
f.O 
F1g. J.4 Concentration prof1le (NPe ?:x- co) 
ra.j.tal diffusion is occurring (Figure 3. 2). Hhen the 
Peclet number becomes large (Np > 100) the molecular 
e -
di:ffusion terms become negligible and the concentration 
profile follows the velocity profile as determined from 
Hadamard's dispersed phase stream function (Figure ).4) • 
.. An intermediate profile (NPe == 40) bet~<reen these t\'-TO 
lim1.ts, NPe = 0 and NPe > 100, is presented in Figure ).3. 
).2.1. A Coordinate Transformation and a Variable 
Subst1tu~iol1• The numerical solution of 
equatlon ( J. 38a) in the R, e coordinate system introduces 
an awkHard problem. In particular, the point at R = 0 
)4 
is a point of discontinuity. This problem can be avoided 
by trans:formatlon to a cylindrical coordinate system (Johns, 
1964) in l'lhich the transformation equations are 
X= RSknG (3.40) 
l= .RCosB (3.41) 
vJhile attempting to solve the circulating drop 
model numerically, it was found that numerical difficulties 
't'Tere reduced 1 f the solution 1-1as obtained after the 
substitution 
U==I-C (3.42) 
,.,as made. The difficulty was that the numerical solution 
was g1 ving low values of C l'rhen co!!lpared. to the analyt1 cal 
(see Section ).4) solution at NFe = 0. Also for high 
values of NPe the ~~herl-':ood numbers would not converge. 
Through use of these transformations, equattons 
(J .. Jl) become 
B .. C 1 
B. C. 2 
B. C. 3 
B.c. 4 
'U(O,O,T) 




( 3. 4Jd) 
( 3. 43e) 
3. 2 .1.1. .Th~kJ._mi L.~s x-> 0. Along the 1 ine x = 0, 
for nny ~ralue of l , equation ( ).4Ja) has one term whtch 
is of indeterminnte form: 
J au 
---X oX 




Therefore along the line x = 0, equation (J.43a) becomes 
AU 'l. L ~')J (O)l)1:) = 2 ° _t~ + d ~ + No [ct-l2 ) oUJ - ~ (/- U) 
UL . ox oZ le oZ R 
(3.45) 
3. 3 Soll~i_£n . ...Qf_ C1.F-.9_El_~t_!p.g_ Drop !<ode 1 
The ana.lytical solution of equations ( 3.43) was not 
obtainable by the usual procedures of mathematical physics. 
Thus a nu~erical technique has been employed. The method 
employed for the integration of equations ().43) was a 
gene1·alization by Saul'yev (1964) of the Du Fort and 
F'ranke 1 rr;.e thod (1953). For an equation 
.oc := "Q'J..c + c}c 
eft oX;2 ax; 
of the type, 
( 3. L~6) 
.Saul'yev surmr..arized the method as: {1) 5.t 1.s explicit, (2) 
two step, (J) widely stable and (4) has an erro:r of the 
2 
order of ( .6{ +(~X) ) • 
·rhe disc.ussion of the solution to the circulating 
drop model in this chapter is restricted to the procedural 
~spects only, with the hope of increasing the brevity of 
the explanation. A discussion of various attempts to solve 
the model in spherical coordinates, the various problems 
~rhich liet·e encountered with programming and 1nsta.b1li ties 
art:-: in Appendices A, B, an1 c. Appendix D contains e.n 
e:x.planat!.on or the computer progra.m. The nur1erical 
3'7 
computations ~ere rua~e in double precision, with the Fortran 
IV language on an IB:·: 360/40 digital computer. 
The difference equations which approximate eauation 
( 3. 1-+-3) are defined at a finite set of points as shown in 
Figure 3.5. The dependent variables necessary from equation 
(3.43) are C and N; from these Ye.riables the other desirP-d 
dependent variables cart be calculated (Section 3.1.1 and 
3.1.2). 
In the clrculating drop model, syrrunetry is assumed 
about the eq,_t.atorlal angle, cp , and the line x = 0 
( 9= o or- 9-= 71 ) • Therefore the point concentration 
profile is needed for only a semicircle set of points es 
shown in Figure 3.5. There are five different types of 
nodes which have to be considered in the calcul9t1ons. 
~heae are: (1) the points which have each adjoining point 
spaced a complete increment,AX, from them, for example, 
point A in Figure 3~. (2) the points located al0ng the 
line x = 0, (J) the points near the boundary in which one 
of their neighboring nodes are separated from them by the 
boundary, e.g., nodal points C, F and D, (4) the points 
near tre boundary in which two of their neighboring nodes 
are separated from them by the boundary, e.g., points E, G 
and H. anC. (5) the points which are located on the boundary, 




the set ::~.s; type ~~T.2.• SP; type three, UEI; type i'~z:, UE2; 
and type five, BP. 
:3.3 .1. FiE.~ t~ Di ff~rence ~~_at.io_E~. The ov~rall scheme 
of the solution is to calculate the concentration prorile in 
the drop for a particular time,l , from the values at 
( '1:'- D..~ ) and ( 'l- 2 ~'l 
' 
I • This procedure is illustrated 1n 
Figure 3.6. rhe concentration profile at a particular time 
is represented as a horizontal plane and time, /, represented 
on the vertical axis. From the boundary condition ().4)a}, 
the concentration profile in the plane?:-= 0 is kno1-m. The 
concentrations at the points in the sets ES, SP, rEl and UE2 
are unity and the concentrations at the points irl the set 
BP are zero. Thus one profile is kno~m but the Dtl Fort 
a.nd Frankel method is a two step method, and one more is 
needed in order to start the solution. The classical 
explicit me·tnod. is a one step method and thus 1 t was used 
to obtain the second profile. The numerical procedure is 
ill~.1strated in Figure ).6. For example, point CE in the 
l = 6.'1: plane was calculated by the classical explic.i t 
njetbod and point DF by the Du Fort and Frankel method. 
After obta1.ning the profiles at L = 0 and 'l = ~rr the 
Du 'Fort and F'ra.nkel method was used repeatedly until the 
desired value of ~ uas reached. 
For the classical explicit method, the finite difference 
......- ---...... ,/~-- -- \ .......... i!. 1/'--·---I-- ---~r-. 
X 
IJ 
'~~-i- r--· / L--'/ ...._._ 
/~~ -r--. r-....... b - -- -
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F1g. ).6 Illustration of numerical time step 
procedure 
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analog of equations (J.4Ja) 1.s 




' ui+l i k-uc._, J. _p + 
- J.....IJ l .,-R. 
Xi 2~X 
No [x;_Z· ( ui.tllj;G- ui-t,J."') 
re ':.1 2 ll.X + 
(J-2\-2_;~) c ui.,j+'/t -u,,j-',-1.) l + 
2Al _J 
). == xi.. 
6X 
~ (1-U· ·.P) R L,JJ< 
D.'"( 
.6.Z = LlX and 5 (b.X.J2 one obtains 
(3.47) 
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( 3. 48) 
For the Du Fort and Frankel method, the f1n1 te 
difference analog of equations ( 3.4Ja) is 
letting ~l= .6X a.nd 
one obtains 
{s- ~ ~x"'fe0-2x>z/)]u,:_j-,,i + 
U- it.~-r-4~] u,~J--1< + ~.Llc-] 
43 
( 3. 49) 
(J • .50) 
Equations (3.48) and (3.50) apply for nodes belonging 
to the set ES. As can be observed the difference between 
the classical explicit method and the method of ~u Fort 
and Frankel is the way in which the term ~ is represented 
and the Se.ul'yev (196L~) substitution for Ui;jJ.ft. 
The classical explicit representation of equation 
().45) along the line x = 0 is 
From the symmetry co:ndi tion 0.!:!._ ( O)l,c) == 0 
-ax 




Uo.jJ-~+1 -== 4.5 U,~ J~-/< + 
Is+ i ~X Nfe( )- s~)J Uo.Jj+IJ~ + 
[1- 65 -~,p.llU•,j,~ + 
~ 61-R 
(3 • .53) 
The Du Fort and Frankel representation of equation 
(3.45) along the line x = 0 is 
Uo1j+~-~;,. -2Uo1jtR. + U"1 j-,,~ + 
(6Z) 2 
N{(l-zj) Cu., i+~::•.j_,, -A.~_ 




le ttlng ~l = !1X, s = 6.'l (6X)2 ' lloJjJ-k = 
oU (OJ 
-ox 
~- ( UoJj)f<+, + U4,j_;-~--~ 
and (from the symmetry condition ~J ~ ) =0) 
one obtains 
~- ~ L\XNfe(I-Z:j~]Uo,J+•,-k + 
~- ~ LV<NreCI-"Z!I~u •. j-d + 
u-65 2~&Ll~ Uo,j,-B_+1 + {~Ll.'l} 
(3.55) 
Equations (J.53) and (3.55) apply for nodes belonging 
to the set SP. Equation (3.53) is used in combination with 
equation (3.48) and equation (3.55) is used in combination 
with equation (3.50) 
3.3.1~1. Jll:lequal Inorements. The concentrations 
located at unequal increments near the boundary, sets UEl 
and UE2, w·ere calculated from interpolation formulas.. Linear 
interpolation was used for nodes in the set UE2; a.nd through 
47 
the use of a third-order La Grange polynomial, concentrations 
a.t the nodes in set UEI Here determined. 
Referring to Figure 3.?, linear interpolation was 
performed as follows 






is the shortest distance betl'men the boundary 
and the point, p - 1. Hhether p = 1 or j depends on whether 
the distance to the bounde.ry is closer in the x direction 
or the z direction. Upon simplification 
1J, =- 11.8 + c o<e _!_) u,_, 
o<p 
(3.57) 
F'or points in the set UEl, a La Grange polynomial was 
fitted through the points p - 3, p - 2, p - 1, end Pa• 
From the resulting polynomial, the concentration at the 
point p + 1 (see F'igurc ).7) vras calculated. rrhen the 
concentrattons at p + 1 was substituted into the appropriate 
equal tncrement equations (3.48) or (_3.50), and thus the 
concentration at the point p could be obtained. The 




P-3 P-2.. P-1 
\ Pa+l 
-b. X('--<\ p) 
F1g. J.? Neighborhood of boundary 
49 
().58) 
'The grid network, Figure J. 5, 'tvas covered. by con:puting 
from the -z boundary to the +z bour1dary and preceding across 
the grid from x = 0 to x = 1. 
This complete scheme "Vlas arrived at somewhat by trial 
and error. The various Teasons are given in Appendix A, 
Section A.J. A possible numerical solution of the circulating 
drop model in spherical coordinates is outlined and discussed 
in Appendix B. The truncation error and stability criteria 
of the numerlce,l scheme presented above are discussed in 
Append~.x C. The computer program is explained in Appendix D. 
J.J.2. Calculation of C, N, Cmt• ENF, NSh' Nsh· There 
were two ways in 111rhich to proceed to calculate the dependent 
variables of interest. (The values of N?e used a parameters 
were o. 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and. the values of kR were 0, 20, 
4o.so, 160, 320, 640, 1280 for values of jl varying from 
0 to 0.25 in 1ncre~ents of 5 x 10-4 . 
1'-.ethod 1;. One method ~.;as to calculate the desired 
quantities for every combination of NPe and kR. The 
computer progra . .c:J ::required 35 :n1.nutes per prograw to 
c;llculate the V'-l1ues C, l\, l'~sh; NSh Nhen kB = 0 and ~~Pe-
50 
a '!onstant. Tl':ls would have required a least 1,680 mi.nutes 
t1me to eover the range of NPe' k '.J and 1: s ho vn1 
J.<. 
&.bvve. 
L? tt_oq._~. hno the r me t~hod, was to obtain C and N for 
values of ~ varying from 0 to 0.25 in increments of 5 x 10-4 
for a particular value of N~ with kR = 0; then use the ~·e -
conversion fornmlas (3.23) and (3.24} an~ the relationships 
in r~quation (J.l3), (3.12), (J.l7} and (3.21) to calculate 
th~ desir·ed. quantities for values of kR greater thaa zero. 
This method only required 40 oi~utes of computing time per 
NPe and thus the computer time needed was only 240 minutes. 
Get~od 2 required less computer time by at least a 
factor of seven over method one, therefore method 2 was 
used. The computer program used was so written so thgt 
r.(r,....) '-~ L could be calculated by either method. P.t Np = 0. 
- e . 
8 /"t• kR = 0 and ·- 0. 03, method 1 gave a value for -c of 
0.297 and method 2 gave a value of 0~295. 
).).2.1. Dim~nslonless Volume AverA~e Concentration. 
- --- ·-------·-...-.. ----··--._......_ ___ ___ 
Tha d1~ens1onless volume average concentration is defined as 
VC<:-) =: J u cx,zz_,<:-) dv 
v 
(3.59) 










then lll'l) = ~Jx F(X,l)c/X (3.62) 
0 
The values of C( '?"') were determined. by n·J.mt::rically 
integrating equat,_ons (,3.61) and (J.62) with the 
trapezoidal rule for U(~) and then using equation 
(3.42) to calculate C(Ji) from U(~). This procedure 
is explained 1n detail 1n Appendix A. After C(~) was 
obta!~ed for a particular Peclet number (NPe) with kR=O, 
then equat!on (J.2J) was used to obt~in C(~) for other 
values of kR through use of the trapezoidal rule. 
J.J.2.2. Jimensionless Surface Avera~e ?lux. 
- --- ---'"""'-'----
.:.~rom 
equ3.tion ( J. 8), the dime:1si.onless lnstElntaneous surf'e.ce 
"J C'""t' _ 2_ de 
' ) - 3 drr 
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when no reaction is occurring. The derivative was evaluated 
usi:r..g a for1-,ra.ri. finite difference. Thus the exprc·:>sion 
for the flux becomes 
NC'l) = ;- (CC'L+ ~v--CC'l~ 
(3.63) 
r.rhe flux 1-m.s evel~teted as a function of the di1!tensionless 
time for each N-o vri th kR - c. using equation ( J. 6J); and 
.. e 
then for otter vc:lliJ_es of k 3 , equation {J.24) ~;ras used a11d 
evaluated Hith the trapezoidal rule. 
:3.3.2.3. The Enh£-t..'1.cement Factor. Fer specified. 
·----. ... ____ ....... ----.------
values o? :-J.f'e and 1{R' the enhancernent factor was calculs.ted 
as a function of t.he diii!ensionless time from equation ( ).12). 
dimensionless total mass concentration Nr.en no reaction is 
occurring is equal to the dimensionless wolume average 
concentration of solute in the drop. Eovrever, when a 
reaetlon is occurring, 1t is equal to the concentration of 
the total amount of solute which has been transported into 
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the drop, whether in. reacted or unreacted for:m. '-.fi th 
reaction, the dimensionless total mass concentration was 
evaluated numerically from equ~tion (3.13) 
C"IYlt = 'i JN Cl) dt 
0 
where the integral was evaluated with the trapezoidal rule. 
3. 3. 2. 5. Th§_..§he.!J:mod IJ~be r~. The in stan taneou s 
3heTw·ood number 0: '"'h) was determined from equation ( 3.17) • 
.'::) 
The titLe averaged Sherwood number (N"3h) Has deterillined 
from equation (3.21). 
''Vs/7 c 1:') :: 
Equations (3.17)and (J.2l) are 
NC?:) 
I - C('t") 
AfsJ/J-) = s: Ns,. n'j J..,.d1"' 
N( "/) and C( '}-') ·t-rere determined as explained in Sections 
J .. 3. 2. 2 ar1d. J. J. 2 .1 respectively. 
;.4. 'The Ste.gna..11t Sphere Jvlodel (NFe = 0) 
According to current concepts (Johns, Beckmann and Eal t.s, 
1965), ~~ liquid droplet falling through a continuous liquid 
medium acts as a staznant drop (no 1nte:rnt:~l c1r~.~ulat1on) when 
a shear force op_t:,oses the tangential transfer of momentum to 
the droplet. The opposing force has genere.lly been attributed 
to surfactants. The sur:facta'rlts are adsorbed onto the 
interface and cr8ate an interfacial te:r.sion gradient 
betNeen the rear of the falling droplet and tl1e forward pole 
which opposes the tangential tra11sfer uf momentum. 
According to Levich (1962), only very small droplets 
(a ~ l0-3) can be rendered internally stagnant "ty· this 
mechanism. Experiments by Eorton, Fritsch and Kintner 
( 1965), haYe shov.m this ca.Yl happen for larg-er drops. 
Hhen the drop has no internal circulation, the Feclet 
nu~.nber is zero. Therefore f equation ( 3. 38a) reduces to 
().64) 
If there is no circulation in the drop, solute transport 
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in the tangential direction, e ' is negligible }•.then compnrecl to 
the radial directic)n,R. 'rherefore, equation (3.1.}2) re:iuces 
to 
().65a) 
·rhe relevant boundary conditions for this model are B. c. 1 
ru1d B.c. 2 for the circulating drop model, equations 
(J.J8b) and (J.J8c). 
B.C. 1 (3.65b) 
B. C. 2 C (I, e, 'L) =- I (J.65c) 
The solution to equations (J.65) with kR = 0 (without 
reaction) and fork > 0 is presented by Crank (1956). R 
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Equations (J.,65) for kR > 0 l'Jere first solved by Danck'>·mrts 
(1951). The solution to equations (J.65) for kR ~ 0 in 
term.s of the dimensionless variables used in this study 
is 
00 n+ 1 2 2 
C , 2 \ - (- 1 ) -n rr 7: 
= 
1
-rrr:<L -n CSMn nnR)e (3.66) 
n=J 
Using equation (3.5), the dimensionless volume average 
concentration for kR = 0 is 
00 
c - I - 6 \-_I c e- n'l TT 2'() ( 3. 6 '7) 
-· rr2/ n2 L __ 
T!=-1 
From equation (J#8) or equations (3.9) and (3.6), the 
exoress1on for the dimensionless flux 1s 
J. 
~- -- 11 '2.7T2"'{ 
N ~ 4 l_ e , 3. 68) 
n=-t 
1-rnen a. first order irreversible reaction is occurring, 
from conversion forn:ula ( J. 26) 't'ii th G =- -~~ and t:: n"-TT"-i)'lfT 
6 ~~ I _p '2. :2. -rc( ~R -t TJ2TT2) 
J _ _ ·- R() + 11 rr e 2 '2 __ --..:_ 




The other varlables of interest LENt\ NSh' J~ 3h and Cmt_l 
ca.."!. be obtained by :first de!'i ving the expressions for mass 
transfer Nithout reaction and then using formulas (3.28) 
through {J.Jl) to obtain the expressions for mass transfer 
with reaction.. It requires less i•rork if one simply uses 
the expression for C and N in equations (J.69) and (3.70) 
and applies equations (3.12), (3.17), (3.21) and (3.13) 









3.5. The Kron\g and Brink ~odel (NPe -• oo) 
\fuen the Peclet number, NPe' beco~es large, the 
major contribution to the tr;-aYlsport mechanism is from the 
convection currents in the drop, and thus the contribution 
to the solute flux from molecular diffusion is negligible. 
For :mass transfer ~'li thout reaction, Johns and Be'ckmc-1n:n 
(1966) report that the Kronig and Brink (1950) model is 
strictly valid only following a diffusion entrance region 
in \'lhich the influence of tbe ir"tital profile vanishes. 
They also reported that the asymptotic instantaneous 
Sherwood number ( 'l-~ co) is within 9 5% of the Kronig and 
Brink limit (NSh('t-+ oo) == 17.90) V.Then Nfe > 60. 
Hhen the Feclet number becomes large, equation (J.)8a) 
reduces to 
oc. == N lc 1 - R2 ) Cos e oc -+ C2 R'l. ___L) ~el_ -Q c 
o'l Pel_ oR R "J fl. (J.75a) 
The relevant boundary conditions are B.C. 1 and 3.C. 2 
for the circulating drop model equations ( J. )8b) and ( ) .. J8c). 
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B.C. 1 ( ). 7 5b) 
B. C. 2 C( I) 8,1") =-/ (J.75c) 
Kronig and Brink (1950) solved this ~odel for mass 
transfer 1-rithout reaction (kR = 0). Their solution in terms 
of the dimensionless variables used in this study is 
0<) 
\ 2 -16f(121: 
c = 1 -~ LAnCe ) (J.76) 
nTJ 
In their original solution. they obtained only two sets 
of va.lues of An and _,)An. • At the request of Heerjtes et a.l 
(1954), who were conducting droplet mass transfer studies, 
Kronig calculated five more sets (up to n = 7) of values 
for An and ~n • These values are given in Table ).2 as 
obtained from Heerjtes• et al (1954) publication. Their 
is still a need for more values of An and JAn • At 'l = 0, 
C = 0.05 and not zero. As well be emphasized later for 
most liquid-liquid applications ~ is quite small 
(approximately 10-J) and this is frequently tbe region of 
interest. The analytic solution to this model involves 
elliptic integrals and obtaining more eigenvalues is a 
difficult task. 
The dimensionless flux for kR - 0 is 
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T A B L E ).2 
EIGENVALUES FOR KBOlliG AND 'BRIKK l•.ODEL (1950) 
J1 A '(I lin 
1 l.JJ 1.678 
2 0.60 8.48 
3 0.)6 21.10 
4 0.35 38.50 
.... 0.28 6).0 
" 6 0.22 89.8 
7 0.16 123.8 
60 
(3.77) 
The desired dependent variables LC, N, ENF, NSh' :N 5h , 
~1d CrntJ for this mass transf~r model with reaction were 
obtair..ed in e:-::actly the same ITta:rmer as for the ste.gnant 
sphere model (see Section J.4). LDanckwerts (1951) solved 







).6. The Eandlos a.."'1.d Baron !'t:odel 
--·--·--·- --· - . 
Eandlos and Baron devised a turbulent mixing model to 
estimate the mass tra.nsport rate in a spherical drop. They 
deduced a mixing coefficient E, so defined that the flux 
of solute at any point; can be '\'lri tten: 
N,._ -E.VCa. ().84) 
whic.h Hhen subst1 tuted into the basic equation of contin~1 ty 
yields 
ocQ =-V-(E\lC' + R~ ot a.) ' 
This r.~odel is based on the assumption that lnternal 
circulation is "fully developed" and that the circulation 
pattern is a system of circular tori; (see Figure 3.8). 
It is furt~er assumed that random radial rrot1ons are 
superimposed upon the streamlines. It is the presence 
of tr ... ese met ions that prov1.des :mixing between streamlines. 
In deriving the expression for the mixing coefficient, 
E, they assu.mr~d that Einstein diffusion equation for two 
dimensions applies 
().86) 
Hhere z2 is the mean square displacement of an element 
of fluid du~ing the average circulation time of the 
element, t. 
handles and Baron assumed that t for their model can 
be approximated by the value of t as derived by Kronig 
and Brink (19.50) from Haclemards (1911) dispersed phase 
{3.87) 
By assur:1ing in the limiting case complete mixing 
occurs in a fluid element in one circulation period, they 
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obts,ined for the mean square displacement for many complete 




-2 Lt-a2 2. z == -(61"-81'"+3) 96 (3.88) 
and thus substituting equations (3.87) and (3.88) into 
(3.86) the expression forE becomes 
£- = a\.{ ?llz_Br-r::; 1024 I +fo<d ( 3. 89) 
Me 
upori substituting equation (3.89) into (3.85) one obtains 
acq a \ft. ( ' ) ' a [c 2. oc~J R 
ot=lo24 1+/~Jc- Yar 6!-8r-3)ol + o. 
/'""" (3.90) 
letting Ra = -kfCa and simplifying in terms of the 
r dimensionless groups C, 't' , NPe' y = a;2 , and k 11 , 
obtains 
oc = ~ !_ o_[g'Y)Y oc J _-Be d'l /28 "lj 0 y l ()y . R. 
lfrhere 9(Y)= 3-8Y+GY'2. 
The boundary conditions are 
C(O,Y)-=-0 






Although Eandlos and ..3aron solved their model for 
kR = 0 by the Ritz method for the first eigenvalue and 
Wellek and Skelland (1965) extended their solution for 
three ffiore eigenvalues, more eigenvalues are still needed 
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for accuracy at short contact times. Patel and Wellek 
(1967) solved the model for short contact times numerically. 
Olander (1966) obtained a r-umerical solution applicable to 
short contact times but he also approximated his results 
v-11 th an analytical equation l•rhich can be used for short 
contact times if the Peclet number is large enough. 
Olander1s analytical equation was 
-2·BNi!_ 
- 128 c == 1 - o·64e 
for values of rr· 7 I :z. E3 
Npe. 
From this expression 
( 3. 9 3) 
From these expressions for C and N where kR = 0, the 
folloY..Ting exin·essio:r1s can be obtained for the desired 
dependent variables for finite values of kR as was done 
in Section 3.4 and 3 .. 5 for the stagnant sphere and the 
Kronig and B~lnk models. 
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'These expressi ons are: 
- ~-!<. 2 N -rrc -R -r ?.. .. eN'I!) C =I - o-64- (- .a "'e ~ 12e; /25 
L ~0 + 2 • 8:-N-:-:re----- < 3. 94) 
" /25 
_Q I 2.8 N - rrc iR.-+- 2.BN.t-) 











vli th regard to the region of application, the Hand los 
and Baron model is frequently described as applying to 
turbulent and/o~ oscillating droplets, (Treybal, 1963; 
Skelland and Hellek, 1964: Hellek and Skelland, 1965). 
Ho1>rever, recent photographic eviden~e of Rose and Kintner 
(1966) suggest that the circulatton patterns in oscillating 
droplets deviate considerably from those postulated by the 
Handles and Baron model. Fluid !!lotion ~·;i thin fully 
oscillating drops, for the systems they studied, appeared 
to be a type of random mixing with only a slight tendency 
to circulate interna.lly. Thus according to Patel and 
~'l·ellek ( 1967), it is probably best to consider the Ha.ndlos 
and Baron model as applylng only for droplets 't'ri th vigorous 
internal circulation, that is, in the high Reynolds number-
nonoscillating region. 
J. 7. Fenetrati~ __ The_gr_y: Applied to a Droplet. 
The penetration theory (Higbie, 1935) has been 
applied to many Inass transfer and mass transfer with 
reaction problems where the contact times are short. In 
the experimental ~tudy of this investigation, short 
contact times have also been studied ( ?- = 5 x 10-3). 
Therefore, it seems appropriate to consider it in these 
studies. 
In applying this concept to solute transport to a 
falling drop, one has to visualize that for short contact 
times the depth of penetration of the solute into the drop 
is very small al1d thus the drop diffusion problem can be 
considered as one of diffusion into a flat semi-infinite 
plate. Lin fact, this concept has been used in a recently 
proposed surfac.e-stretch model (Angelo, L1.ghtfoot and 
Ho"V:ard, 1-966) J. 
The penetration theory expressions for the flux and 
the total rnass transferred for the situation with a first 
68 
order irreversible reaction are the short contact time form 
(kt < 1) of equations (E-4) and (E- 5) in Appendix 1:'-;. These 
expressions are obtained by expanding the expressions for 
.J.. e -kt the erf (kt) 2 and in their series fern: and neglecting 
po,-;ers of kt higher than the first (Crank, 19 56; DanckNerts, 
19.51). These expressions are 
().100) 
().101) 
where the total mass concentration is 
().102) 
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Simplifying eque.tlons (J.lOO and ).102) in terms of 
dimensionless variables, the expressions for the 





In this chapter-, a numerical scheme suitable for 
sol~ing the circulating drop model based on Eadamard's 
d.i spersed phase stream function for the case ~o;here a ftrst 
order irreversible reaction is occurring has been described. 
The stBS!18.~1t sphere and the Kronig and Brink mass transfer 
models modified for a first order 1 rreversible reaction ~o;ere 
also presented. The penetration theory for reaction was 
applied to a. droplet. The Hand los and Baron model w·a.s 
modified. to account for a first order irreversible reaction 
occurring in the droplet. 
The results of the numeric~l solution to the circulating 
drop model are presented and discussed in Chapter IV. All 
of the models described above are compared and discussed 
1n Chapter IV. 
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The Handles and Baron model and the Penetration theory 
model are compared with the experimental data in Chapter VI. 
The reasons for using these models for comparison with the 
experimental data are discussed 1n Chapter IV. 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF SOLUTION TO HATHEJ.lATICAL MODELS 
LJ-.1. C1.rculat1ng Dro..e. I1odel 
The .results from the numerical solution of the 
c1rcula.t1ng drop model and the computer programs from l.;h1ch 
the results were obtained are tabulated in Appendix E L a 
more detailed tabulation of the results, i.e., f"or more 
* increments or ea.ch var1a.ble, 1 s available elsel'·rhere J. The 
c1rcul&.t1ng drop model is described in Chapter III, Section 
).2 and J.J. In th1s chapter, the ~ID1Ctiona1 d~pen~ence or 
c 
• N. NSh' NSh and ENF on the dimensionless time ('/) 
at paramatr1c values of the Reaction number (kR) and for 
selected v.g.lues of the Peclet number (NPe) is p:resented 
graphically 1n Figures 4.1 through 4.26. 
-4.1.1. D1mens1£!11e.ss Volume Avera~ Conc·9ntra.t1on 1 c • 
. i\n. examinritlon of Figures 4.1. 4·.2 and 4.J indicate that as 
t~t; ·Reaction number increases the stee.dy state value of the 
concentration o~ the unreacted solute in the drop is reached 
more rapidly and. that the steady state co11centrat1ons lot•ter 
as the Reaction number increases. The results indicate that 
at values of the Reaction number less than about 640, the 
e:rfect of the Peclet number (NFe) Lthe higher the Peo1et 
number the more vigorous the c1rcu.le.t1on or the higher the 
con·vect:t ve fluxj on the solute concentration in the drop 1s 













dL o.o2 o.o6 0.10 o.l4 o.1s 0.22 0.26 
?-' 
Fig. 4.1 Dimensionless volume average concentration 
(NPe=O} versus dimensionless time 








0 0.02 o.o6 0.10 
~ 
0.14 0.22 0.26 
Flg. 4.2 Dimensionless volume average conccntrst.1on 
lNn ::-;40) ve:rsus d1ruens1onle ss time 
~e • . 







0 0.02 0.06 o.1o ·o.l4 r 
0.18 0.22 0.26 
Fig. 4.J D1mens1on1ess volume average concentration 
{NPe=lOO) versus dimensionless tlme 
(circulating drop model) 
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significant but at higher values of the Reaction number the 
effect is insignificant. Also it can be observed that for 
short contact times, the effect of the Peclet number on the 
average concentration of the solute in the drop is negligible. 
For example, at kR = 40, '1'"'= 0.01, Cat NPe = 0 ~-s 0.28 and 
at NPe = 100 it is 0.29. 
4.1.2. Dimensionless Total Mass Transferred, Cmt. 
Analysis of Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 indicates that the total 
mass transferred to·the drop at values of the dimensionless 
time greater than 0.1 is a linear function of the dimensionless 
time a1:1.d. the higher the Reaction number, the wider the ra.nge 
of linear dependence with time. 
4.l.J. Dimensionless Surface A~erage Flux, ~. Selected 
values of the surface average flux are presented in Figures 
4. 7, 4.8 and 4.9.. 'fhe oscillatory behavior of the flux at 
higher values of the Peclet number and for low values of the 
Reaction number is due to an interaction between the 
diffusional and convect1ve flux. At high values of the 
Peclet number, the fluid which initially resides in the 
surface region requires a minimum time to traverse the 
interior region of the drop and to reappear once again in 
the surface region. After re-circulation of the droplet 
fluid has occurred (probably several times) the flux 
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Pig. 4.5 Dimensionless total mass concentration (NPe•40) versus 
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P1g. 4.6 D1mens1on1ess total mass concentration (NPe•100) versus 
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Pig. 4.7 D1mens1onleas flux (NPe•O) versus dimensionless time 
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P1g. 4.8 D1mens1onleaa flux (Np8 •40) versus dimensionless t1me 
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Johns and Beckmann (1966} solved the circulating drop model 
for mass transfer without reaction (kR = 0). Their results 
showed identical behavior at kB = 0. As NPe approaches 
zero, tl~ magnitude of the convective flux becomes negligible 
·in comparison to the d1 ffusional flux and hence at NPe = 0 
(see Figure 4.7) the oscillatory behavior is not present. 
These figures clearly demonstrate that as the Reaction 
number increases the effect of the circulation currents 
(convective flux) becomes negligible. In Figure 4.9, it 
can be observed that the oscillatory behavior of the flux 
is no lorger present above a Reaction number of 80. The 
physical significance of this is that most of the solute 
does n~>t reach the center of the drop before it has reacted; 
or in other words. the unreacted flux does not penetrate 
beyond a na!'row region near the interface. 
In relation to mess transfer wlth renctio~ in gas-
liquid system:;, .Astari ta ( 1966) has reported that e.s~ptot1c 
solutions can be used 1n practice for design. For 11qu1d-
liquid systems ~.qhere ( is usually equal to or less than 
5 x 10-3 this woul:l not seem to be practical. For example, 
at NPe ~ 100 {Figure 4.9), kR = 40, the asymptotic value of 
the flux is 12.5 but at 'I= 7.5 x 10- 2 and 5 x 10-3, the 
d1m.~n.sionless flux· is 15.5 and 17.3 (not shown on graph) 
respectively. Also Johns, Beckmann and Ell.ts (1965) recommand 
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using asymptotic solutions for mass transfer without reaction 
(k8~o) in liquid-liquid systems. This assumption would be even 
~;orse '\'Then ka=O. 
4.1. 4. Sherl\rood Numbers N Sh and N Sh. The values of the 
instantaneous Sherwood numbers presented in F'igures 4.10, 4.11 
and 4.12 demonstrate an oscillatory behavior for Peclet numbers 
greater than zero. This behavior is a result of the behavior 
of the surface 9.verage flux, N, because 
NSh = _lL 
1-C 
(3.17) 
In Figure 4.14, the llm.1 ting values ('?~-);-co) of the 
lnstante.necus Sher·wood nunber 1 s pre sen ted as a function of the 
Fec1et number at parametric values of the Reaction number and 
in Figure 4.13 a similar plot 1s presented at~ = 0.1. These 
plots indicate that above a. Reaction number of about 640 the 
instantaneous Sherwood number ceases to be affected by a 
change in the Pec1et number. 
The time average Sherwood numbers, presented in Figures 
4-.15, ~~.16 a.nd L~.17, demonstrate an oscillating behavior which 
as before is due to the oscillatory behavior of the flux, N. 
'rhts osc1lla:t1on of the time a..,erage Sherwood number (for values 
of NFe> 0) shovm in the figures might help explain some of the 
scatter in the mass tra'"lsfer data (kR=O) reported 1n the 
literature for small volues of~. In Figures 4.18 and 4.19, 
the time ~verage Sherwood number is presented as function of 
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F1g. 4.11 Instantaneous Sherwood number (Npe•40) I versus 
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Pis. 4.12 Instantaneous Sherwood number (NPe•lOO) versus 
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Fig. 4.14 Steady 
of the 
state values of Sherwood number {1'-~ oo) as 
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F1g. 4.17 Time aTerage Sherwood number (NPe•lOO) versus 
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Fig. 4.19 Time average Sherwood number (1r = 0.2) as a function of the droplet 
Feclet number and Reactton number 
"' VJ 
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4.1.5. The values of the 
reaction enha.ncell!ent factors presented in Figure 4.20 through 
4.22 demonstrate a rapid increase with time. The cyclic 
behavior of the enhancement factor is related to the flux since 
N h~i th reaction ENF = N (without reaction ().12) 
Using equation {).12) and combining it with equation ().lCJ) 
the enhancement factor expression for the Penetration th~ory is 
ENF = 1 + kR1' {4.1) 
vfuen comparing this axpress1on with results in Figures ~.21 
and 4.22, it can be observed that for small values of the 
dimensionless time, 'r , the Penetration theory and the circulation 
drop model enhancement fl?:ctors coincide but for larger values 
of, 7, the .?enetratlou ~.,ceory expression predicts much larger 
vclues. For example, at 7 = 5 x 10-3, kR=l60 and NPe=40 the 
Penetration theory and the circulating drop model values of 
ENF are l.t3 and 1.8.2 respectively but at 1"' = 0.0'+5 the values 
are 7.2 and 4.53 respectively. 
4.2. 1',!l~~.r.ac_y_2p.d A,E£~i,cation ot the Numerical Soluti.Pll!. 
A comparison of this numerical solution of the circulating 
drop model, when kR=O and when NPe= 80 to the Johns and Beckmann 
(1,266Lt1:u_m~rical sq.!ution is presented in !''igure 4.2J. It can 
be observed that initially there 1s a slight difference !n the 
two solutions but as time increases, the difference decreases. 
Johns and Beckmann (1966) solved the circulating drop model for 
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Fig. 4.22 Enhancement factor (NPe= 100) versus 
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Fig. 4.23 Volume average concentration 
versus dimensionless time 
Comparison of nume:rice..l solution 
to the c1rculat1ng drop model 




nature of the flux. Johns (1964) presents a detailed analysis 
of the numerical solution for stability and convergence. Johns 
and Beckmann (1966) solved the model using the classical 
explicit met.hod, while this work was done wl·ch the Saul•yev 
(1964) modification of the Du Fort and Frankel (1953) method. 
Saul'yev (1964) reports that this method is slightly more accurate 
than the classical explicit method. The use of a different 
numerical scheme also served as a check on the l'rork cr Johns anci 
Beckmann, and thus if the results using the two methods (at kR=O) 
agreed, then it was reasonable to assume that a sufficiently 
accurate numerical method was available upon ~mich to baGe the 
nruuerical solution of the circulating drop model for the case 
wbere a first order irreversible homogenous reaction was occnrring. 
In Figure 4.24, a comparison of this solution with the 
anelytical solution at NPe::O (stagnant sphere model) equation 
(3.69) at kH=O and kti=640 is presented. It can be observed that 
there is a slight difference in the solution but as time 
increases the difference decreases. The deviation of the total 
mass transf''9rred Cmt obtained from the numerical solution and 
the analytical solution (Npe=O) for~= 5 x 10-3 and kg=O was 2% 
a.l'ld for '?-' = 0.24, 0.02%. The deviation for1" = 5 x 10-.3 and 
kH=640 was 2.2% and for~= 0.24, 0.05%. The analytical solution 
was evaluated using 100 terms of the Fourier series. 
For a check on the accuracy of the numerical solution at 






Fig. 4.24 Dimensionless flux versus 
dimensionless time 
100 
Comparison of numerical solution 
to the circulating drop model 
with the analytical solution at 
Npo= Q 
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solution (see Section 3.5) was used. It could be used, however, 
onJ.y as a qualitative check on the numerical resul·ts beca.us~ 
only seven eigenvalues have been determi~ed for the model {see 
Table 3. 2). li'be 11m1 t!ng value of' the instantaneous Sher1..-ood 
number LN811 (/-')!-co) J predicted from the Kronig and Brink model 
is 1?.89 at kll-0. The limiting value of the instantaneous 
Sherv10od number at kB=O; obtained from the numerical solut.1ons 
approaches this ve.lue at high values of the Peclet number. For 
example, at a value of N e equal to 100, the value of limlting p 
3herNood number obtained from the numerical solution is 17.5. 
Due to the 1ack of eigenvaluas, the Kronig and Brink value might 
be slightly high. The need for more eigenvalues in the Kronig 
and Brink model is demonstrated by tha fact that at ~ == 0, C 
using the Kronig and Brink model is equal to 0.0.526 instead of 
zero (see Equation 3.78 or 3.76). Johns a..Yld Beckme.nn (1966) 
reported that the limiting instantaneous Sherwood number for 
kn=O 1s within 95.% of the Kronig and Brink limit Hhen NPe is 
greater than 60. They also consider the Kron1g and Brink model 
valid only a~ter the flux has passed through the oscillation 
period.? approximately equal to O.OJ in Figure 4.9. /"f' = O.OJ i~ 
an extremely long contact time in most liquid-liquid droplet 
systems. Fer the experimental work in this thesis, the longest 
contact time was ~ = 5 x 10-3 (see Chapter VI). 
One thing should be pointed. out concerning the numerical 
solution. The numerical scheme was unstable abovo Peclet 
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numbers of 100 when A X = 0. 05 and A~ = 5 x lo-4 but when 
A.?': 2.5 x 10-4 and AX== 0.04 the numerical schewe was stable 
at NPe== 150. At Np6 =150, the llmitl~g value of the Shervmod 
nUl!lber .9.t kR= 0 only changed fro~ 17.5 to 17.6. The latter time 
and space increments double the required conputer t3me. The data 
presented in this thesis were calculated 'tl-rith .t-.x = 0.05 and 
~ -4 A' = 5 x 10 , since NPe= 100 is for all practical purposes 
the largest Peclet nu:~nber that need to be considered. 
As was pointed out in Section 4.1.1, the stagnan~ sphere 
model (see Section ).4) approximates the circulating drop model 
for values of the d1nensionless time lass than 10-2 anri a. 
conservative number to use would be 5 x lo-3. Also as it has 
been pointed out throughout this chapter, the ste_g~ant sphere 
mo(iel and the .circulating drop model are synonymous for any value 
of the Peclet number when kR is about 640. Ther3fore above kR= 
640, the stagnant sphere model would predict the values of the 
circulating drop :model for any time,?". For values in between 
these ranges, the numer1cal solution has to be used. For 
liquid-liquid systems where 1" < 5 x 10-.3 is a common occu.rl'ence, 
the stagnant sphere model can be used but for gas bubble-liquid 
absorption syste~s, :the numerical solution will have to be used. 
In these systems, values of ~ (Dt/a2 ) would be larger because 
the d1ffusiv1ty (D) is larger. It will be shown 1n Section 4.5 
that the Penetration theory is synonymous with the stagnant 
sphere model for short contact times. Since the Penetration 
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equaticns have a much simpler form for shOl"'t contact times, it 
would be ~ore convenient to use the Penetration theory equations 
(see Section J.7). 
4.). rrhe Handlos and Baron Nodel 
A limitation of Olander•s (1966) solution to this turbulent 
internal c1.rculation model is that the solution does not shOlf 
the instantruLeous Sherwood number to be a function of time {see 
Section ).6). From equation {3.17) one can determine that the 
instantaneous Sherwood number is quite time depenJent. From 
analysis of the data presented in Chapter VI of this thesis, 
one can readily observe that the N is a function of time and 
thus C must be. Skelland and ~vellek (1964} and Heertjes et al 
(1954} also observed time dependence in their studies of mass 
transfer withou-t reaction. Also it should be noted that 
Olander's curve fit for the numerical solution is very inaccurate 
at short contact times. For example, C equals 0. 36 when "'"r = 0. 
Olanaer's empirical equation does not apply until~ is greater 
than 12.8/Npe• rrhis model is compared with the experimental 
data in Chapter VI. The smallest Peclet number was ).62 X 10+4 , 
therefore this model dld not apply until If" equaled J.5 X lo-4 • 
The total time range t'or this particular drop size was from 0 
to 5 x lo-3. 
When evaluating Cmt from this model for comparison with 
the experimental data, a factor of 0 • .)6 was added to the 
calculated values when ka= o. When kR- 0, C should equal Cmt 
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but Cmt was loNer than C by a constant difference of 0.36. One 
could either consider C to high or Cmt to be low; since the 
empirical curve fit was based on C, C was considered correct. 
'l'heref'ore, 0.)6 was added to the values of Cmt. 
4.4. The Fenetrat!_on Theory I1odel Appl1e~ to a DroE 
As can be seen in Figures 4.25 and 4.26, the Penetration 
theory model (see Section 3.7) approximates the stagnant sphere 
model (see Section 3.4) for short contact times. In Figure 4.25, 
the total mass concentration is compared for selected v~lues of 
kR. The fluxes for the two models are compared in Figure 4.26 
for selecte:d values of kR. The stagnant sphere model approximates 
the circulating d-cop model for values of ~ < 5 X 10-3 and :for 
--
a:.'1y value of '1'- when k a is greater than 64-0. Outside t.hese 
:r·a:nges the ~1rculating drop model flux exceeds the stagn~nt 
sphere ruodel. Since the Penetration theory gives values slightly 
greater tha~ the stagnant sphere model for ~ > 5 x 10-3, it 
approximates the circulating drop model for a slightly wlder 
range of contact times and rea.ctioil numbers than the stagnant 
sphere model. 
4. 5 • SUJUm-E:.r_l 
'l'he mass transfer w1 th reaction models discussed in this 
chapter were (1) the circulating drop model and its special 
cases; the stagnant sphere model (NPe =0) and the Kron1g and 
( ) ( 2) th ·I~a.ndlos and Baron model and Brlnk mode 1 N Pe -""">-on • e ._ 
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experimental dror.~let transport data presented ln Chs.pter VI 1 s 
for contact times of less than or equal to 5 x lo-3 and the 
Reynolds and Peclet numb~rs ranged from 600 to 1,)00 and 
3.6 x 104 to 8.1 x 104 respectively. Therefore, the data was 
i.n the range of tbe turbulent circulation region. Thus the 
Handlos and Baron r.l()del should be applicable, but for the sake 
of comparison it would be interesting to compare the circulating 
drop model with the experimental data. Since the contact times 
are less than 5 x 10-J, the Penetration theory equations were 
used for convenience. 
In additlon to being applicable to l1qui:i-11quid systems, 
the circulating d.rop model shoul:l be very useful for gas 
bubble-liquid systems where the values of 7 are larger. 
In future theortlcal studies of cases which have more 
industrial application -;-1here the solute concentrations are high 
e:1ough to affect the physical properties of the drople·t 
(solution of the diffusion and hydrodynamic equations coupled), 
the solution of the circulating drop is a necessary first step. 
Also it sould be pointed out that the effects of interfacial 
turbulence have not been considered in any of the models 




The purpose or the experimental study was to obtain 
single drop transport data within the following conditions: 
(1) the solute is diffusing into the drop, (2) the solute is 
undergoing a first order (or psuedo first order irreversible) 
reaction with the drop medium and (3) the drop side interfacial 
concentration remains constant as the droplet falls (or rises) 
through the continuous phase. 
The experimental technique chosen to study this 
phenomenon was that of single drops falling through a 
stagnant continuous phase. This technique has been used 
by various investigators (Garner and Skelland, 1954; 
Handlos and Baron, 1957; Johnson and Hamielec, 1960; Skelland 
and Wellek, 1964) for mass transfer studies in liquid-
liquid droplet extraction systems in the last two decades. 
In order to be able to employ conveniently the above 
experimental technique, and since this was an initial 
investigation, it was desirable to hold the independent 
variables affecting solute transport to a minimum. In 
order to achieve this and the experimental objectives, the 
following qualities were desired in the system: (1) the 
continuous phase solvent and the dispersed phase solvent 
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be of sufficient 1nunisc1b111ty to ensure t"ell-furro.ed 
droplets, (2) the heat of reaction be low, so as to minimize 
the temperature varlat1on of the system, ( 3) the reaction 
mechanism be first order (or psuedo first order) and 
irreversible. (4) the reaction velocity constant be less 
th,m 10"'1 sec-l but greater thal'l 10-3 sec-1 to ensure that 
'the rate of solute transport 1s neither completely controlled 
by tbe rJE:15ni tude of the :-ate consta.~t nor so low· th3.t the 
effect of the reaction on the rate is negligible (see Appendix 
F), (.5) the :-eaction mechanism and the values of the rate 
constants be v;ell deflned, ( 6) the change 1n dispersed phase 
interfacial concentration be negligible, (7) the dlffusivity 
of the solute be Y..llOlv!l in the dispersed phase or be \>o"i.th1r" 
the range of pred1c'i:1ol1 by the correlation developed by Wilke 
and Char..g {1955), (8) the solubility of th3 solute be known 
and be of su,ff1cient magnitude in the d1sperseC. phase sol vent 
to permit a measura.ble amount of transport but low enough 
not to violate requirement number six, (9) a method of 
concentr~tlon analys1R of the solute or the reaction products 
in the dispersed phase be available. 
After preliminary investigations, it appeared. that the 
system consisting of 2-chloro-2-methylproprule (t-butyl 
chloride) d1ft'using from a continuous ph.e-.. se of benzene into, 
and reacting w1 th, r-rater droplets l'lould yield a sui table 
set of data. The products of the reaction are 2-methyl-
propano!. and hydrochloric a.cid. 
The system ~as consistent with requirements one 
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through seven and nine. The solute, 2-chloro-2-methylpropanc, 
was knov..rn tc be of limited solubility in water but the 
numer1ca.l value of its water solubility is not known (Hodgman, 
1962; !'JoleW'Jl1··Bue;hes, 196'/). This limitation was overcome 
8S will be explained in Section 5.2.2. The other requirements 
5. 2. EJf.P..e .. r±~tr:~tal Pr9_£edure 
The procedures for obtaining solute transport rates into 
the droplets, measurement of interfacial concentration and 
measurements of solution concentrations are discussed b~low. 
The vi s.-.::os1 ty measurements lo:ere made wt th a Cannon- Penske 
v1sco:1:eter, the 1nterfa.c1al measurements were made with a 
r-u~Jouy tensiometer a.:nci the densities were determined with a 
pycnometer (se~ Appendix G). Experimentally determir.ed and 
literature .._ .. alucs of physical and chemlcal properties are 
described 1n Append1x G. Apparatus and reagent specifications 
arc ltsteQ in Appendix H. 
5.2.1. Sol_E_E T~ ... t?.o~t "Rates (Dr<2.E._let Studies). Rates 
of solute tre.nsport w-e1~e determined in f1 ve pyrex glass 
extraction colu.runs (V) Lsee Figure 5.l.j which had an ins1de 
diameter cf '/.52 em. and effective heights of 5, 1.,.5, 75 
._ .. , I IJ: A P/tPT£ R. 
----- ----- ---n 




. Flg. 5.1 Schematic of extraction columns 
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105 and 180 centimeters. The dispersed phase (water droplets, 
initially pure) was injected into the cont1n~ous phase 
(2-chloro-2-methylpropane and benzene). Four nozzle (stainless 
steel hypodermic needles) sizes (designated by the manu-
facturer as BD-15, BD-20, BD-25 and BD-27) were used in these 
studies. The nozzle tips were ground to a sharp conical 
angle edge. The dispersed phase fluid reservoir was a 
50 cc. buret (I) fitted with a Teflon needle valve (II). 
Connected to the Teflon needle valve was an adapter (III) 
which permitted use of different size nozzles. At the 
bottom of each column was a. conics.l section from 1o;hich the 
coalesced droplets were renoved for analysis. The exit 
fl·~w rate tra.s controlled by means of a Teflon needle valve 
(VI) at the bottom of the column. 
At the beginning or each set of experiments, the 
extraction columns, 'buret and associated apparatus were 
cleaned with sulfuric acid-chromic acid cleaning solution, 
rinsed three times with distilled trater, rinsed \'lith acetone 
and finally with benzene. All cleansing reagents were of 
the purity listed in Appendix H. 
The ~~-~~~R~~ collection p~cedure was conducted as 
follows: (1) the buret was filled with the dispersed phase, 
and the column was filled with the continuous phase, (2) the 
nozzle was centered on the column and placed at the desired 
llJ 
depth in the continuous phase, {J) the dispersed phase flow 
control valve was opened, a.l'ld the drop frequency ":·:-as :;et. 
The drop frequency convenient for these solutions ~as 0.?5 
drops per sec. (drop frequencies higher than 15 drops per 
20 sec. Nere not easily held constant), (4) tbe exit floi'r 
contl"Ol valve was adjusted until the height of the coalesced 
dispersed phase liquid level was at the destred level and 
stayed constant at that level. This level \~as approximetdly 
o:ne centimeter Etbove the column apex for &11 colurrns. and 
(5) the buret was then refilled, and at approxir1ately the 
5 cc. bu:t·et reading, sample collection was beg"..u"l. 
For ~..f:.!£.I?.le _gg].le_9_t1.9.~· the procedure 1;as as folloi•.·s: 
( 1) when the buret re a.dl ng· !-;as 5 cc. , a s topvra tch readable 
to : 0.05 sec. :·w.s started; ar.:.J each minute thereafter the 
buret readine was recorded, (2) the coalesced liqui:! layer 
level 1ra.s 0ont1nually ch:3cked to ensure that it \'!as at the 
desired helght and the drop frequency was chec~ed 
approximately three times ~ach minute and adjasted if 
necessary, (4) during sa~ple collection, the ti~e from 
droplet detachment at the nozzle to arrival at the coalesced 
layer ~7llS measured ten times 1n order to calc~late the time 
of contact during the free fall period. On the largest 
column (180 C!.TI.) terlii1nal velocities {ten separate ~easurements) 
were det~rmined for fall heights of 100 and 50 em. beginning 
59 em. from the nozzle tip. 2oth the contact time and the 
terminal velocity time measurements l-rere made wtth another 
stopwatch, readable to ! 0.005 sec. The contact time for 
the shortest column (.5 em.) \'l3S estimated id.th an electric 
timer accurate to ~ 0.00.5 sec. For the nechanical stop-
v<atches, the start or stop time was about 0.10 sec. For 
the electric tirrer lt -v:as about 0.05 sec. The rB-tio of the 
electric tl::ner start or stop time to the 5 em. ·~olumn 
contact time v:as about 0.25 and (5) the volune of sample 
collected 1'Jas 10 ml. or more, for small nozzles (:dD-25 and 
3D-27) and 15 ml. or more for larger nozzles (BD-15 and 
BD-20). 
The droplet transport rate studies ~1'cre conducted 
with the continuous phase being 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methylpropa.ne 
in benzene and the dispersed phase being w&ter droplets. The 
complete set of experiments were performed three times and 
the result-s 'Kere averaged a~cithmetically. 
5. 2 .1.1. !T-ans port R:3;te . .f?J .. £ .. \l_l8.tions _( 0ro.£:.1~~-Stud 1~~). 
The drop volume -;.yas determined by di··vidln.g the volune of the 
dispersed ph~se leaving the buret by the total numbers of 
drops .f'orJ.:Ied during a given time period. The numbers of 
d~ops for~ed during a given time period is the product of 
the drop frequency and ·t;he magnitude of the time period. 
The equi valf~nt drop radii were calculated by assuming the 
* drops to be spherical. 'rhe dimensionless instantaneous 
flux ot' solute ( 2-chloro-2-:t!ethylprt):pane), N, to the drop 
was obtained by curve fitting the total e:x:1t mass concen-
trat1on, Cmt• tJf reacted plus unreacted. solute in the 
droplets leaving the columns as a function of the contaot 
time and then analytically differentiating the resulting 
equations with respect to time. An equation was determined 
for each nozzle size. The particular form of the eque.t1on 
Cmt (exit cone} = A+ B t t (5 .. 1) c 
where .. ls the t1me of contact from droplet detachment at 
"c 
the nozzle to a1·r1 val at the coalesced layer 1n seconds. 
was 
Johnson and Ham1elec (1960) used a similar equation for mass 
t.ransfe:r without :reaction studies. These values li'ill be given 
end discussed 1n Section 6.1. From equation (5.1) 
Cmt 
= 
1 (A + B t 0 -t) (5 .. 2) 
- --ca1 ca1 
thus 1 -t dCmt ::~ B t 0 
-
-
.. .- (5.3) 
ca1 dt 2Ca i 
From equation {J.?) • the dimensionless instantaneous flux 
(d1mens1onl~ss variables ere used as much as possible 1n this 
study) is 
* Using correlation or Wellek, Agrawal and Skelland (1966) 
for p:red~1ct1n.g the eooentr1c1ty or .. droplets, 1t nas found that 




where a is the equivalent radii of the drop. The 
dtffusi vi ty of 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in ~rater was 
calculated (see Appendix G) from the correlation determined 
by Wilke and Chang (19.55). The droplet side interfacial 
concentration, Cai' was deterffiined as discussed in Section 
5.2.2. The total mass transferred to the drop, Cmt, for a 
particular column hetght 'ioTas determined by analysis of the 
solutions as described in Section 5.2.3. 
The transfer during the free-fall period is eq~al to 
the exit mass concentration minus the amount of solute 
trams ferred during droplet groNth and coe.leseence. Thus 
Cmtf (free fall) = Cmte (exit) - LCrntg (growth} 
- Cmtc (coalescence)] (.5 .. 5) 
and at ~ free-fall contact time of zero. Cmtf should 
equal zero. From equation (5.1) 
1 
Cm - A + B t 2 te c 










Equation (5.9) was used to study the solute transport rate 
during the free-fall period. 
5.2.1.2. ~imitations (Droplet Studies). The 
development upon l'~hich equation (5.9) \'las based assumes 
that for any column height, the amount of solute transport 
occurring during- d.rop grow·th and coalescence is the same 
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for a particular drop size. The amount of solute transported 
during dyop groNth at the nozzle is the same, but during 
coalescence it is slightly different for each column height. 
For example, the concentration driving force is much larger 
when a d~op coalesces after falling through a short column 
tha.11 £~ fte 1· fe.111 ng through a longer column. Hence the 
transport of solute to the mass of a droplet in the coalesced 
la.yer in a short column is more than in a longer column even 
1 f the tin1e lapse be fo!"e the drop mass exits from the column 
1s the same. This limitation in some instances could be 
more serious for ~ass transfer without reaction, because 
in a suff1cientlv lonlZ' column the solute concentration 1n 
.. ....... 
the droplet migh~ approach the equilibrium concentration 
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before coalescence. When a first order irreversible reaction 
is occurring bet1'\een the solute and the droplet as is the 
ca.se in this study. the equilibrium restriction does not 
exist. If the solute was undergoing a reaction with a 
second substance in the drop and the seco~d substance ~as 
depleted before droplet coalescence. this would again create 
difficulties. In order to reduce transfer during drop 
coalescence, the interfacial area t-:as kept as sr:1all as 
oossible (about 1 cm2 ). 
Another deviation occurs 1:-1hen measuring the contact 
time. Quite a large percentage of the droplets zig-zag 
d.ol•m the cclumr.. fluid instead of felling 1n a straight 
line and thus the fall height is larger than the effective 
column height. 
The droplet data was taken by t't-ro people working 
simultaneously. One person reading the buret and checklng 
the drop frequency and the other recording data. detern1n1.ng 
contact times a~nd checking the height of the coalesced layer. 
5.2.2. ~:ea§~ment of Interfacial Co~centr?tions. The 
purpose of this rr.easurement was to obtain a value of the 
concentration of 2-chloro-2-rnethylpropa.ne on the 't·;a.ter side 
of the water-benzene interface. Cai. With no reaction 
occurring, the Nater-side interfacial concentration would 
have been d~terwined from typical distribution curve 
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experiments. Eowever. 2-chloro-2-rrcthylpropane reects with 
water and thus the direct determination of the ,.;atcr side 
interfacial concentration is not possible. A more complete 
discussion of this technique is contained in Appendix E. 
Appendix E presents the derivation of the appropriate 
equations and discusses the limitations of the method. 
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is sho~m in Figure 
5.2. The procedure used was as rollows: (1) the 1.113 inch 
diameter· gle.ss bu:r.-et {I) 1·ras cleaned with acetone and dried, 
(2) fif't~r rntllili ters of distilled water was il"'.troduced 
in to the bur·e t ·~·Ti t.h a 50 ml. pipet. Care l'Tas taken to avoid 
wetting the sides o:f the buret above the ftnal w·ater level. 
( 3) tNen ty-fi ve millili te:rs of 2-chloro-2-rv~thylpropane­
benzene solution was added to the buret from a pipet by 
slOi-•tl:v drainir.g- the solution do't'-111 the sides of the buret. 
Care was taken to avoid dist-u.rbing the interface while 
adding the benze!"le solution to t!!e buret. (4) When the 
solution of the 2-chloro-2-:methylpropa~e and benzene had 
covered the ir:te:rfac.e (generally about 2 sees.). a stop 
'\'ratch w-ras started. The rest of the solution (2-chloro-2-
methylpropa.ne and benzene) "Vras let slo~-rly dra1.n dotrn the 
sides of the buret,and (5) a:fter a preset period of time, 
the aqueous phe.se was drained from the buret into a sample 












a secor .. d stop·_,,,at.ch Has started for the purpose of obtaining 
the time required fc~ draining the solution through the 
stop ~ock and buret tip. When the interface reached the 
buret tip, the valve was closed, and the stop1·mtches were 
stopped. Lsually about 0.05 cc. of the lower (aqueous) 
phase Nas left ln the buret tip. The error v·lhich this causes 
is discussed in Appendix E. Section E.2. 
During a particular experiment, the depth of the 
meniscus (II) 1-ras measured with a catheto:rreter. Concurrent 
with recording the readings of the top and bottom of the 
meniscus, the cathetometer reading at the 200 and 250 rr.l. 
buret marks were recorded. ·:rhe meniscus in each experiment 
~·~as near the 2:3:3 ml. buret mark. The distance betNeen the 
200 and 2.50 ml. marks was 7. 79 5 em. The meniscus depth i'ras 
deteTmined for the purpose of calculating the interfacial 
area. The meniscus depth and the interfacial areas 
determined for different concentrations of 2-chloro-2-
methylpropc.me in benzene are tabulated in Appendix G, 
Table G.5. 
5. 2. 2 .1. Cal CJ.ll..?-tion of the _1!1 terfacial_9_gncentrations. 
As derived in Appendix E, the equation of the total mass 
average concentration of the solute in the aqueous phase is 
(5.10) 
"t·Thich is the long contact tlme approximation of the 
penetration theory solution. Hhere 
A - interfacial area, cm2 
V = volume of aqueous phase, em) 
ca1 = interfacial concentration, g-moles/liter 
kf = reaction velocity constant, sec-1 
2 D - diffusion coefficient, em /sec 
t = diffusion time, sec 
The interfaclal area was calculated from the equation for 
one-half the surface area of an oblate ellipsoid where 
A = n a 2 + rr b 2 ln 1 + e l, em 2 
2e L 1-=-e .J 
a ~ r~dius of buret, em 
b = meniscu.s depth, em 




The ratio of the interfacial aTea to the cross sectlcnal 
area of the buret L when the upper phase "t·ras 4.0 N 
2-chloro-2-methylprope.ne in benzene and the loFer phase 
(as in 611 cases) was initially pure i·later] ~.;ras 1. 05. 'rhe 
values of the rate constant were obtained f:rom the results 
published by 1·iolewyn-Hughes et al (1965). The value of the rate 
constant at 26.0° C was O.OJJ sec-1 (s2e Appendix G). 
The data of Cmt versus (J{ft + i) \'lere curve fit by a 
least squares technique. The slope of the line obtained 
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was used to calculate the interfacial concentration. From 
equation (5.10), the slope is given by 
thus 
slope = ca1 ~ [k~ ]~ 




The time of di :ffusion was considered to be the total 
expe~iment time mi~us the removal tlme. The removal time 
Na.s the time necessary to complete the removal of the 
aqueous ptL:1se after the interface had reached the buret 
apex {III). The removal time varied between 15 and 20 sees. 
The time measurements were made i11-i. th sto~:i'i'a tches readable 
to ! 0.05 sees. The experiments, when the upper phase 
concer;.tration ~·ras about 4. 0 j·~ 2-chloro-2-methylp:ropane in 
benzene, i·rere performed onee at a. carefully controlled 
2~.0° ·~ ! 0.05° " d t li htl 1 t t '"' _ ',. ::m once. a a s g . y Oi'ler · empera. ure. 
1:''or a diffusion ti~e of about two hours a.t 26.0° C ! 0.5° C, 
the chloride concentration in the aqueous phase l"las 
5.00 x lo-3 gram equivalents per liter and at 24.0° C ! 
0.5° C it was 5.10 x 10-3 gram equivalents per liter. This 
is a. deviation of about two per cent. The author has more 
confidence in the number at 26.0° C + 0.5° C because when 
-
these data "t>rere taken, (approximately tw·o months later) 
had obtained much more experience and skill; both with 
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the interfacial concentration measurements and the solution 
analysis (see Appendix G, Table G.5 for the remaining da.ta.}. 
5.2.2.2. Sources of Error (Interfacial 0tudies_l. The 
residual aqueous phase (0.05 cc.) left 1n the buret (Figure 
3.2) is a source cf error. This volume represents about 
J7 percent of the unreacted solute 1n the aqueous phase at 
the time of removal but only represents between 0.6 and 
1.2 percent of the total solute transferred to the aqueous 
phase (see Appendix~). 
If the interface between the upper and lOi.;er phases 
did not remain approximately stagnant when the upper phase 
qas being placed in the buret, mass transfer not described 
by the equations could occur (e.g. creation of surfaces of 
unknown area). Care was taken to avoid this, but if lt did 
occur, it would be only for one or t~o seco~ds. Compared to 
a total experiment time of 900 to )600 sec., this should be 
n~gl1g1ble~ 
Durin'-l.' removal of the solution from the buret, the 
..... 
occurrence of mixing would create an error. To determine if 
there Has mixing, e.gar-agar particles were put in suspension 
in the aqueous phase. No mixing was observed between the phases 
and the aqueous phase was essent!ally removed in plug flow. 
It ,.,..as assumed that the interfacial concentration 
c~lculated from these axner1ments would be the same for 
the droplet falling through a continuous phase of the same 
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solute concentration as 1n the upper phase in the interfacial 
studies. This assumption is consistent with droplet mass 
transfer studies in which the interfacial concentration is 
determined from measurements of saturation solubility 
(Skelland and Wellek, 1964; Heerjtes et al, 1954) and 
assumed to be the same in droplet studies. Bakker, 
van Buytenen and Beek (1966) in flat interface studies of 
mass transfer where interfacial turbulence is present assume 
that the roll cells on either side of the interface come 
in to equilibrium \'lith each other. Interfacial turbulence \'Tas 
present in these studies (see Chapter VI, Section 6.J}. 
One assumption 1n the derivation of the equations 
for calculation of the interfacial concentration (see 
Appendix E) was that the concentration of the solute on 
the aqueous side of the interface remain constant. This 
assumption is discussed in Appendix F. 
Another possible error is that one of the products 
of the reaction, 2-methylpropanol (t-butyl alcohol), may 
diffuse baclt into the hydrocarbon phase and. react w1 th 
the 2-chloro-2-methylpropane forming an ether and hydrochloric 
acid, which then diffuses (HCl) into the aqueous phase. This 
would have lead to a higher chloride concentration in the 
aqueous phase than just pure diffusion would indicate. The 
rea~tion betw~en 2-chloro-2-methylpropane and the 2-
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rr:ethylpropa:nol could also occur in the aqueous phase. If 
this had occurred at a signigicant rates, it seems that 
I·:ole'\';yn-Hughes (1961) ";auld have detected this Nhen he was 
analyzlng solutlons of 2-chloro-2-methylpropane and water 
for reaction products other than 2-methylpropanol and 
hydrochloric acid. 
5.2.). Measurement of Solution Concentrations. The 
---.---~---.... -- ---
purpose of this measurement '\'Ta.3 to determine the total 
amount of 2-chloro-2-me"thylpropane \\•hich ha.d transferred 
at a particular time into the aqueous ph~se. The reaction 
is 
CH --J I 
CH .. 
:) 
( 2-chloro~2-methylpropane) (2-rr:ethylpropanol) 
The amount of back diffusion of the chloride ion into the 
hydrocarbon phase was considered negligible, on the basis 
of distributio~ ~tudies of Wynne and Jones (1930). 
Accordi:ng to their studies, the distribution coefficient 
of HCl ( Cc.,.w,.jCH;.o ) between watc=r and benzene is of the 
order of 10-3 at 25°C. The distribution coefficient of 
2-methylpropal1ol bet"ieen the hydrocarbon pha.se 9.r..d the 
aqueous phase 1s probably close to one since it is very 
soluble 1n both phases (Perry, 1963). This is of no 
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consequence since only the determination of the concentration 
of trie c~loride ion in the aqueous phase is used to indicate 
the errount of 2-chloro-.2-methylpropane v:hich had diffused 
into the aqueous phase. 
The concentration analysis technique e~ployed to 
determine the concentration of the chloride ion in the 
aqueous solutions was based on the principle of the 
concentration cell. The principle is this: if two separate 
solutions of equal concentrations containing, for example, 
chloride ions have tHo similar electrodes in them that 2l.l''e 
sensi~ive to the chloride ion,. then the potential difference 
between these two electrodes should be zero. 
In this study silver-silver chloride electrodes were 
used to deterrrine the chloride ion concentration. The 
electrodes consisted of a solid billet of blended silver 
and s~lYer chloride powder (see Appendix H for manufacturer). 
In a study of the rate of production of chloride ions in 
the hydrolysis of 0.001 K 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in 95% 
water and 5% acetone solutions, Swain and Ross (1945) used 
the :principle cf the concer..tration cell to ane.lyze their 
sol~tions for the chloride ion. Their electrodes consisted 
of silver wire coated with silver chloride by chlor1diz1ng 
in a sodium chloride solution. The electrodes used 1n this 
study had the advantage of not being subject to chipping 
or wearing from use as the p~evlous ones. In fact it was 
recommended by the manufa.cturer to rub them ·.ri th emery 
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cloth to ensure a clean surface. S1<1ain and Ross (19I..J.5) 
considered the method accurate to + 3'· The reproducibility 
in these studies was ! 3.33%. 
The salt bridges (Figure ).3) used in this study were 
filled with saturated solutions of potassium nitrate in 
agar-agar and were stored in a saturated solution of 
potassiu~ nitrate when not in use. The concentration cells 
were 100 ml. beakers. 
A typical analysis was conducted as follows: (1) five 
milliliters of a standard solution l·Jas added to beaker A 
(Flgurc 3.3) and diluted to 35 ml. with distilled water 
from a 50 ml. buret, (2) ten milliliters of sample was added 
to beaker B, and (3) the sample in beaker B was diluted with 
distilled water from a 50 ml. buret until the galvanometer 
was balanced at the zero. At this point, the coneentrations 
are the same in both beakers. 
The galvanometer was always read with the stirrer 
motor stopped. This was done because symmetrical stirring 
is h~rd to achieve. To ensure that the system was functioning 
properly before each series of test, solutions of equal 
concentrations i'Tere put in the beakers and the galvanomete!" 















analysis, 1-.rhen the solutions ha.d been diluted to i'lhere the 
galvanometer was balanced, the ends of the salt bridge were 
switched to check if the bridge had developed any signif1cant 
liquid junction potential. This was indicated if the 
galvanometer did not balance after reversing the salt 
bridge. The salt bridges were never used continuously for 
more than two samples. 
The advantages of this method are as follows: (1) it 
is not necessary that the electrodes register thermodynamic 
eq~ilibrium potentials, but it is sufficient that they be 
made and treated identically, (2) since only the relative, 
not the absolute concentrations in the cells are import~~t, 
solutions can be analyzed t,•hich are so dilute that ordinary 
analytical methods, even potentiometric tl trations \'rould 
fail. For example, a silver nitrate titration of chlorlde 
solutions of the dilution ln this study \'lOuld fail due to 
the lack of a sharp break in the end point (Swain and Ross, 
1945), (J) there is no need to hold the temperature of 
analysis constant since it is only necessary to have both 
cells at the sam9 temperature. 
The only noticeable disadvantage to the !!lethod is 
that it is slow, about 45 minutes per sample. 
5 • 3. Su mma:rY: 
The experimental system developed for these studies 
was 2-chloro-2-methylprcpane diffusi~g fro8 ~enzene into 
water droplets and undergoing a first order 1rrr:verslble 
reaction. The droplets studies were performed 1n five 
co~Jrnns varying in height fro~ 5 em. to 180 cro. For each 
col·u.rt~:n height four different nozzle- w·ere used.. The 
equival~nt drop diameters varied. fron 0,33 Clil, to 0.50 
em. The range of droplet transport variables stud1ed 1s 
pr8sented in Chapter VI, Table 6.1. The dropl~t studies 
were performed with the continuous phas~ be tng 4. 0 N 
2-chloro-2-meth~rlpropane in benzene (about 50~{ by volur'le) 
with the droplets always being initially pure wat~r ~efore 
contact with the continuous phase. 
1)1 
A method "\':as devGlopad using sta.:;na.nt d1f'fu~ion sturJ1.~s 
whereby interfacial concentrations can be determined for 
maAs transfer with reaction systems of th1s type. 
~easurament of the a~ount of (2-chloro-2-~ethylpropBne) 
solute transported into the aqueous phase was deterrnlned ~Y 
analyzing the dispersed phase for its chlori1e ton content. 
The principle of the concentration cell was used to deter~1ne 
chloride ton concentrations. Tte concent:ation cell techn1que 
employed \>ras si.rr1ilar to that of Swain and Ross (19!+5) except 
that a different type of electrode (sllver-silver chloride 
billet instead of silver wire coated with 31lver chloride) 
Nas emplc-yed which l·Tas less subject to defor::r.ation fron: use 
and. thus had a more con81stently reproducible surface. 
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VI. DISCO.S3l.ON O=t' EXF2.3Ii·.L:l~TAL RESULTS 
The data obtalned from the single droplet experiments 
are dlscussed in Section 6.1 and the data obtained in the 
stagnant solution experiments for the purpose of calculating 
the wateT side interfacial concentration are discussed in 
Section 6.2. The range of variables studied in the droplet 
experiments are presented in Table 6.1. In Section 6.3, 
the experimental d l~ople t transport rates are corr:pared with 
transpo~t rates predicted from the theoretical models 
developed in Chapter III. 
6.1. pronlet Dat~ 
The ~ethod in which the droplet data were obtained is 
explained in Section 5.2.1. The function&! de~endcnce of 
the total mass of solute transferred (g-mcles per liter, 
2-chloro-2-methylpropane in the reacted or unreacted state) 
to a falling water droplet (initially pure) on the contact 
time and the square :-root of the contact time is indicated 
in Flgures 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. The data 1n Figures 
6.1 and 6.2 -v1ere obtained v!ith tne cor.t1!1uous phase in the 
coluwn being 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in be~1zene and 
with the dispersed phase being distilled water. The curves 
in Figure 6.2 indicate that the total mass transferred 1s 
directly proportional to the square root of the contact 
~l' A B L E 6.1 
HANGE OF VARIP.l?LES 
(Droplet Studies) 
NOZZLE vd d vt e E kR NPe NRe 
(cm3) (em) -4 em 
-- --
--x 10 --x 10 
-sec 
0.106 * BD-15 0.59 13.57 ~ ...... 314.8 8.09 13.45 
** BD-20 0.052 0.46 13.19 
_ .. __ 
194.1 6.18 10.27 
BD-25 0.024 0.)6 11.56 1.12 115.7 4.18 6.95 
BD-27 0.018 0.33 10.88 1.09 97.74 3.62 6.01 
vd = drop volume, cm3 kR = Reaction number 
de = equivalent drop diameter, em NPe = Peclet number 
vt = terminal velocity, em/sec NR = Reynolds number 
.e 
E = eccentricity, dimensionless NWe = \-Ieber number 
* oscillating 






























































Contact time, t 0 (secs) 
Comparison of experimental data with least square 










Fig. 6.2 Comparison of experimental data with least 
square curve f1 t (not corrected for end. 
effect) 
1)6 
time. Either figure indicates that as the drop volume 
decreases the scatter of the data increases. These results 
were expected while the experiments were being performed. 
The smaller drops h3d a tendency to cling to the sides of 
the coluw..ns. The force of attachment 1-1as of sufficient 
magnitude that the drops remained on the column walls, 
after the continuous phase was removed from the column. 
Although some of the droplets remained on the column walls, 
quite often during the experiments a drop would rema.in for 
a period of time on the column wall near the coalesced layer 
and then drain do'tm the column wall into the coalesced layer 
due to impaction on its surface from other droplets. Also 
other drops would coalesce into the drop and after the 
volume became large enough to overcome the surface tension, 
the total volume drained into the coalesced layer. These 
drops would have a higher exit concentration than drops 
vihich pass through the column at the usual contact time. It 
was also observed that after a particular area of the column 
wall had had a dispersed phase drop attached to it, it was 
easier for other drops to attach to that area. Another 
unusual occurrence l'ras observed with droplet gro~-1th at 
the nozzles. If either the column fluid or nozzle was 
subjected to a vibration or if the nozzle was not level, 
the drop would grow on the side of the nozzle and form 
an irregular shape. Once this irregularity occurred, the 
nozzle had to be removed and cleaned before a normal 
droplet gro-vrth could be obtained. Usually the nozzle Nas 
cleaned with acetone and the sides wiped dry with paper 
tol·:els. In order t0 ensure a consistent drop size, no 
samples were collected t.,rheu drop growth irregule.r1 ties 
occurred. 
lYl 
The largest drop, Vd = 0.106 cc. (de= 0.59 em.). was 
a..."'l oscillating drop. It was not of the vig-orously oscillating 
type. The next drop size Vd = 0.052 cc. (de= 0.46 em.) 
oscillated until it traveled about 20 to 30 em. do~·m the 
column and then appeared. to proceed as an oblate spheriodal 
circulating drop. The other tNo drop siz;es (de = 0.36 and 
0.33 em.) appeared to be circulating drops. The smallest 
drop size, Vd = 0.018 cc., appeared to be almost spherical 
in shape. 
In Table 6.2 are listed the equations obtained from 
a linear least square fit of the colum1.,_ data for each 
particular drop volume. They t•rere obtained with the 
ordinate being the column exit total mass concentration 
and the abscissa being the square root of the contact ti~e. 
The per cent a~erage absolute deviation of the curve fit 
from the experimental data increased as the drop size 
decre:ased. 'I'his was due to wsll-clinging of the smaller 
1)8 
LEAST S~UAJ.g FIT EGUATJ ONS 
1 
Crnt(EXIT) = A + B t~ 
·----.... ---~-·----··-----·------------ ----------
(!:Z'-ruoles) 
.:..t-------··-( liter ) (f:-rr:oles ) ( 1 i tc r- sec) 
AVEHAGE* 
AESO LL1TJ<: 



























total mass concentrntion of solute transferred to 
dispersed phase (H20), g-~oles 




11 tel~-se c 
co~tact time, sees 
drop volume, cm3 
1~0 L l.?'"t ( obser:'d) - Cmt (calculated) J 
Crnt(observed) 
drops as has been previously discussed. 
The variation of the exit total mass concentration 
from the colurrill with the continuous phase concentration 
of 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene is presented in 
Figure 6.). These results were obtained in a 45 em. 
1:39 
column ~11th the large drop, Vd = 0.106. The data indicate 
that the exit total nass concentration for a specified 
contact time 1ncree.scs l'Ti th an increase in the continuous 
phase concentration of the solute. These studies were 
performed in order to determine a continuous phase 
concen tratlon that t<:ould g1 ve measurable quanti ties of 
solute transport. The 4.0 N continuous phase concentration 
was selected because it gave measurable quantities of 
solute transport and qualitatively it seemed high enough 
to ensure that the water side interfacial concentration 
l'JOuld remain constant. Also it t\"as high enough to ensure 
that droplets falling through the continuous phase "-TOUld not 
significantly deplete the continuous phase concentration 
during any one set of experiments. 
6.2. Interfacial Data 
The tec~~iques employed in obtaining the interfacial 
data are discussed in Section 5.2.2 and Appendix E. The 
functional dependence of the concentration of the total 
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Fig. 6.) Variation of exit total mass concentration 
with continuous phase concentration 
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contact time is presented in Figure 6.4 (other data. at 
L~.O N are presented in Append.ix G, Table G.5). The smooth 
curves in Figure 6.4 were obtained from linear least 
square equations for a line through the origin using 
another coordinate system. The orj1:J.ate was the total 
mass concentration in the aqueous (lower) phase and the 
absicca was (kft + ~)Lsee Section 5.2.2.1]. The data in 
Figure 6.4 indicate that the amount of solute transported 
from the upper ph~se (2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene) 
to the lower- phase was directly proport"\.onal to the contact 
time for values of kft > 1. 
Table 6.3 contai~s the values of the slope for each 
partic~lar solute concentr3tion in the upper phase. The 
value of the interfacial concentration was calculated from 
the x-espective slope Lusing equat1.on (5.12)], and the value 
of the average absolute deviation of the least square fit 
from the experimental data for each particular conce!ltration 
of 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in the upper benzene phase. 
The functional dependence of the \'later side interfacial 
concentration on the solute concentration in the upper 
benzene phase is presented in Figure 6.5. The data presented 
in Figure 6.5 indicate that as the solute concentration in 
the benzene Dhase is increased, the "'rater side interfacial 
.. 
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Contact time (minutes) 
Fig. 6.4 Total mass concentration 1n aqueous phase 
versus contact time 





TABLE 6'J j • __,' 
LEAS'I' SQUARE FIT E~UATIONS 
(INTERFACIAL DATA) 
Cm - ~(1· t + ~) t - ..... 'f .:. ' 
SLOPE x 105 
( p;-;r;.oJ .. ~) 
( 1 iter ) 
·--------·-----
(s:-m~.,~~) 
( 11 te r ) 
A\TRAGF. 
A3SOLCrl'E 
DSVI A'I-I ON 
------·-----------------
1.21 r:. 42 ..,~. 5.2) 
2.09 9.57 1.99 
).89 17.85 7 ~-7 









c<m cen tr&tic:n of 2- chloro-2-ll!e thylpropane (so] u te) ir: 
benzene, upper phase, s-mole 
liter 
elope of df"termined least square fit of equa.tlon, .E: .. :::2;::,;J <:: 
ll tcr 
rate constant for reaction of 2-chloro-2-methylpropsne 
-1 
Vli th v.rater, sec 
contact tiffie, sec 
water side interfacial concentration, z-.. n~ole 
liter 
total mass concentration of solute transferred to 
loKe:r· ph~se (H?O), .e.::.n:ol~ 
·· 11 ter 
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Fig. 6.5 Variation of interfacial concentration with 
concentration of (CHJ)J C-Cl in c6H6 
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prGsented in Figure 6n4~ They are considered to constitute 
a special type of distribution curve, where the interfacial 
concentration is the concentration in the aqueous phase 
wb:tch vroulci be in equilibrium with the solute !.n thP. organic 
phase 1 f a reaction \\"aS not occurring in the aqueous phase. 
6.3 Ccmuarison of Dr~let Transport Data in the Free Fall 
Zone with Theoretical Kodels 
--.... -----
In Figures 6.6 through 6.9, the dtrnensionless total 
mass concentration (~mt =Cmt/Cai) ani in Figures 6.10 
through 6.13, the dimensionless flux (N = Na2a/Cai) are 
presented as a function of the dimensionless contact time 
2 ( 'I = :Jt/a ) • These data are compared vli th the results 
pred.ic.ted by the Handles and Baron (1957) e..nd Penetration 
theory (nighie, 1935) transport models, when modified to 
account for a first order irreversible reaction occurring 
1!1 the dispersed phase. The Handles and Baron nodel as 
wodified by Olander (1966) was resclved by the author 
(see Section 3.6) to account for a first order irreversible 
reaction occurring in the dispersed phase. The Penetration 
theory modified for a first order reaction (Danckw·erts, 
1950) was applied to a falling or rising drop (see Section 
3.7). In the ranges of d.i:G:ensionless time covered in these 
studies, the Penetration theory and the circulating drop 











Fig. 6.6 Comparison of experimental data 
with theoretical m~dels 
(free fall zone) 














Fig. 6.7 Comparison of experimental data 
with theoretical models (free fall zone) 
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Fig. 6.8 Comparison of experimental data 
with theoretical models 
(free fall zone) 













o.o 1.0 2.0 
Fig. 6.9 Comparison of experimental data 
with theoretical models 
(free fall zone) 
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Fig. 6.12 Comparison ot experimental data 
with theoretical models 
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Fig. 6.13 Comparison of experimental data 






T:-1e end effects (droplet growth and coalescence) were 
excluded from the experimental data presented in Figures 
6.6 through 6.9 as explained in Section 5.2.1.1. The 
experimental curves in (Figures 6.6 through 6.9) w·ere 
determined f'rorn equations of the form 
(6.1) 
At a particular time, t, for a particular drop volume,1"' 







the di:mensionJ.ess surface average flux, N, (ligures 6.10 
through 6.13) was calculated. In Figures 6.6 through 6.9, 
the experimental curves l'mre obtained with a least square 
fit of the data. The experimental points presented 
represent an a.rithm.etic average of three experiments and 
the range sho1 .. m is the average absolute deviation from the 
arithmetic average. 
In all cases, whether comparing the total mass 
transferred or the flux, the Handlos and Baron model 
compared more favorably ld th the expe:L'imental data than 
d.1d the PenetrB.tion theory model. By the analysis of Figures 
155 
6.6 through 6.1J, one can observed that as the drop volume 
decreases the Handl·:lS and Baron model decreased in its 
ability to approximate the results. Also it can be observed 
that for any particular drop size, the deviation or the 
Handles and Baron model from the experimental ::lata increases 
with time and the deviation is negative. The points of 
agreement betNeen the theoretical models and the experi!Ilental 
data are: (1) as the dimensionless time increases, the 
dimensionless total mass transferred increases and the 
dimensionless flux decreases. and (2) for a constant 
dimensionless contact time, the dimensionless total mass 
concentration and the dimensionless flux decreases as the 
drop volume decreases except for the case when Vd = 0.052 cc. 
-The values of Cmt and N, for Vd = 0.052 cc., seem in 
error as can be observed in Figures 6.14 and 6.15. To be 
consistent with the theoretical models, the curves for 
vd = 0.052 cc. should be between the curves for vd = 0.106 
cc. and Vd = 0.024 cc. This deviation might be because the 
0.052 cc. droplet was partially oscillating. It oscillated 
until it traveled about 20 to JO em. down the column a"'ld 
then appeared to proceed an an oblate spheroidal circulating 
droplet. Therefore, the droplet was an oscillating droplet 
which has a high transport rate in the smaller columns (for 
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column the droplet "tras only oscillating for one-sixth of 
the fall height. This would have a tendency to shift the 
Vd equal 0.052 cc. least square line 1n Figure 6.2 upward 
thereby increasing the calculated end effect. It \'TOUld 
also decrease the slope of the curve and thus increase the 
intercept on the ordirHlte. The Vd eq_ua.l 0.052 cc. curve 
in Figure 6.2 should probably be two straight lines 
intersecting at a column height of about 30 em. 
The priwary dissgree~ent between the theoretical 
models and the CAperimantal data is that the theoretical 
values of the d1mens1onless flux ere too low by a factor 
of' about J to 2. 5 for the Handles a.nd Baron model and a 
factor of about 10 to 7 for the Penetration theory model. 
The din:ens1.onless flux being too loto~ necessarily ensures 
that the total me.ss concentration be lol'J. Anot.her 
lmport~u~t fuctor of disagreement betNeen the theoretical 
models and the experimental data is that the values of 
the dimensionless flux predicted from th~ models begin to 
approach a. constant value at smaller values of the 
din:ensionless ttme than the experimental data. 'Ylhen the 
flux decreases to a c0nstant value, the concentraticn of 
the unrescted solute in the drop becomes consta.nt. and 
thus the system is at steady state. At '\'rhat time thls 
happens is a function of the kinetic ra.te constant and the 
159 
magnitude of the transport mechanism. mhe la th t ~- .rger e rae 
constant, the sooner the steady state is reached; or the 
less vigorous the transport mechanism, the quicker the 
steady state is reached. These factors point out that in 
the theoretical transport models either a fe.ctor is not 
being considered or one or rrore of th~ parameters used in 
the models is greatly in error. The factor should increase 
the stirring action or the convective flux in the drop. 
This factor should also be a function time. This is pointed 
out quite clearly in Figure 6.16, where the ratio of the 
experimental flux to the flux predicted by the Penetration 
theory model is plotted versus the dimensionless time for 
selected values of the drop size. From observation of 
Figures 6.14 and 6.15, one other thlng should be pointed out 
and that is that the solute transport rate was not a very 
strong function of the drop size. F'or example, at a. 
dimensionless time of 1 x 10-3 the flux only varied from 
315 to 3.50, yet. in this range the drop volume 1-1as changed 
by a factor or five. 
6.4. Discussion of Deviation of Theoretical Eodels from 
-- -----
AX,P_e_rim~E..tal Data 
The increase in convective flux that the theoretical 
models have not accounted for could possibly be due to 
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the reaction or lnterfacial turbulence in the drop createt'i 
by changes in interfacial tension. 
It is conceivable that near the interface, the products 
of the reaction i'fOUld create a region of higher dens1 ty than 
in the center of the drop and thus increase the convective flux 
in the drop. Although this may exist, its magnitude as compared 
to the convection in the drops from the c:trculat1on currents 
should be negligible. This is analogous to the comparison of 
forced convection and natural conV.3Ct1cn in heat transfer. The 
highest total mass concentration in the exit drops was only 
0.026 molar. Assuming no volume change in mixing, this would 
correspond to an approximate change 1n specific gravity of 
2.5 x 10-3 from nozzle entr~~ce to column exit. 
6.4 .. 1. Interfacial Turbulence. 
_.__., ___...._......._... 
Although interfacial motion 
~lB.S not reaclily visible to;hen studying the transport of 2-chloro-
2-methylpropane from benzene into water (neither in the drop-
fo:rma:~ion studies nor when viewed with a cathetometer in the 
interf3.c1al stutl1es), .!n .. t~_racial motion t'las observed by u~ina 
!tle __ ~~~e;,_.erocedE_F~= (1) a small quantity of the continuous 
phase (2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene) was put into a watch 
glass, (2) us1ng an eye dropper, a drop of the dispersed phase 
(water) was placed in the edge of the continuous phase and (J) 
by positioning oneself properly with respect to the fluorescent 
11ght1ng in the laboratory to where the light reflected off the 
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fluid surface in the watch glass, interfacial motion could be 
observed. The motion was concentrated near the interface and 
it appeared as a 'r'lell-det·ined rolling or circulating pattern. 
The intensity of the motion seemed to remain constant for at 
least fifteen minutes. 
This interfacial activity could have been present 1n the 
droplet studies and 1s probably responsible for the high transfer 
rates. In stirred vessel studies of fast second order irrevers-
ible reactions occurring in the aqueous phase of organic-aqueous, 
liquid-liquid systems, Sher\'1ood and Wei (1957) reported that 
the overall transfer coefficients exceeded those predicted by 
the theory of Batta (1932) by a factor varying from one to three. 
Although the Hatta theory had been proven to predict semi-
quantitatively the transfer coefficients in some cases, Sherwood 
and Wei attributed their results to the interfacial turbulence 
which they had observed. In this investigation, the droplet 
transfer rates ·varied from a factor of 2. 5 to J above the 
Handles and De.ron model modified to account for a first order 
irrever~ible reaction (see Section J.6 and Figures 6.10 through 
6.13). 
F'rom the l>Vork of Sternling and Scriven ( 19.59), one of the 
most frequently used instability criteria for diffusion 
unaccompanied. by a reaction is the decrease 1.n the interfacial 
tension as the solute transfers to the extract phase. Ho,-vever, 
16) 
for the case of d1ffus1on accompanied by a first order 
irreversible reaction, Ruckenstein and Berbente (1964) have 
shown that a system can remain stable even though the inter-
facial tension decreases as transport occurs. In these studies, 
an attempt was made to determine the change in interfacial 
tension as the sclute transferred from the hydrocarbon phase 
wl th a Du.."''ouy ·tensiometer. This measurement is somewhat 
unrealistic because the interface is disturbed l'1hen the 
measurement is made, thus upsetting the concentration profiles. 
Nevertheless, for an upper phase of 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methyl-
propane in benzene and the lower phase initially distilled water, 
the interfacial tension decreased f~om 29.5 to 2e.5 dynes/em. 
in approximately 50 minutes. This at least shows that the 
interfacial tension is changing and although the negative change 
is 11ot an absolute condition for instability, 1t is a favore.ble 
one. 
In short contact time studies (0.1 to 1 sec.) of mass 
transfer across a plane interface, Bakker, van Buytenen and Beek 
(1966) performed a schlieren optical study of the convection 
cells which occur when solute transport is accompanied by 
1nterfa.c1al turbulence. They noted that the size of the con-
~ 
vection cells and the Penetration theory depth "mre or the same 
order .or magnitude. This probably explains the fact that in 
this investigation the total mass tr~~sferred was directly 
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proportional to the square root of the contact time (see Figure 
6.2). The Penetration theory model predicts that the total mass 
transferred 1s proportional to the square root of the contact 
time but this model does not consider interfacial turbulence. 
In_ a.n att~.:!!J?t to oualJ:. t_ati ve,!x determine ~..£1"!. com..e9~~ 
of l;h~ eXJ~rimental .si.:;r;tem might be inducing the turbt!lence, 
the 1'ollo'\q-1nB set of watch-glass experiments were performed; 
(1) using pure benzene for the continuous phase and using a 
droplet consisting of "rater and 2-methylpropanol as the 
dispersed phase; an interface tw1 tching ~~ras observed but a Nell-
deflnei circulating patter11 was not detected; (2) using a mixture 
of benzene and 2-methylpropanol as the continuous phase and a 
water droplet as the dispersed phase, no interfacial motion was 
noticed; ())using pure 2-chloro-2-methylpropane as the 
con·tinuous ph8.se and a water <.iroplet as the d~.spersed phase 
the roll11'lg circulatory interfacial motion was aga.in observed 
but the size of the roll cells was much smaller than uhen the 
continuous ohase was 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene; 
... 
hoNever, the vigor of the motion seemed similar in both cases. 
From these experiments, 1t seems that the interfacial motion 
was created by the trru1sfer of the reaction product, 2-
methylprop~~ol, from the water phase to the hydrocarbon phase. 
Other experiments were conducted whici1 also demonstrated 
the ability of 2-methylpropanol to promote interfacial motion. 
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In one experiment, a small layer of benzene was added to tho! 
1.nte1"'f9.ce of a 100 cc. beaker containing water and ·then a small 
drop of 2-methylpropanol was slowly drained down the side of 
the bee.ker. As the 2-methylpropa.nol contacted the top of the 
interface, the benzene layer underwent a violent rolling motion 
which continued until no more of the 2-methylpropanol could be 
seen on the s1des of the beaker. In another experiment, a 100 
cc. beaker was filled about half full with water and then 
completely filled with 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methylproptme in 
benzene. The phases were stirred manually for about five seconds 
and then an aqueous solution of 2-methylpropanol (about .30% by 
volume) \':as injected into the aqueous phase. The 2--·methylpropanol 
on release ascended to the interface, due to :t ts lo~'ier density, 
an1l ca.used the interface to tw1 tc.h. In a study of the transfer 
rat~s of the esters, ethyl acetate and ethyl forflate, across a 
plane interface into caustic solutions, Seto, FUrter and 
Johnson (1965) noted the presence of interfnclal turbulence. By 
slowly injecting an aqueous solution of ethanol (cne of the 
reaction products) in the aqueous phase of a system consisting 
of mutually saturated ethyl acetate and. water, they concluded 
that the ethanol created the interfac1~1 turbulence. Seto, 
Furter and Johnson also investigated. the poss1bil1 ty that the 
heat effect of the reaction or mixing was responsible for the 
turbulence by inserting an electrically heated fine wire into 
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the interface. Only slight turbulence could be induced by this 
method. 
From the current study, the only thing which might point to 
disagreement with the idea that interfacial turbulence was the 
missing factor is derived from consideration of the interfacial 
experiments. If interfacial turbulence was the missing factor, 
it should have been present in the experiments performed to 
determine the interfacial concentration as well as in the 
---
droplet studies" If it l>Tas present in the interfacial experi-
ments, 1 t t'lould have increased the slope of the lines; and thus 
the values of the calculated interfacial concentrations would be 
to high. The interfacial concentration being to high would 
then decrease the calculated values of the dimensionless total 
mass concentration and dimensionless flux or would have a 
tendency to at least cancel out the effect of interfacial 
turbulence 1f it was the same or of the s9.IDe order of magnitude 
1n both geometries. 
In order to try to detect interfacial turbulence in the 
stagnant solution studies, ink was put into the aqueous phase 
but interfacial t11rbulence could not be visually observed. 
Interfacial motion with a flat interface was detected in the 
following manner; a 100 cc. beaker 1-ras filled half full of water 
EL"ld drops of 2-chloro-2-rnethylpropane in benzene were dropped on 
the water surface. Ir1terfacial motion could be observed at the 
edge or the o1roular film until the water surface was completely 
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covered. After the surface was completely covered, turbulence 
could no longer be observed or at least it was not visible. 
This could also mean that it was not present in the interfacial 
studies or its magnitude was diminished. I~ interfacial 
turbulence was not present in the interfacial concentration 
studies, but present in the droplet studies, then the calculated 
interfacial concentrations are correct and the droplet data when 
compared to the droplet transport models represents the increase 
in the transport rate due to the interfacial turbulence. Also 
it yields some support for the postulate by Sternling and 
Scriven (1959) that interfacial turbulence is in some cases 
promoted by a dynamic interface. 
From the preceding discussion of the experimental results, 
i.t 1s apparent that it t.;ould be desirable to have something 
considera.bly better to study interfacial turbulence than the 
naked eye. A photographic technique (perhaps schlieren photog-
raphy) would yield a better insight into the interfacial 
turbulence phenomena. 
In su~~tl· it seems that the reason for the experimentally 
mea.sured value of the flux {N) being much larger than the 
theoretically predicted values of the flux for the system (where 
2-chloro-2-methylpropane is diffusing from benzene into falling 
~1a.ter droplets) is primarily due to the phenomena of interfacial 
turbulence. Also it seems that one of ·the products of the reaction 
between 2-chloro-2-methylpropane and water, 2-rr.:ethylpropanol, was 





From the nurr.erical solution {obtained in this work) of 
the circulating drop model based on Hadamard's dispersed 
phase stream function, for a solute diffusing into a 
droplet and undergoing a first order irreversible reaction 
l~i th the drop medium where the continuous pha.se resj.stance 
to solute transport is negligible, the following conclusior1s 
were made: (1) for dimensionless contact times of practical 
1lilportance ( 1"- <5 x 10-3) in 11qu1d-11qu1d droplet extraction 
syster:'ls either the analytical solution to diffusion in a 
stagnant sphere (NPe = 0) or the simple Penetration theory 
equations applied to a sphere coincided w1 th the s~;:,J.ution 
to the circulating drop model; {2) for larger values of the 
dimensionless contact time (t-> 5 x 10-3) wh1.ch would be 
applicable to ga~ bubble-liquid absorption systems and for 
reaction numbers { kfa2/D) less than 640, the numerical 
solution developed in this work has to be used; (J) for 
reaction numbers greater than 640, the stagnant sphere 
1nodel of the Penetration theory can be used at any time, 'r. 
7 • 2 ~XP.e_T_i m,en~a.! · 
For the experimental system, which was developed 1n 
this investigation for study on a laboratory scale of 
solutf~ tre::nspo:ct into droplets acco:mpan1ed by a first order 
l:rreverslble reaction L2-·chloro-2-methylpropane diffusing 
fro:rn a benzene coi:t~.nuous phase (in which the transfer 
resi~:;tance us.s considered negligible) into nnd reacting by 
means of first order irreversible reaction with wate~ 
iroplets falling through the benzene phase], it was found 
thRt for the range of contact ti~es experimentally studied 
(1-':;5 x 10-3) the total mass transferred to the rl.?'oplet 
directly proportional to the square root of the contact time. 
The eX_!)f.!I'i:nental transport rates into the droplets 
were ~ound to be a factor of 7 to 10 greater than the rates 
p~edicted by the penetration theory and a factor of 2.5 to 3 
above the Eandlos and Baron :mod.el, ( ~his d 1 d"f"l d _ mo e was mo 1 e 
in this study to account for a first order irreversible 
re.s.~tton). 
The data definitely indicated that there is a factor 
not being considered in the models presented in this 
investi3at1on. From special visual observations of a 
stationary droplet in contact with the continuous phase 
during the transfer process, 1.t was concluded that one of 
the major factors not being considered was a special type 
of interfacial motion not usually observed when two liquids 
are. in contact. 
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APPENDIX A 
DETAILS OF NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE CIRCULATING DROP 
~OD~L IN CYLINDRICAL {x,z) COORDINATES ... 
A.l Q~]._Qulat1c:;>.,n .• ~.t. the Volume Average Cont"entrat1on from 
~-
~~e concentration profile. 
In equation ().62) in Chapter 3, the volume average 
concentrati.on is defined as 
I 
il Cl") =~..£x nx. ?->dx 
" 
().62) 
t<rhere + V 1-X a.· 
F(X,'r) = s U (X,%!', 1') d i! 
.. fJ-X~ ().61) 
-After evaluation of {L ( 1-) • e( "t) tTaS determined from the 
substitution 
U£1-) = '- CL1-) (A.l) 
which 1s obtained from ~qua.tion ().42). Equst1ons ().61) 
and (3.62) were evaluated using the trapezoidal rule. The 
concentration profile a (x. z.?' ) • is kno~m at a f1nl te set 
of points on each line defined by x = a const~nt (0.0, 
0.1, 0.2- .. ----1.0) and terminated by the boundary at the 
1?1 
two po\ni;s l'There the l3ne intersects the curve x2 + z2 = 1 
(see Figure .3.4). The evaluation or F(x,?") was performed 
as follows 
F( X I 1") = A ;?! [ u (X I-~ A ~J 1" 1 -r ll {X) ( - j + J) A i!) 1" h . -- . 
---+ U. (X, (j-1) A~,?")+~ (X, ~Ai'J ~~ 
(A.2) 
where J 1s the· nearest whole integer minus one obtained 
~.a 
ratio of 0- X2)/ A ~ • For example, uhen 
J:.. 40, J =- )9, when (1-x1 = .39.8, J =z 39 or tlhen 
Ai& 
Note: (1) In this solution for convenience, A~ was 
let = ~.\X , 
(2) that F(x = 1, 1') is always equal to zero 
+o 
because S [,( (Xj &-j 1') d =&- = 0 
-o 
and (J) the second term of equation (A.2) takes 
into account the unequal increment. S1m1larl7 
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from equation (3.62) 
+·-··---
(A.J) 
Note: x0 ~ 0 and xn ~ 1 1n this case. 
A.2 Calculation of ~mt• N, ENF, NSh' ~Sh' for kR > o. 
~- --
The volume average concentration C( ~ ) , for kR > 0 
was calculated from ~( 'r-) l;ihen kR = 0 by the following 
ralat1onsh1p (see Section ).1.2): 
_ '"" 5~ _ k- "", _ _ R~ 't c ('() = rt R c oc e.- "'d 1-J + c ~ e 0 . ( 3.23) 
where c* refers to the solution when kR = 0 and ~ 1 1s a 
dummy var1 able. 
Similarly, the instantaneous flux for kR > 0 was 
evaluated as follows: 
N',._) L 5.'1' llf. -Rt~) * -krt 'r-'"~ = t(R N e. d ~, + N e 
lJ 
().24) 
The total mass transferred was evaluated as follows 
( ).lJ) 
The instantaneous Sherwood number, time averaged 
Sherwood number and the enhancement factor were 
evaluated as follows: 
N Sh ( '1'" ) = N-
l-Cl.1") 
~ Sh ( '?- l = L 't' N s h d -r-
f()~ d ~ 
EN F = N ( kR > 0 • "t- ) 
N(kR ==o. ('") 






integrals 1n equations (J.2J), (J.24), ().1)) and (3.21) 
were evaluated using the trapezoidal rule. 
In evaluation of the above integrals, a difficulty was 
en~ountered in calculating the values of the flux, N. In 
the numerical calculation of N for kR = O, the flrst few 
time steps are not accurate, but as the number of tima steps 
increases, the values of N become more accurate 1f the 
numerical techn.1que is stable. When obtaining values ot 
the flux for kR > 0, the error in the initial values ot 
the flux ror kR = 0 is multiplied by kR. For example, let 
* • N (accurate solution) =- N + £ (A.4) 
then from equation ( J. 21~) for kR :> 0 
'(- . k ~' 
N = R~~.s (N'"'-T€) e- d .. ?-' +(N"'+ €) e-kR ?" 
0 
or 
N :: RR 5?-N'eR" J~· + ~R5: e-R" ?-~ 1"' 
0 0 
+ N~e-kR'l+ t: e- k.ct- (A.5) 
subtracting equation ().24) from equation (A.5), the error 






Ea. does not increase w1 th kR and when c becomes zero, E.l.. 
becomss zero. The value of E. 1 , increases with kR and uhen 
€ becomes zero, the error incurred in the flux up to the 
value of 'l'" trhen c = 0 remains in the value of the flux. 
'rhus when the value ot c becomes zero ( -'C =- 1'-6 ) the 
error is 
S 1-E - ~R '1: 
1
, E-= RR ce d1-
o 
(A.lO) 
let EL -= E3 ~It (A.ll) 
then ( '~-6 - k tt ?- , 





From equat10l'l (A._5), when~ approaches zero, the reaction 
flux is 
L... ( 't - kll ~l') lf - R.t --r-
N=t(R)N"e d?-'+Ne +E 1 
~ . 
substracting equation (J.24) from equation (A.13) 
E1 = ~~ccurate) - pjy~th error) 
substituting into equation (A.ll) 




As discussed in Ch~pter 4, the flux at short contact 
times 1s the same for any Peclet number. In the numericEM-1 
solution. the error occurs at short oor1tact t1mes, Therefor-e 
E.a ctm be evFtlueted from equation (A,lS) for vs.1~1ous 
values of kR with the analytical solution e.t NPe a 0 
LStagn~~t spher~. equation (J.?O)j. A convenient time to 
evaluate E3 which ensures that 1:e has been reached is at 
the st.~ady state vc-.lue:s of the flux. The values of £3 for 
kR = 10, 20. 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1,280 are listed 1n the 
computer program (see Appendix D) as CO(l). C0(2), CO(J). 
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C0(4), CO(S), C0(6), CO(?) and C0(8) respectively. 
A. 3 .QJ:her Hethods o..f S?lution t.o the _£ir.~ulat1ng prop .Modtl• 
The final numerical scheme used to solve the circulating 
drop model was the end result of many other attempts. The 
-
.E..r..Q_C,$Ld:tt_r.es t:t;!e.£ t'li th C( l, e , ~ ) = 1 and C ( R, e 1 0} = 0 
were: (1) the classical explicit method with linear 
interpolation at the unequal boundary increments, (2) the 
DuFort and Frankel method w1th linear interpolation at 
the unequal boundary increments, ( J) the classica.l explicit 
method with third-order polynomial interpolation at the 
unequal boundary increments and (1-J.) the DuFort and Frankel 
method ~r1th third-order polynomial interpolation at the 
unequal increments. !h,e prQ._cedures tried with C(l, e , 't) a 0 
and C(R,~ ,C>) = 1 t~re: (5) the classical expl1c1t method 
with linear interpolation at the unequal increments, (6) the 
DttFort and Fra.'rlkel method with third-order polynomial 
1nterpolatior' at the bounda-ry and (7) the DuFort e.nd F'rru1kel 
w1 th 11neai· 1nterpola tion at nodes with one unequal 
boundar¥ increment and third-order polynomial interpolation 
at nodes with two unequal boundary increments. 
The methods t:ere 11t:Jted in the order of increasing 
accuracy. Method 7 was used to obtain the results to the 
c1rcula.t1ng drop model as discussed in Chapter III and this 
appendix ru1d presented in Chapter IV. Method 6 gave 
slightly better results at NPe = 0 and kR = 0 than 
method 7 but method 6 was unstable at higher values or 
the Peclet number (NPe > 40). The instability in method 
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6 occurred at the nodes with two unequal boundary increments. 
When linear interpolation was used with method 6 at these 
nodes, the instability in the solution disappeared. 
U s1ng method 7, the solution 't·;a.s stable in the range 
0 < NPe < 100, with ll'?" - 5 X 10-4 and AX = 5 X 10-2 
but was unstable at values of NPe > 100 unless il1'" ;qas 
chat""lged to 2. 5 x 10-4 and. A X to 4 x lo-2 • 
At NPe = 100, kB = 0, the numerical solution (using 
method 7) gave a 11m1 ting value (1'" -~ oo) of 17.53 for the 
instanteneous Sherwood number. The limiting value for the 
1r1sta.ntaneous Sherwood number obtalned from the Kron1g and 
Brink model (NPe -~ ~> is 17.89. Due to the lack of 
eigenvalues (only the first seven values of An and Afn are 
kno1m) the Kronig and Brink limit maybe slightly in error 
but not seriously since as ~ -~ ~ only the first few values 
need be l{nown. 
The circulating drop model was solved by Johns (1964) for 
kR = 0 w1.th the classical explicit method using the boundar;y 
condition C(R, e, 0) = 1 and C(l,e, 'r-) = 0. In his thesis 
he presents. the solution with linear interpolation at the 
unequal increments; but from p~rsonal communication with him, 
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he said he used polynomial interpolation. The author was 
unable to read the computer program in his thesis because 
he used a Control Data (Bendix Corporation) machine in a 
now defunct computer language at the Carnegie In.st1tute 
of Technology". Therefore, partly due to the time lapse 
since John's performed the work (1964), 1t may be 
imposs1 ble to determi.ne exactly what method he used without 
further correspondence 1'11 th Johns. 
This author was unable to get John's solution with 
the classical explicit method using either linear or 
polynomial interpolation at the unequal boundary increments. 
A possible reason for this might be a diffarence in the 
computer roundoff errors. The work reported in this thesis 




SOLUTION OF CI HCU LATING DROP 1-'jODEL IN SP.HERI CAL COORDINATE 
On the basis of the assumptions listed in Table J.l, 
the circulating drop model in spherical coordinates in 
dimensionless form is 
B.c.l C(R~a~o)::. o 
B.c. 2 c ( 1 .. e, .... "') = I 
B • c • 3 c. ( OJ e~ "t ) 1 5 f. ' n J t e. 







Using the classical explicit method, the f1n1te difference 




2 :::_& ) j =..a > k.::::.'l- J S=-~...tj AA.ID P: A"t" 
AR A a A~ (Jl R.J (A&) ..... 
At 9 = 0 and S = 1i • there is a discontinuity 1n 
equation (J.J8a) r~sulting from the fact that cot rr = .. 00, 
and cot 0 ::= oo 
• By L'Hospitals Rule 
(B.2) 
Thus at 6 = 0 or 1)-' • using equation (B.2), equation (B.l) 
becomes 
(B.3) 
..,.There the plus sign in frornt of the Peclet Number applies at 
e = 0 and the minus sign at (3 = 1Y • The expl1c1 t finite 
difference analog of equation (B.J) is 
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(B.4) 
The point R = 0 present another discontinuity in both 
equations (B.l) and (B.4). Two possible ",rays of compensating 
for this discontinuity is by approxioating the concentration 





Similar sets of equations can be derived for the 
modified DuFort and Frankel method as presented by 
Saul'yev (1964). 
B. 1. Calculation of the Volume Averar;re Concentration 1.n 
§_plleri cal Coordinates. 
In spherical coordinates, the differential volume 
element is 
(B.7) 
. . (B.8) 
-1: h US 1T 1 
C ( '1:) :::. ~ 5 5 HI a d e s C ( R, e ,1") R=l d R 
2., tJ D 
(B.9) 
Evaluation of (B.9) can be conveniently perfor~ed with the 
'.rra.pezoidal Rule. 
I 
1 e t F ( e j, 'l') :: s e.(R, €3> 'C ) R. :\ d R (B.lO) 
0 
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thus in terms of the trapezoidal integration scheme 
(B.ll) 
Hhere Ra = the bo"..lndary node = 1 
hence 
+ EC~ &InTI] {B.l2) 
B.2. Ca.1.£}llat1on of the Surface Avera;:ce Flux, N. 
The flux, N(~), can be obtained by either of two 
methods: (1) calculating the flux when kR = 0 and using the 
relationship (see Section ).1.2) 
('l" ... k.t1- ' 
N( 't)-:: R"J N* e d 1: + ().24) 
0 
1-1here N~ = N ( 't~ R = o) 
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(2) or by using the relationship derived as follows 
(3.9) 
l'.rhere 
dA = 'f SJYl edrda d4> 
(B.l3) 
Upon integration and simplifying in terms of diii:enstonless 
variables, equation (B.lJ) becomes 
rr N( ~) ( ~-~~ stn e cia l =J ~R R:.l 
0 
The der1 vatl ve ~_g~ ) 
J .dR R-:. 1 
a forward f1n1te difference 
Letting the term 
(B.l4) 
can be evaluated by using 
• the flux 




The flux calculated here is the instantaneous flux and 
should not be confused with the t1me averaged flux. 
B.) Calculating of Cmt' ENF, NSh' R3h. 
These terms can be evaluated from C(~) and N(~). 
'1-
Crrt,:. =~s Nt"Z-Jd'?' 
() 
EN F' ( ~) -=. ~ ('?-, ~R ~ 0) 
N(t:~ ~R 1...0) 
Nsh N C 1") 
; - C.tt-J 
~ 
Nsn = _( N~~t'Z-)d~ 
l~d~ 
0 





The solution to the circulating drop model was tried 
by the author in spherical coordinates. The solution was 
unstable for long contact times (~> 0.01), Increments or 
A e • rr/bJ and A R ::: 0.05 were found to be the best or 
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the ones tried. Various v&lues of /), '1- were used; of course, 
the smaller the value of A '1"' the better the results until 
A 1"' becoilles as small as the machine roundoff error. The 
smallest value or A"'t- used was lo-S. The instability 1n 
the solut1on occurred near R = 0 and at e = rr/1~ and then 
grew into the total drop concentration profile. Only a 
fleeting attempt to use this coordinate system was tried and 
1t ls felt that more study might yield better results. The 
advantages of the use ot spherical coordinates are the 
follOlflng: ( 1) The equations are much easier to program 
than the equations for the cylindrical coordinate system 
present~d 1n Chapter ). The size of the Fortran program is 
reduced by a factor of 4. (2) There is no need for consi-
deration of unequal increments near the boundary. (J) 
The calculation or the flux can be made directly using 
equt-ltlon ( B .16} and ( 4) When cons1der1n.~ second order 
1rr.aversihle react1on models, the spherical coordinate 
solution mlght be easier to use, because ·the program 1s 
much simpler. 
In Table B.l, selected values of the dimensionless flux 
calculated from the spher1oal coordinate solution using 
equation (B.l6) are compared with the cylindrical coordinate 
solu!;1on. Also the results of varying A.1"' , A R and A e 
are shown. 
TABLE B.l 
COl•1PAHISON OF SPHERICAL COORDINATES SOLUTION ltiTH 
CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES SOLUTION 
NPe kR A"t AR ~e *N( R, 9) 
---=-~~ 









0.04 " 10-3 22.)4 
,. 
" " 
n .. 10-2 9.32 
tf It n 0.025 
" 
10-3 1).05 
u It n 
" 
n 10-2 unstable 
0 40 
" 











0 0 10-4 0.025 rr/53 1o··J 28.)9 
n .. ., 
" 
n 10-2 unstable 
0 0 2 X 10-4 0.1 n/J1 10-J 16.1) 
" " 
It It ft 10-2 unstable 









**N(x,z) Flux in x, z coordinates Jl\ :1 5 X 10-4 , A X = 0.05 
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APPENDIX C 
TRUNCATION ERROR M~D STABILITY ANALYSIS OF NUr£RICAL SOLUTION 
TO CIRCULATING DROP MODEL 
This appendix discusses the truncation errors 1n the 
finite difference equations and the stability limits or 
the numerical scheme used for solving the circulating drop 
model in the cyl1ndr1cal coordinate system x and z. 
The truncation error expressions were determined by 
use of Taylor series expansions about the point Ci' j' k• 
An excellent presentation of this method for equations of 
the type presented 1n th1s atudy 1s g1ven by Desai (196?). 
For the. classical explicit finite difference equations 
().48) and {J.5J) respectively, the truncation errors are 
(C.l) 
(C.2) 
For the DuFort and Frankel finite difference equations 






On the basis of equations (C.l) and (C.2), the 
truncation error for the classical explicit method finite 
difference eqllations is a function of b.'1;', (AX >2 and Nre• 
If A "t is much less than (A)( >2 , the error ,,s primar1ly a 
function of ( A X j 2 and NPe. This simply means that the 
truncation error is larger ~t high values of the Peclet 
number. On the besis of equations (C.J) ~"ld (C.4), the 
truncation error for the DuFort and Frankel equations are 
2 2 ~ a function ot (A?;) , ( A X ) , kB and N Pe. For A ~ less 
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than one, (A'l- >2 is less than (A"C-) and this is where the 
DuFort and Frru1kel equations have an advantage over the 
classical explicit equations. 
The stability analysis for the overall numerical 
scheme was determined si~ply by varying the values of 
A'1'-
s, (s =(AX)'). The scheme was found to be stable at NPe = 100 
for values of s equal or less than one-fifth, also it was 
found that at values of the Peclet number greater than 100, 
the scheme was unstable at s = 1/5, but at s = 1/6.4 w1th 
!J.'f- == 2. 5 x 10-4 and A)( = 0. 04, the scheme was stable 
a.t NPe = 150. In Table C.l, selected values of the flux 
ar~ presented for various values of A '1'" and A Y.. at NPe = 0 
and kR = 0. The nv~erical scheme used for the solution to 
the circulating drop model was the D~Fort and Frankel (see 
Appendix A, Section A.J} and the range of stability were 
those stated. above. Probably higher values or the Peclet 
number could have been studied by using still smaller 
temporal and spatial increments, but since for all practical 
purposes NPe = 100 is synonymous with NPe = ~ {see Appendix 
A and Chapter IV) calculations were terminated in this 
region. 
TABLE C.1 
EFFECT OF VARIATION OF SPATIAl~ AND TE~lPORAL INCREMENTS 
ON NU~~RICAL SOUJTION TO THE CIRCULATING 
DROP IrlODEL 
(NPe ~ 0, kB ~ 0) 
Li1'- AX 1' N 
5 x lo-5 o.os 2 X 10-J 21.)4 
" " 
6 X 10-2 2.59 
4 X 10..;4 o.os 1.2 X 10-J 28,56 
It 
" 
2 :X 10-J 21.83 
n 
" 
6 X 10-2 2.59 
J X 10-4 0.04 1.2 X 10-J 27.12 
" 




CO?'rPUTER PROGRAM FOR NUfr'lERICAL SOLUTION OF THE CIRCULATING 
DROP MODEL AND RESULTS OBTAINED FRON THE NODEL 
D.l. Expj.anat1.~p. of fomputer Progr~. 
The computer program listed in this appendix has each 
line number on the left side of the program listing. The 
program will be explained by reference to these numbers 
and the g:rid network presented 1n Figure D.l. This program 
is designed to run on the IBM, 360 model 40 computer in 
double precision. The language is FORTRAN IV. 
This program ,.-as used to solve equations 3.4Ja e.nd 3.45 
with the boundary conditions (J.43b) through (J.4Je) for e, 
~mt, N, ENF, NSh and ~sh• The solution is in the cylindrical 
x, z coordine.te system and is consistent wi·th the discussion 
or the solution to the (!irculating drop model presented in 
Chapter III (Section J.J) and Appendix A. 
The overall calculational procedure is from -z to +z for 
each Value of X and from x = 0 to X = 1 (see Figure D.l). In 
this part1cualr program .(\ x =A z = 0.05 and A7 = 5 X 10-4 
and C(x. z. 0) = 1 and C(x. + ~ 2 - 1-x,'l') ::::r o. The ensuing 
explan-9.t10J.l assuJaes the reader is proficient with the use of 
the Fortran Computer language. 
rf 
.,.. 
FflRTR'\N TV G t.EVF.L O, '-inn 0 MJ\f N f) h T F := r-., 7 7 ? t, ?l/11/22 
t)()IJl 
P007 
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0 (l" '• nrv~ s 
0 r)C A 
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<; ! ~ I f L T A N F n U ,._ r H ,- -~ T r: 1\ L 1{ F t.r-: i { r 1 ~ ~ i, • Jn . ~ f, <:; <; T P ,\ 1\J <; F F 1> 
Tr?~~JSPnPT P'Hn URCIJlt.TJI';G l_l(jll!f"'l***\·ltQIJTD DPrJPLf=TS 
<;nUJTTfT1'.J" fN VF\TaNr;m_-,'iv-rrJnl;(TIP·f;,--:-F<::; qy-·FXPl. ICTT .,-n-mm- --
f) n l J 1:\ L F p R (~ r r ~ { n '~ r ( '") •; ' ') l ) ' f~ ( ? o; • ~' 1 ) ' ;: ( 'l l ) T 7 { 7 5 ' '1 l l ; s r. l { A l ) 
n n ll ~ l F P P ;: (' ~ S I :-< ~ <:: , <:; ? 1 <; _-,. P , ~ lJ T , <; .·, , ':; f, , S ( J , S r n , r, , fl 1 , r\ "' , ~ H f, V , P C ,-. V 
--- ----· ·-· ·------ --· 
fin I I '1 l F P ~ U- ! ~ r n f\l !H J F , i) F fl. C T , n T t, , 1 • X , p, C , o T , -1 lllJ ~ A N • :'\ N N , S I J M r , F l U X , ') 1-i T 
n lllJI""\ L I o 1\ !-= r I ') i f1 'J r: { :' ') , '11 ) , F i .., 5 , 'i 1 l , ~ X T ( 11 ) , h.l X , flll , T H , S T F , C f\ V 
n nil R l F r R f= ( I :; i 0 'J C ~X, C 97 , A, W, R ~X, R P 7 , C N rlR '-1 
il n II P. L f f> Q E C l S I 0 '~ 0 ( 7 '5 , 5 1 i , n F , f) F l , ) U ~ C , ~UP F , S U f-1 T , P F R , PC R 
n~tJ<:-ILF fH'FClSiil\! t:((lf)'10),(((lOnOl,Pr:~T TR t=l f;> Th~.C"'T CR fQ_ 
Dnll 'i( F. t:rRT\ .--.-----.-ryn-T-n-\701 ____ ----------- - -'- '-- ·
1
·- - '- -- ~- --- ~-1.!.--------------- --------- ----
_ _ I ,_ 1 --., l ' '.'I ~'' I _ , 
r.r:r 
['fl,IO,l_F PRFC1Sin·~ SUSH,PSHT,PSHAV 
Oi~F\!STilN ')(?5} ,t_(C:1) 
PHYqCt\1 1\NO ._.ATHI=~t\TTC.'1l_ CfJI\ITRfll VAQ.ThntfS 
nTI\-=n.onns 
DX=O.O'J 
P "lf ~'tO, o 
PFfi(T=O.O 
- RC= n. nnn•rrr 
P T= l. 0000 








S(G::.l .- S4-P f)T 
G=l 7. 0000011. OOI)IJO) InTo\ 
Pl=-(7.nnonn/~.o~0nn) 
p "'=- r 1 • n n no o I? • o q n nr) l M):.: 
OF1-=08"i000000*'( l. (1()1)')0'10+S6t-P.f)T) 
n r: =-:: (\ • s (\ (l r, () () '¢:" I l • f) f) 0 n n () + s l, + D f) T i 
t, nn '11P ~~ h f! ?n Xl .;1---l ~~rn ~ifT'llJ --,;~1 1'~1 r P t::; II fl 
4 'J \ r- n R v, 1\ T ! 7 o x 1 Q f j "··~ ~=- :~ o ~=- r T t. F T '-; 1 1 ~~" ;~ R l 
4 fl 7 r n D •A 1\ T ( 7 7 X? 1 H ::> r '\ r_ T = o >- 1\ r: T T r; '~ N \ 1 ~~ o, r 'l l 
t, :n F n J( '~ !\ T ( ? <-, X ? ) f--l T .'\ I 1-:- I) T ~ >= ·~ S 1 fl '.J l r ..;; S T r ~ F I 
4n4 FflDY~Til~X~OHf~V~ni~f~t::;In~Lr~t::; hVF?fi~F [nN(F~TRhTlflN) 
lt\lc, !'"f1J"''AfiT( lqY'l.0Hf"11JY,=fJI"-1F'~SI~i'JL'-SS C:.ijPI=-<\[r: ·'\VFR!1G[ FLlJX) 
l, n r r 1l o M t. T < l 1 x , 1 >--< c:. H T ~- r N s T !\ N T r, r~ F n 1 1 ) ~ 1-H: P w !l n fJ 1\J 1 1 '·111 F q l 
t.rp F11P'qi( Jl '1()"":\H'-'H'W~:Tl'-'~F fi.VFD'\r,F ~IHR',,'J{l'J Nll'lrlFPII/) 
4()P ;:"TP'A\T( 1qX(,L1l1f~'T_:- .'""' ,~--r:·T-;Tn"AQl--IOF(.I-:" -= ,r-7.?//) ------------
'• ()0 






F n P M .'\ r ( j l X ~ H T 1\ I I 1 1 '< ·w ( f1 V t 0 X' '+ H F t l J '< 0 X 1 H ') ~-H 0 '< 4 H ') H h V I ) 
F n P '-' .'\ T ( 1 1 X F '"\ • " , 'i Y F " • t. , 'I X f q • '• , S 'I( F P • 4 , " 'I F ~ • 4 ) 
r n q '·II\ T ( t• H )( = , F r, • ~ , 'i H , ,J == t ? , ') 1---1 , 7--: ! F l r). h , 'i H , I= , != 1 0 • '' ) 
er' rn~ '\ Tl ~ 7 ~1 <; T n p '\ r r:: m= HJI n 1\ L r n N q IT t fl \l c; fl "l o L n r ,n T n ~J l r N n n F c:; l 
r: n t• ·~ r-. T 1 7 r 1 ·'"' • t, l 
r·!fC:.TP-.JI, rm~TUflL r·nNST">'\lTS 
~~ T= son 
"'!X=1.01J/riY 
', !\ <: v ,- "-i v I :> +- 7 
'·' 7 = ') ~: 1\J y 
I';'= ~-l Y. + 1 
r.A,\ ~1!1_.'\TTfl'; nJ= ~Jr:<:,rp~r, P10lf.!=S t\",lr") STnQ"r,F rw TNTTH rJlNnTTin~J') 




FORTQ4~ IV G lEVFl o, ~OD 0 MAIN Ot\TE = 67226 23/31/22 
OO'i'l 
oo-;1 








z f "z, NZ J =·rr;·n·-····· -·-- ------------------
Xf1>=o.n 
no 1 J=L,~X 




• •·~*•' ••- -·----~-- -• -·---------··-- •••-o·-•w--- - ---·-
OO'i<'l 












































r..o TO 4 




MB=M( l l 
lA::ilfTl 
Ctl,'-1~l=~C 
C ( I , l B) =P..C 
f\( I ,l. P.} =RC 
R(l,Mf\l=RC 
-----···- ---·------ ---··-··-··----· ------·····--· 
7(J,MR)=OSORT(l.O-X(Il**7.) 
l ( I , l A l =- 7. ( I , MR l 
LA= L ( I ) + l 
M~=MCTJ...::l- ·- --------· --·--·-······ ·-·--. 
.. -··- ·-----------------
-- -------------- --· . - -------
Dn r, J= LA, M h 
C(I,Jl=PT 
l (I , J ) = ( J- N l) *0 X 
IF( X( Il-O.OlA,R,q 
q CnNTINUF. 
F( T ,J)=S2*( 1.0/X( J }+flNE*XfT} *l( t,J) t 
F ( T , J) =C) 2 P* ( 1.-2. * (X ( I ) ** 2)- ( l( I, J) ** 2) ) ~ rt'1N T. T NtJF . . -·· --·-····-·· ··-- -~-- . . .. 
A CONTINUf 
X(I+ll=T*DX 
r flN T I NUl-
on ~ J=?.Ml 
s r. 1 ( J l = <; ? r * ( 1 • n- ( 1 f l , .J , * * 2 l ) 
~ Ul~l T T NIJ F 









C:Cf:f.C C'~l r.IJl,O.TJnl\! nF TNTTPd. PIHlFTLF.S--TWfl PLf.NFS--CI AS5Jf.AL 
r.c rMIICL.ATtr"'!N OF CO~C:HHRATP1NS f\T H!TFRIOP onTNT<; 
rn ?() T=?,~'IX 
L A= l ( T l + l 
~t\=~f ll-1 
. --....... ----- -- ----- . ------- -----------
FXflllJf.IT MFTHOO ~ 
'() 
-{:" 
FORTQ4~ IV G LFVEL O, ~On n """I~ n'lTF = ,7?.26 21/31/~? 
0Hl4 nn ?4 J=LA M~ 







I F ( ( X ( I ) + n X ) * * 2- f 1 • n- lf J , J ) * * 7 ) ) 27 , 2 7 ,'J 6 
C~LCULATJON P~ CO~CFNTRATIO~S AT UNF~U~l INC~F~FNT~ 
2tt PlN T I Nlll= 
AlY=(DSO~T(~ABSCl.O-(l(T,JT**?lJ)-X(J)+OXJ/nX 
A l 7 -= ( 0 S 0 R T ( r) A A S ( 1 • 0- ( X ( I ) * * 2 ) ) ) - n A B S ( l ( i , J ) ) + n X ) I f) X 
W-=3.1 
_QJJL. __ .. __ 1 F ( ll X+~ l 7-:- W) l 0 , 1 'l, 1 l 
ccr: CAl rtJl ~TTUN OF C rtNC F N IRA liONS E"JlQTinP.)-WTTirlJn£ UNFTJTT.\( I NCR f"lFN t -









0 11.~----- _____ ------r~-r( 
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\.(') TO 3<l 
31 CONTPHIF 
J F ( ~ C I, J ) +0. 0 l3 ~, 17, 11 




- f*T~-T~ nT"l:Tr;-J+ 1, I A+T77t;UT1~t ATl ~ 01._ f 1\+T~-urr T*Bt -
R(J,Jl=(S+FCI.Jll*C(J+1,Jl+(S-~(I,Jl)*[(J-l,Jl+CS•F(I,J))*[(I,J+l) 
/+(S-F(T,Jl)*f.~l +SCq*C(l,J)+PnT 
r;,., Tn 3o 
1 GRFATFR THAN ~FPO 
33 CONTINIJF 
A=~l7 
CR7=3.0*(h-?.Ol*C(I,J-3)/(~+?.~)-q.o*(A-2.0l*f.{ltJ-2l/(A+l.)+6. /~(~-2;rn~r,rr;-s=tT71\+( 7?t;CTTCPfZ\+-T~01•rd"".J7.0TTl~ ,- . ----- -- ~---
£' { J , J ) = ( ~ + E ( J , J ) } *C ( I + 1 , J ) + ( S -E (J , J ) ) *C ( l-1 , J l + ( S + F ( I , J ) l *f. B l 
/+(S-F( I,J)l*C(l,J-l)+~C9*f.(J.J)+ROT GO TO 1q . . 




T H= 1 • ()- 1\ L X 
R(l,J):(q(-TH*q(J-1,J)}/ALX r;n Tn 10 -· -------- ---- ---
rHrtJtliTifl"'J OF CONCF~TRATIONS AT EOll-\llV SPACFD PflPHS 
?7 ( 'l"lT J 1\JU!= 
A ( t , J ) = ( ~ +F ( I, J ) ) *( ! T + l • J) + (<;-F. ( f, J) ) *C ( l-l , J) + ( S +F ( T t J l ) *C { I, J + 1 ) 
/+{S-F{l,J)l*f.(I,J-1)+S(Q*C(J,J)+PDT 
30 rONTlNIJ[ 
·;u. r, nN T li'\Jtl F 
70 cnr-JTTNPr 
\1\l C:Ul'1TP111.J f1F r;'JI\J\,f'IIJT~ATT'I~~ AL'l~r; THF t P.J~ X=O 
nn 7 J=?,~! 
fl. l 1 , J l = C. ~ * r: ( 'J , J ) + ( S + <; C l ( J l ) * C ( l , J + l ) + ( S- ~ C l ( J ) l *C ( 1 t J ·- 1 ) + 
IS r.? *f': C 1 , J ) +D. 0 T 
7 COI\JTI"'~llF 














































cc on 70 KK-=l,NT CAllJf.LATJO~ OF CfJNCENTRATIO"IS AT INTE~IOR POINTS on·r.?o·r=r,u-··- -·------ - --····-·--·· 
LA:o-l(J)+1 
MA=l.i!( I J-1 
nn 124 J=LA,MA 
lF{(OAA~(Z{i,JTJ+OXl**Z-f1.0-XllJ**lJ)l25,1?5,126 
125 COr-JTtNUF 
T F ( ( X ( I l + 0 )C ) • * 2 - ( 1. • 0- l { T , J ) * * 2 ) ) l 7 7 , l 7 7 , 1 2 6 
C f.ALCIJLI\TION OF CONf.FNTRI\TIONS AT UNFOtJAL INCREMENT<; 





CCC f.ALCULATTO~ OF CnNCENTRATIONS AT NODfS WITH ONE UNE')lJAL tNCREMFNT 
111 CONTINUF 




0 ( t , J ) = { S + F { J ., J l r• fl. H X - + { S -E t I , J ) l *A fl-1 , J l + ( S + F ( I , J JJ * fH I , J + l l 
/+{S-F(J,J)l*Bli,J-l)+SC9*Cfi,J)/2.00000000+RDT · 
0 ( I , J l = I) ( I , J ) /0 F 
GO TO 139 










t+rs-FTr;Jll*ABZ · ·-....-v. *tti,Jltl.omrnoono+~<UT- · -·- ----· _..!..L_ 
0 (I fJ )=0( (, J) /OF 
GO IJ 119 
7 GQFATFR THAN ?.ERO 
113 CONTJNUt= 
A= All 
P, R7 = 1. 0 * ( A-?.. 0) *~ ( I , .J-1) I (A+ 7. 0 ) _q. 0* ( 1\-7.0) *A { I( J- 2) /{ A+ 1 • ) • F,. 
/*(A-2.0)*~(J,J-ll/A+l?4.0/{A*(A+l.Ol*lA+7.0)))*R. DCT,JJ=(S+Flt JlT*Jffr+t-;-Jn:rs-..:.r:-rT~Jll"t'3rT-l,Jl+CS+Frf,JlTt~7- ·------·--------·····- -------
1 + { <;- r ( I , J ) ) *R l I , J - 1. ) + S C 9 *C. ( I , J ) 17 • 0 0 0 0 0 + R n i 
nct,J>=nct,J>toF 
Gn rn 1~9 
r:CC r.ALCIJLATTON nF Cf"lNCENTRI\TION'i AT NODES WITH TWO IJNFQlJAl INCREt-4E~TS 
c 
110 Cf1NTTNI.IF 
TH= l. o- Al X 
O(J,J)=(P.C-TH*DCJ-l,J))/hlX 
rn ro t "tq · · · ·--
C"Lf.IIL~TJON OF CONCFNT~~TIONS AT FQlJAt.LV SPACFO PI1INTS 
1 'J7 f.ONT J 1\JIH': 
n(I,Jl=CS+F( t,J))*R(J+l,J)+(S-E(J,J)}*~(I-l,Jl•(<;+F(I,J))*~{I,J+l) 
/+CS-F(t,J))*R{I,J-1)+SC9*C(J,J)/?.nOan+RDT 
























































CfJ_ NTINUE CnNTJNUF r.nNTTNOF ....... - ··--···-· --------·---· .. -------- ----· .. . 
\.Alf.Ul.~TJQN OF CONCPHR~TIONS ALONr; THE LJNF X=O 
no 101 J=?, ""1Z 
O(l,J)n~4*R(2,Jl+(S+SC1(JI)*Bfl,J+l)+(S-SC1{J))*R(\,J-l)+ 
/SC2*Cfl,Jl/,.OOOOOO+RDT -
rH 1 , J J =I) c 1 , J) 10 F 1 
lf)7 CONTJNU!= 
C:CC CAlf.lJlhTION OF THE VfJLU114F AVERI\GE CONCENTRATIONS 
---- · ·- no· Jll r=r ;Rx-----------------···--- -- ... -- ------ · ... --- ---------
SUMJ==o.n 
MA~M( ll-7 
LA=L( t }+?. 












C A V = 1 • 0 0- f. A V 
r.O~PENSFTTmf-FITI<TP'41T~O tO"''POfFR 'STORAG'J: .. ·----·--- .. 
C(N7,N7l~P.C 
P.(NZ,Nll=RC: 
nn c;1 t=l,N~ 
LA= l ( i l + 1 
M fi~ ~ ( l ) -1 
P. (J , l A- 1 l =R C 
P(J,MA+ll=f'C 
DO 51; J·=t li, l'tf~- .. 




r.n rn c;A 
200 fnN T Pll IF 
R (I f'll = f1 ( I , J) 
56 Cl"lN TNtrr 





r.l\tr.UtftTinN nF <;tjQt:arr AVFIUf.E Fl.UX,P~ST.SHfQWnno,~VF.SHFP.WOOI) ~OS 
F l ll X= ( f./\. V- P r. A 'It (rr; 
SI-IT=FLIJ)(/( 1.-PC~Vl 
TFCT~u-o.nJT7;t7;t1 
1 "l (" 0~.1 T T ~JI I c 
S ~M V:d1. n 
r.n rn l'• 
11 rmn t NLJF 





















































()'J q 1 
O?~q 
O?A9 
14 CnN T I NUF 
Cf(KK-1 )-::PC'-IV 
rr. r KJ(- I r=Fcux------------· -··· ···--------·- ------··----------
W P T T F ( ":\ , 4 1 0 J T h IJ , 0 t: 1\ V , F UJ X , S H T , S ~ f. V 









P Ct:. V-=C!1 V 
CnNTTNUF 
PPT~T OUT DF NOQMftLT7EO ASY~PTOTTC C~NCENTqaTJON PROFiLFS 
~OR~ATC 1 l'?2X~?~A~Y~PT~TJC CONCENTRATION PROFILE///) 
FOR~hTC?OX~'5HC=OI~E~SIONLESS POINT CONCENTRATION) 
FrllHi7iTI17X4 lHCA SY!III= NUR"'1l\l I 7HJ 1.\SVMP Ill I TC r::~fJIITR"J{ I I ON/ ITT 
FnPMAT( lLX~HTAU = .,FR.6,5X64PNE = ,F7.2,5X8HPEACT = ,F7.2//) 
FORM4T(l'iXlHXl'Xl~Zl2XlHClOX"iHCASYM/) 
FOR~hT(l~XF'l.~,7XF9.6,'lXF8.~,5XFA.6) 
WRTTE(l,~OOl. - . 
WP I T E ( 3, '• 01 ) 
WRlTF("h40?) 
WRTTE(l,'t0~) 






on 41 t = 1, N x 
t-4A=M( I) 
r l\ = t rr T ·- - ·----------- ---- -··· -·--·--· -












- C: A SYM=f. (NT, liT"J 7 LI'JllR J14 -- -·--···--
WRtTF(1,'10~lXINJ),7(~l,~7l,f.(Nl,N7),f.ASYM 
ChlCtJLI\TJON OF RFAf.TION VART~RL~S 
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Fig. 0.1 Grid.Nets 
Lines 11 through 16 defines the essential control 
variables and the parameters or the model, DTA a .A~ , 
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DX =A X, PNE = N Fe, React • kR, BC ~ surface boundary 
conditions, and PI = 1nitial concentration in~lde the sphere. 
Lines 1? through 29 contain terms which are constants 
in the finite difference equations and which would naste 
computer time if repeatedly evaluated. 
Lines 44 through 48 contain terms which control the 
various "Do loops"; NT = number or time steps, NX • number 
·or spatial increments in the x direction (20 if AX:z o.os>. 
NASY is a point near the center or the aemicircle along the 
line z = 0, MZ ~ number or increments along the line X a o. 
NZ = location or nodal point at x = 1, z = 0. 
Lines 49 through 90 calculate the locat.ion or the nodal 
points and stores the value of x end z at each nodal point 
and on the boundary. They also define the initial concentra-
tion profile. LB and fw1B arc defined in Figure D.l. Lines 54 
through 66 contain the routine for locating the upper and 
lotrer nod~s on each line or constant x, except at x • 1, 
z == 0, the node ( I :~~ 21, J • 21) it A x = o.os. Lines 
50 and 51 set the value or th1s node. The key to the node 
location routine is storing a floating point number 1n a 
fixed point location and taking advantage or the fact that 
the computer will round orr a number such as 19.9 to 19 1n 
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the process. In line .58, the factor of 5 x 10-5 had to be 
used to compensate for the computer roundoff error when 
calculating a floating point number. For example, in line 
55, the value of AN might be 20.0 and the computer would 
calculate 1t as 19.99999999 and thus the value of N would 
be 19 instead of 20.0. In all parts of the computer 
p1·ogram, I corresponds to the x direction and J to the z 
direction. E( I ,J) in line 82, F( I ,J) in line 83 and SEI (J) 
1n line e9 correspond to terms in the finite difference 
expression which are only a function or position on the grid 
and not of time and thus they were calculated and stored to 
save computer time. 
In the overall scheme of the solution, three time 
plane:; Here used and denoted as C(I,J), B(I,J) and. D(I,J). 
Initially C(I,J) is stored.; and then using the classical 
explicit method, B(I,J) is calculated. From C(I,J) and 
B(I,J), D(I,J) is calculated by the DuFort and Frankel 
m~thod. Afte~ concentration profiles 1n the first three 
planes have been calculated, the values or B(I,J) are stored 
in the C(I,J) locations and values of D(I,J) are stored in 
the B(I,J) locations and C(I,J) is printed out, then 
another D(I,J) set 1s calculated using the DuFort and Frankel 
method. 
Lines 101 through 140 contain the explicit method 
20) 
calculation of' the second time step concentration pl~t'"ile 
for all nodes except along the line x ~ o. Lines 105 
through 10? contain a routine for determining it a node 1s 
located at an unequal increment. In lines 109 and. 110, 
ALX and ALZ number of increments between the nodes I - 1, 
J or (I • J ! 1) and the bound~.ry through the node (I, J) • 
In line 111, W is a value which with line 110 dete1~1nes 
whether a node has one or two unequal increments. w 1s a 
function of the size of A. x. Line 114 determines which is 
larc;er AlX or AIZ. Lines 116 through 118 polynom1ally 
extrapolates for the desired point cut side of the boundary 
and calculates the concentration profile at a particular node 
(I,J) 1~ plane B when ALX is less than ALZ. Lines 120 
through lJO perform similar calculations for other parts ot 
the grid for nodes having one unequal increment as expla1~ed 
by heading statements in the program listing. Linea 132 
through lJ4 calculates concentrations at points with two 
unequal 1ricrements by linear interpolation in the x dlr~ct!on. 
Lines 135 through 140 calculate concentrations at equally 
spaced po1nts except along the line x ~ 0. Llnes 141 through 
l4J calculates the concentration profiles along the line 
X = 0. 
Lines 144 through 192 calculate concentration profiles 
by the DuFort and Frankel method and proceeds exactly as for 
the explicit method. When comparing the two schemes, 
notice that all statement numbers in the explicit method 
have 100 added to them in the DuFort and Frankel method. 
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For example, the end of the "Do loop~ for calculation of the 
concentrations along the line x = 0 using the explicit 
method ls statement 7 and the end of the "Do loop" for 
calculation of the concentrations along the line x = 0 
using the Dur-'ort and Frankel method 1.s statecent 10?. 
Lines 192 through 20? calculate the volume average 
concentration through use of the trapezoidal rule. In 
line 200, 
+it-x;A. · 
FXT (I ) = ( C (X, rJ ?') d ;E j_~/-X;L { D.l) 
and in line 204 
= s; J:XTO:)dX 
0 
STF (D. 2) 
Lines 20b through 224 switch the values i:n plane B 
to plane c and the ve.lues in plane D to B. Lines 127 
through 221 are a routine to check the growth of an 
induced error, if so desired. 
'rAU in line 22? equals .1" • the dimensionless time. 
In lines 228 through 239. the surface average flux, N, 
(FLUX), the instantaneous Sher~Tood number, N8h{SHT) and 
the time averaged Sherwood number, NSh' (SHAV) are 
calculated for kR equal to zero. 
PCAV in line 241 is the value of the volume average 
concentration in the previous time plane. CC(k - 1) and 
FC(kk - 1) '·n lines 2J7 and 2)8 are being stored at this 
20.5 
point for later use in calculation of the desired dependent 
variables for kH greater than zero. 
Lines 255 through 270 contain a routine for printing 
the third from the last calculated concentrations profile. 
CASYM is the result when a concentration near the center 
or the semicircle, CNORM is divided into all of the other 
points to spread them apart in magn1 tud.,. 
Lines 274 through 327 contain t:1e routines for 
calculating the desired variables ~. ~t• N, ENF. Nsh• N3h 
for kR greater than zero from the values when kR equals zero 
(see Chapter III, Section 3.1 and Appendix A). The 
necessary integrations with respect to time were performed 
using the trapezoidal n1le. Lines 280 through 287 contain 
values of the 1n1t1al flux factors. These values were 
determined as explained ln Appendix A for React, kB equal 
to 10. 20, 4o. 80, 160, )20, 640 and 1,280. In lines 274 
th1~ugh 327, SUMC = sum for CAV(~) 1ntegrat1on;SUMT ~or 
CMT (~t> integration, SUBF = sum for FC (N) integrat1on. 
and SUSH = sum for the SHAV(~Sh) integration. PFR =z pr~vlous 
value of the flux, TAM = ""r- A 'r , CR = average concentration 
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of unreacted solute, FR = surface average flux, ENF ~ 
enhru1cement factor, SHT = instantaneous Sherwoo1 number, 
SHAV = time averaged Sherwood number, PCR = previous value 
of the average concentration, FCMT = previous value of the 
total mass -transferred, and PSHT = previous value of the 
instantaneous Sherwood number. 
D.2 Data {!:_om Numerical Solution of the Circula..t1n~ Dro.12 
Model 
The data listed in Table D.l are from the num~r1cal 
solution of the circulating drop. Data for values of 
NPe = 0, 40 and 100 are listed for values of kR = 0, 10, 
20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640 and 1280 for selected values of~. 
Data for NPe = 10, 20, 60, 80 and 150 are not presented 
here but we1•e calculated and are with Dr. R. M. v!ellek, 
University of Missouri at Rolla as of January 1, 1968. 
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T ABLE 0.1 
DATA F 11.0 l1i NUI<lE RI GAL SOLUTI Ol·J 'ro CIRCUIATl!\G DPCP hODEL 
N = Pe 0 kR = 0 
1'-- c N NSh NSh 
o.o 0.029) 64.98 66.94 
0.0005 0.0781 43.95 4?.67 108.)? 
0.0010 0.1110 29.2li 32.93 
0.0015 0.1JJO 25.08 28.92 
0.0020 0.1518 2.1. )4 25 .. 16 
0.0025 0 ,,,.,,.._ ·-0/0 19.08 22.9) 
O.OOJO 0 .1821·' 17.34 21.20 
0.0050 0.2289 1).29 1?.2) 
0.0060 0. 2l.~8) 1? 0 ... 16.0) ·-. , 
0.0070 0.2661 11.0? 15.08 
0.0080 0.282) 10.2? 14.)1 2?.64 
0.0090 0.2975 9.92 1).6? 
0.0100 0.)116 9.0) 1).12 
Oe011Q 0.3250 8. 514- 12.65 
0.01.20 O.JJ?6 8.11 12.24 
0.0130 O.J497 ~;·. 72 11.88 
0.0140 0.)611 '?. J9 11.56 
0.0150 0 • .3721. 7.06 11.2? 20.68 
0.0200 0.4208 ).89 10.17 
0.0225 0.4422 5 .lJ. 5 9.77 17.30 
0.0)00 0.49BO 4.47 8.90 15.31 
0.03?5 o • .54'-t·S 3-79 8.32 1).98 
0.0450 0.5844 ).29 7.92 1).01 
0 .. 0525 0.619) 2.90 ?.62 12.26 
0.0600 0.6502 2.59 7.40 11.67 
0.0675 ().,6779 2.3) ?.2) 11.19 
0.0750 0.7029 2.11 ?.09 10.79 
0.0825 0. 7'256 1.92 6.99 10.45 
0 .. 0900 0. ?li·6J 1.75 6.90 10.16 
0.0975 0.7652 1.60 6.83 f} Q"' , •, L 
0.1050 0.?826 1.47 6.78 9.69 
0.1200 O .. bl.32 1.25 6.70 9. 32 
0.1500 0.8617 0.92 6.62 8.79 
0.1800 0.8973 0.68 6.59 8.43 
0.2100 0.92)? 0.50 6.57 8.17 
0.2400 0.94JJ o. 37' 6.57 7.97 
20tj 
NPe ~ 0 k3 • 10 
c Cmt N ENP NSh 'fiSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 0.0??9 0.0850 44.30 1.008 ~.05 103.47 
0.0010 0.110? 0.1127 29.74 1.016 )3.44 
0.0015 0.1)23 0.1335 25.59 1.020 29.49 
0.0020 0.1508 0.1513 21.92 1.02? 25.81 
0.0025 0.1665 0.1669 19.?1 1.033 23.65 
0.00)0 0.1804 0.1811 18.02 1.039 21.98 
0.0050 0.2254 0.2286 l'.a..12 1.062 lb.23 
0.0060 0.24)8 0.2489 12.94 1.074 17.11 
0.00?0 0.2603 0.262? 12.03 1.086 16.26 
o.oo8o 0.2?55 0.2850 11.29 1.099 15.58 26.9) 
0.0090 0.2894 0.)015 10.67 1.111 15.02 
0.0100 0.)02) 0. )171 10.16 1.124 14.55 
0.0110 0.')143 0.)320 9.71 1.1)7 14.16 
0.0120 0.)256 o. 3463 9.)) 1.150 13.~) 
0.01)0 0.))62 0. )600 8.99 1.163 13.54 
0.0140 0.)462 O.J?)) 8.69 1.17? 1).29 
0.0150 0.3.510 0.)79? a.55 1.18) 13.18 21.21 
0.0200 0.)966 0.4452 ?.43 1. 261 12. )1 
0.0225 0.41.39 0 .1~?25 7.01 1.297 12.06 18 .1) 
0.0)00 0.4569 0.54?3 6.31 1.421 11.60 16.55 
0.0)?5 0.4901 0.6154 5 .B 3 1.5)7 11.4) 15.54 
0.0~50 0.5165 0.6?90 5.50 1.o?O 11.37 14.85 
0.0525 0.5)80 0.7394 5.26 1.811 11.z8 14.)~ 
0.0600 0.0600 0.19?5 ,5.08 1.962 11. ) 1).9 
0.06?5 0.5?0) 0.6583 4.94 2.122 11.50 13.70 
0.0?.50 0.5~26 0.9087 4.8~ 2.29) 11.57 13.49 
0.0825 0.5929 0.9625 4.7 2.4?5 11.6.5 13.32 
0.0900 0.6016 1.0155 4.67 2.670 11.7) 1).18 
0.0975 0.6091 1.0677 4.62 2.8?? 11.81 13.07 
0.1050 0.6154 1.1194 4.57 3.100 11.8H 12.98 
0.1200 0.625) 1.2214 4.50 ).592 12.00 12.85 
0.1500 0.6)81 1.421.5 4.41 4.814 12.18 12.?0 
0.1800 0.64.50 1.6188 4.)6 6.448 12.29 12.6) 
0.2100 o.64d8 1.8144 4.)4 8.644 12.)5 12.58 
0.2400 0.6509 2.009) 4.)2 11.600 12.)8 12.56 
209 
N = 0 Pe k • R 20 
- - -c Cmt N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 0.0778 0.0851 44.63 1.015 48.40 10).65 
0.0010 0.1103 0.1132 30.18 1.0)1 33.92 
0.0015 0.1317 0.1)42 26.08 1.040 30.04 
0.0020 0.1499 0.1525 22.47 1.953 26.44 
0.0025 0.1652 0.1685 20.32 1.065 24.)4 
0.00)0 0.1787 0.1831 18.67 1.076 22.73 
0.00.50 0.2219 0.2)28 14.92 1.122 19.17 
o.ooco 0.2)94 0.2543 13.80 1.146 18.15 
0.0070 0.2549: 0.2744 12.94 1.169 17.J7 
0.0080 0.2689 0.2933 12.26 1.193 16.?7 ?.7.?4 
0.0090 0.2817 0.3112 11.69 1.218 16.28 
0.0100 0. 29.34 0.3284 11.22 1.242 15.89 
0.0110 0.3043 0.)449 10.82 1.267 15.56 
0.0120 0 • .3143 0.)609 10.48 1.292 15.29 
0.0130 0 • .3237 0.)764 10.18 l.318 1,5.06 
0.0140 0 • .3.324 0.3915 9.92 1.344 14.86 
0.01.50 0.)406 0.4062 9.691 1. 369 14.?0 22.0~ 
0.0200 0.37.50 0.4755 8.85 1 • .503 1'~.16 
0.022.5 0.)89C 0 • .5081 8 • .56 1.572 14.01 19.45 
0.0)00 0.4221 0.6008 7.98 1.?86 13.81 18.06 
0.0)?5 0.44.59 0.6885 7.63 2.013 13.77 1.,. 21 
0.04.50 0.46)4 0.7730 ?.41. 2.252 13.82 16.64 
0.0525 0.4766 0.8555 7.27 2.503 13.88 16.24 
0.0600 o.U.S67 0.9367 ?.16 2.768 1).95 15.95 
0.0675 0.4944 1.0168 ?.09 3.046 14.02 15.73 
0.0750 0.5005 1.0963 ?.04 3.340 14.09 15.56 
o.OH2.5 0.50.52 1.1752 ?.00 3.651 14.14 15.43 
0.0900 0.5089 1.25)7 6.9? ,.980 14.19 15.)3 
0.0975 0.5118 1.))20 6.95 .)29 14.23 15.24 
0.1050 0.5141 1.4100 6.93 4.699 14.26 15.1? 
0.1200 0 • .517.3 1.5656 6.90 5.515 14.)0 15.06 
0.1.500 0 • .5207 1.8757 6.88 ?.51) 14.)6 14.91 
0.1800 0.,5220 2.1851 6.8? 10.157 14.)8 14.82 
0.2100 0 • .5226 2.494J 6.87 13.789 14.J9 14.?6 
0.2400 0.5228 2.8033 6.8? 18.424 14.J9 14.71 
210 
NPe = 0 kR ra ~0 
c -Cmt N ENP NSh NSh 
o.o 0.029) 0.029) 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 0 .0'176 0.085) 45.26 1.0)0 49.0? 1C). 98 
0.0010 0.1096 0 .11)9 )1. 02 1.060 )4.84 
0.0015 0.1)05 0 .1)57 2?.02 1.9?8 )1.08 
0.0020 0.1~80 0.154? 2).~ 1.!02 2?.6) 
0.0025 0.1626 0.1716 21. 1.126 25.65 
0.00)0 0.1754 0.18?1 19.92 1.149 24.16 
0.0050 0.2154 0.2410 16.45 1.2)8 20.96 
0.0060 0.2)10 0.2649 15.45 1.28) 2<:'.09 
0.0070 0.2446 0.2815 14.70 1. )28 19.46 
0.0080 0.2567 0.)091 14.11 1. Z?J 18.98 29.26 
0.0090 0.2675 0.)299 1).6) 1. 19 18.61 
0.0100 0.2772 0.)500 1).24 1.U.b6 1~. )2 
0.0110 0.2860 0.)696 12.92 1.,512 18.09 
0.0120 0.2939 0. )888 12.65 1.559 1?.90 
0.0130 0.)012 0.4076 12.41 1.606 1?.76 
0.0140 0.)079 0.4262 12.21 1.654 1?.65 
0.0150 0.)140 0.4442 12.04 1.702 17.55 24.05 
0.0200 0.))82 0.5)21 11.45 1.94) 17. )0 
0.0225 o. 34?5 0. 5746 11.26 2.066 1?.25 21.82 
0.0)00 0.36?2 0.6991 10.91 2.44) 17.24 2'l.67 
0 .0)7 5 0.3794 0.8)04 10.7) 2.8)0 17.29 19.99 
0.0450 0.3871 0.9409 10.64 ).2,1 17.)5 19.5>. 
0.0525 0.)921 1.0602 10.58 ).6 5 17.40 19.2~ 
0.0600 0.)954 1.1790 10.55 4.074 17.~4 19.01 
0.0675 0.)975 1.297~ 10.5) 4.522 1?.47 18.84 
0.0750 0.)990 1.415 10.51 4.990 17.49 18.70 
0.0825 0.4000 1.5)40 10.50 5.481 17.51 18.59 
0.0900 0.4006 1.6522 10.50 5.997 17.52 18.,0 
0.0915 0.4011 1.'770) 10.50 6.541 1?.52 18. ) 
0.1050 0.4014 1.888) 10.49 ?.118 1?.53 18.)6 
0.1200 0.401? 2.1244 10.49 8.)80 17.54 18.26 
0.1500 0.4020 2.5964 10.49 11.4.59 1?.54 18.11 
0.1800 0.4020 ).0684 10.49 15.50) 17.54 18.02 
0.2100 0.4020 i!· 1)404 10.49 20.904 17.S4 17.95 
0.2400 0.4020 .012) 10.49 28.140 17.54 1?.90 
211 
NPe = 0 kR = 80 
- -c Cmt N ENF -NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 1.58.90 
0.0005 0.0771 0.0858 46.43 . 1. 0.56 50.31 104.61 
0.0010 0.1081 0.1154 32.62 1.114 36.57 
0.0015 0.1280 0 .1)85 28.81 1.149 3J.04 
0.0020 0.11~43 0.1588 25.57 1.198 29.88 
O<l0025 0.1577 0.1773 23.68 1.241 28.12 
0.0030 0.1692 0.1946 22.29 1.285 26.83 
0.0050 0.2033 0.2563 19.31 1.453 24.24 
0.0060 0.21.58 0.2847 18.51 1.537 23.61 
0.0070 0.2264 0.3120 17.93 1 .. 620 23.18 
0 .. 0080 0.2353 0.3386 1?.49 1.703 22.88 )2.05 
0.0090 0.24JO 0.3645 1?.16 1.786 22.66 
0.0100 0.2496 0.)901 16.89 1.869 22.51 
0.0110 0.2554 0.4152 16.68 1.952 22.40 
0.0120 0.2604 0.4401 16.50 2.035 22.32 
0.0130 0.2649 0.4648 16.J6 2.118 22.26 
0.0140 0.2688 0.4892 16.25 2.200 22.22 
0.0150 0.2?22 . 0.5135 16.15 2.282 22.19 27.55 
0.0200 0.2844 o.63J4 15.85 2.691 22.15 
0.0225 0.2883 0.6927 15.77 2.895 22.16 25.?5 
0.0)00 0.2953 0.8693 15.65 3.503 22.20 24.86 
0.0)75 0.2985 1.0450 15.60 4.114 22.24 24.33 
0.04·50 0.)000 1.2204 15.58 4.733 22.26 23.99 
0.0525 O.JOO? 1.3956 15.57 5.365 22.27 23.74 
0.0600 O.JOll. 1.5707 15.57 6.015 22.28 23.56 
0.0675 0.)012 1.7459 15.57 6.688 22.28 23.41 
0.0750 0.3013 1.9201 15.57 ?.)89 22.28 23.30 
0.0825 0.3014 2.0961 15.57 8.122 22.28 23.21 
0.0900 0.3014 2.2712 15.51 8.891 22.28 23.13 
0.0975 0.)014 2.4464 15.51 9.702 22.28 23.0? 
0.1050 0.)014 2.6215 15.57 10.559 22.28 23.01 
0.1200 0.301~ 2.971? 15.57 12.434 22.28 22.92 
0.1500 0.)014 :;.6721 15.57 15.,566 22.28 22.79 
0~1800 0.)014 4.3726 15.57 23.008 22.28 22.71 
0.2100 0.)014 .5.0730 15.57 31.023 22.28 22.65 
0 .. 2400 0.)014 5-7735 15.5? 41.763 22.28 22.60 
212 
N • Pe 0 kR a 160 
- c.t c N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.029) 0.029) 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 0.0761 0.0866 48.58 1.105 52.58 105.74 
0.0010 0.105) 0.1181 35.58 1.215 )9.?6 
0.0015 0.12)3 0.1435 )2.14 1.282 )6.66 
C.0020 0.1)75 0.1t.66 29.)2 1.)74 33.99 
0.0025 0.1487 O.ltiBO 21.?5 1.454 32.59 
0.00)0 0.1579 o.~oa4 26.6) 1.5)5 )1.62 
o.ooso 0.1828 0.2844 24.44 1.840 29.91 
0.0060 0.1909 0.)207 2).93 1.986 29.58 
0.0070 0.19?2 0.)56) 2).58 2.1)1 29.31 
c.oo8o 0.2021 0. 3915 23.34 2.2?3 29.25 )6.89 
0.0090 0.2060 0.4?.64 23.17 2.413 29.18 
0.0100 0.2091 0.4611 2J.C5 2.551 29.14 
0.0110 0.2116 0.4956 22.96 2.687 29.12 
0.0120 0.21)6 0.5299 22.89 2.822 29.10 
0.01)0 0.2152 0.,5642 22.83 2.955 29~10 
0.0140 0.2166 0.5984 22.80 ).087 29.10 
0.0150 0.2176 0.6326 22.?7 ).217 29.10 JJ.27 
O.C200 0.2207 0.80)0 22.67 3.852 29.12 
0.0225 0.2215 0.8881 22.67 4.162 29.12 )1.88 
0.0)00 0.2224 1.14)0 22.67 5.0?3 29.14 )1.7.0 
0. OJ75 0.2226 1.)979 22.65 5.915 29 .1'~ 30.78 
0.0450 0.2226 1.6528 22.65 6.881 29.14 )0.51 
0.0,525 0.2227 1.9076 22.65 ?.804 29.14 30.32 
0.0600 0.2227 2.1625 22.65 8.752 29.14 )0.17 
0.0675 0.2227 2.4173 22.65 9-733 29.14 )0.05 
0.0750 0.2227 2.6722 22.65 10.7.53 29.14 29.96 
C.0825 0.2227 2.9270 22.65 11.e2o 29.14 29.89 
0.0900 0.2227 ).1819 22.65 12.939 29.14 29.83 
0.0915 0.2221 ).4)67 22.65 14.119 29.14 29.77 
0.1050 0.2227 ).6916 22.65 15.36? 29.14 29.7) 
0.1200 0.2227 4.201) ~~.o.:> J.deV~O ~~.J.~ ~f.J.oo 
V • .l.~UU u. i!~~·l ~.~~V7 ~t:.t>~ 24.?)4 29 • .1 ... t:.~.~ 
O.l 00 0.2227 6.2401 22.65 JJ.484 29.14 29. 
0.2100 0.2227 7.2595 22.65 4.5.150 29.14 29.44 
0.2400 0.2227 8.2789 22.65 60.780 29.14 29.40 
21) 
NPe :a 0 k.B ::z )20 
c -Cmt N ~NP NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
0.0005 0~0?42 0.0880 52.42 1.19) 56.62 10?.?6 
0.0010 0.1001 0.1230 40.92 1.)98 45.5? 
0.0015 0.1148 0.152? 38.12 1.520 43.06 
0.0020 0.1255 0.1805 36.00 1.687 41.17 
0.0025 0 .1JJ3 0.20?0 )4.91 1.829 40.28 
0.00)0 0.1)92 0.2)30 )4.19 1.971 39-72 
0.0050 0.1527 0.3334 )).01 2.484 )8.96 
0.0060 0.1560 0. 3827 32.80 2.?23 )8.86 
0.0070 0.1583 0.4318 32.68 2.953 )8.82 
o.ooao 0.1598 0.4808 )2.61 3.1?5 )8.81 /~4 .15 
0.0090 0~1608 0.5297 )2.56 ).)91 )8.01 
0 .. 0100 0.1615 0.5?85 )2.54 ).601 )B.~O 
0.0110 0.1620 0.6273 32.52 ).807 )8.80 
0.0120 0.1623 0.6?61 )2.51 4.008 )8.80 
0.0130 0.1625 0.?248 )2.50 4.206 )8.81 
0.0140 0.1627 0.?736 32.50 4.400 38.81 
0.0150 0.1628 0.8223 )2.50 4.592 38.81 41.98 
o.ozoo 0.16)0 1.0660 32.49 5.516 38.81 
0.0225 o.l6JO 1.18?8 32.49 5.964 )8.81 40.92 
O.C300 0.1630 1.55)3 32.49 7.2?4 )8.82 40.40 
0.03?5 0.16)0 1.9188 32.49 8 .. 568 Jd.tJ2 40.08 
0.0450 0.16)0 2.2843 32.49 9.869 38.82 J9.ti? 
0.0525 o.16JO 2.6498 )2.49 11.192 )8.82 39.?2 
c.o6oo o.16JO ).0152 32.49 12.552 J!:i.82 )9.61 
0.0675 0.16)0 ).)80? 32.49 13.815 )8.82 39.52 
0.0750 0.1630 3.7462 32.49 15.421 38.82 )9.45 
0.0825 0.16)0 4.1117 32.49 16.951 )8.82 39.39 
0.0900 O.l6JO 4.4774 )2.49 18.556 )8.82 )9.)4 
0.0975 0.1630 4.8427 )~ ..... ~ 20.248 18.82 )9.30 
0.1050 0.1630 5.2082 )2.49 22.037 38.82 J9.27 
0.1200 0.16)0 5-9391 )2.49 25.952 )8.82 )9.21 
0.1500 0.16JO ?.4011 )2.49 35.4?1 )8.82 )9.13 
0.1800 0.16)0 8.9117 32.49 48.504 )8.82 )9.08 
0.2100 0.1630 10.)249 32.49 64.?50 38.82 39.04 
0.2400 0.1630 11.?869 32.49 8?.165 )8.82 39.01 
214 
N = 0 Pe kR = 640 
c Cmt N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
0.0005 0.0704 0.0905 59.14 1.)45 6)'. 62 111.26 
0 .. 0010 0.0907 0.1)16 50 .24· 1~716 55.2.5 
0.0015 0 .. 1006 0.1685 48.41 1.930 53.82 
0.0020 • 0.1068 0. 20i .. 4 47.22 2.213 52.87 
0.002.5 0 .110•( 0.2.396 46.71 2.447 .52.52 
0.0030 0,..11).2 0.2?45 '+6. 42 2.677 52.)5 
0. 0\),50 0.117.3 0.4132 46.08 3.468 52.20 
0.0060 0 .. 1179 0.4822 46.05 J.822 52.20 
0 .. 0070 0.1182 0 • .551J 46.03 4.159 .52.20 
o :ooeo 0.1183 OIJ6203 46.03 4.482 52.20 56.62 
0 .. 0090 0 .. 118L~ 0.6894 46.02 4.793 52.21 
0.,0100 0 .. 1184 0.7584 46.02 5.094 52.21 
0.0110 0.1185 0*8274 46.02 5.J88 52.21 
0 .;0120 0 .. 1185 0 .. 8~~65 46.02 5.675 52.21 
0.01.30 0 .. 1185 C.0655 46.02 5-956 52.21 
0.0140 0.1185 1.0345 46.02 6.232 52 .. 21 
0.01.50 0.1185 1,1036 46.02 6.503 52.21 54.56 
o .. 0200 0.1185 1 .. 4l~87 l}6 .02 7.813 52.21 
0.0225 0.1185 1.6213 L~6 • 02 8. 41.J.8 52.21 53.?8 
0.0)00 0.1185 2.1)91 46.02 10.305 52.21 53.38 
O.OJ75 Cr1185 2.6568 46.02 12 .. 138 52.21 53.15 
0.0450 0.1185 3.1745 46.02 13.980 52o21 52.99 
0 .. 0525 0.1185 ).6923 46.02 15.855 52.21 52.88 
0 .. 0600 0.1185 4.2100 46.02 17.?81 .52.21 52.80 
0.0675 0.1185 4.7277 46.02 19.?73 52.21 52.73 
0.0750 0.1185 5.24.55 46.02 21.8l.J.5 52.21 52 .. 68 
0.0825 0.1185 5.7632 46.02 24.012 52.21 52.63 
0.0900. 0.1185 6.2810 46.02 26.286 52.21 52.60 
0.09?5 0.1185 6.7987 !~6 .. 02 28.684 52.21 52.57 
0.10.50 0~1185 7.)164 l.t6. 02 )2.991 52.21 52.53 
0.1200 0.1185 8.)519 46.02 )6.762 52.21 52.50 
0.1500 0.1185 10.4229 46.02 50.248 .52.21 52.44 
0.1800 0.118.5 12.4938 1.}6. 02 68.025 52.21 52.40 
0.2100 0.1185 14$5648 46.02 91.724 52.21 52.37 
0.2400 0.1185 16.6357 46.02 12).476 52.21 52.35 
215 
NPe ~ 0 k = R 1280 
- -c Cmt N ENF NSh NSh 
o .. o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 . 0.0637 0.0948 70.59 1.606 ?5.39 117.15 
0.0010 0.0765 0.1459 65.57 2.240 71.00 
0.0015 0.0812 0.1948 64.89 2.588 70.6J 
0.0020 0.0845 0.2434 64.g7 3.026 70.45 
0.0025 0.08 5 0.2918 64. 7 3-378 ?0.42 
0.0030 0.0850 0.3401 64.44 3.715 70.43 
0"0050 0.0855 0.5334 64.42 4.847 70.44 
o.oo6o 0.0855 0.6300 64.41 5.347 70 .1~4 
0.0070 0.0855 0.7266 64-.41 5.820 ?0.44 
0.0080 0.0855 0.8232 64.41 6.272 70.44 73 .. .56 
0.0090 0.0855 0.9198 64. L~1 6.?08 70.44 
0 .. 0100 0.085.5 1.016.5 64.41 7.130 70.44 
0.0110 0.0855 1.1131 64.41 7.541 70.44 
0.0120 0.0855 1.2097 64.41 7. 9J..t.2 ?0.44 
0.0130 0.0855 1.3063 64.41 8.)36 70.44 
0.0140 0.0855 1.4029 64.41 9.722 70.44 
0.01.50 0.0855 1.4996 64.41 9.102 70.44 72.10 
0.0200 0.0855 1. 982'7 6lJ..41 10.936 70 .4'~ 
0,.0225 0.08.55 2.2242 . 64.41 11.824 ?0.44 71 • .55 
O.OJOO 0.08.55 2.9498 64. lj.1 11~.423 70.44 71.2? 
0.0375 0.0855 ).6735 64.41 16.989 ?0.44 71.11 
0.04.50 0.0855 4.J982 64.41 19.567 70.44 ?0.99 
0.052.5 0.0855 ,5.1229 64.41 22.192 70.44· 70.92 
0.0600 0.08.55 5.8575 64.41 24.887 70.44 70.e6 
0.0675 0.0855 ?.0.553 64.41 29.596 70 .I.J-4 70.78 
0.07.50 0.0855 7.2969 64.41 30.576 70.44 ~;o. 77 
0.0825 0.0855 8.0215 64.41 33.608 70. 4!~ 70.74 
0.0900 0.0855 8.7461 64.41 36.792 70.44 70.71 
0.097.5 0.0855 9 .L~70~ 64.41 1.~0.147 70 .l}4 '?0. 70 
0.1050 0.0855 10.1955 64.,41 4J.694 70 .41-J. 70.68 
0.1200 o.OB5S 11.6448 64.41 .51.l.f.55 70.44 70.65 
0.1500 0.0855 14.5434 64.41 70.)30 '10 .44 '10. 61 
0.1800 0.085.5 17.4420 64.41 95.211 70.44 70.58 
0.2100 0.0855 20.)406 64.41 128.)82 70.44 70.56 
0. 21$-00 0.0855 2).2393 64.41 172.824- 70.44 70.54 
2J6 
NPe -· 40 kR = 0 
c N NSh Nsh 
o.o 0.0293 64.98 66.94 
0.0005 0.0781 lJ-).67 47.37 108.37 
0.0010 0.1108 29.36 33.02 
0.0015 0.1)28 25.12 28.97 
0.0020 0.151? 21.)3 25.15 
0.0025 0.1677 19.22 2).09 
0.00)0 0.1821 17.40 21.27 
0.0050 0.2292 13.45 17.45 
0.0060 0.2489 12.25 16.31 
0.0070 0.2669 11.32 15.44 
0.0080 0.2836 10.56 14. 71.. .. 2?.80 
0.0090 0.2992 9.94 14.18 
0.0100 0. 3139 9.42 1).72 
0.0110 0.3279 8.97 1J.J5 
0.0120 0.)412 8.59 13.03 
0.0130 0 .. )5)9 8.25 12.7? 
0 .. 0140 o.)o62 7.96 12.56 
0.0150 0.)780 7.70 12.38 21.10 
0.0200 0.4)23 6.75 11.90 
0.0225 0.4571 6.43 11.84 18.10 
0.0300 0.5256 5.77 12.16 16.57 
0.0375 0.5882 5-37 13.03 1.5.77 
0.0450 0.6469 5.05 14.30 15. 1~2 
0.0525 0.'/002 4.70 15.76 15.37 
0.0600 0 .. 7525 4.23 17.09 15.51 
0.0675 0.7971 3 .. 66 18.02 15.75 
0.0750 0.8)50 ).05 18.46 16.02 
0.0825 0.8662 2.47 18.49 16.26 
0.0900 0.8913 1.98 18.24 16.44 
0.0915 0.9115 1.58 17.85 16.58 
0.1050 0.9275 1.26 17.41 16.66 
0.1200 0.9.507 0.82 16.66 16.?2 
0.1500 0.9764 0.38 16.05 16.65 
0.1800 0.9886 0.18 16.12 16.57 
0.2100 0.9945 0.09 16.23 16.53 
0.2400 0.9974 o.oq. 16.25 16.51 
217 
PNe • 40 't -.. R - 10 
- -c Cmt N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.029) 0.029) 64.99 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 0.07?9 0.0849 44-.0) 1.00t; 4?.?5 103.)2 
0.0010 0.1105 0.1126 29.82 1.016 33-52 
0.001.5 0.1)22 0.1))4 25.6) 1.020 29.54 
0.0020 0.1507 0.1512 21.91 1.027 25.80 
0.002.5 0.1664 0.1668 19.85 1.0)2 2).81 
O.OOJO 0.1804 0.1811 18.07 1.039 22.05 
0.0050 0.22.5? 0.2290 14.28 1.061 18.44 
o.ocoo 0.244) 0.2495 1).14 1.072 1?. 39 
0.00?0 0.2612 0.26b5 12.26 1.084 16.60 
0.0080 0.2767 0.2864 11.,56 1.095 15.99 27.09 
0.0090 0.2910 0. 30)) 10.99 1.106 15.50 
0.0100 O.J044 0. )194 10.52 1.117 15.11 
0.0110 0.)169 O.)Jq.9 10.11 1.127 14.81 
0.0120 0.)288 o. Jl~98 9.?1 1.1)ti 14.56 
0.01.30 0 • .)401 0.3642 9.48 1~148 14.36 
0.0140 0.)508 0. )782 9.22 1.159 14.20 
0.01.50 0.)610 o. 3919 9.00 1.16e 14.08 21.35 
0.0200 0.4066 0.4561 8.20 1.214 1).82 
O.C22.5 0.4266 0.486) ?.94 1.235 1).84 18 .• 86 
0.0)00 0.4794 0.5125 ?.4) 1.287 14.27 1?.65 
0.0)?5 0.5)41 0.654) 7.14 1.331 15.00 1?.04 
0.0450 o. 56)0 0.?):34 6.93 1. 372 15.86 16.77 
0.05~5 0.5968 0.8102 6.71 1.429 16.65 16.?0 
0.0600 0.6256 o.8B4J 6.45 1.524 1?.22 16.7) 
0.0675 0.6492 0.9551 6.1? 1.681 17.52 16.81 
0.0?50 0.66?9 1.0225 5.e5 1.919 1?.60 16.88 
0.0825 0.6821 1.086~ 5-59 2.258 17.57 16.95 
0.0900 0.69?? 1.1484 5.)8 2.?14 17.50 1?.00 
0.09?5 0.?006 1.2080 5.22 ).)04 1?.43 17.0) 
0.1050 0.?064 1.2660 5.10• 4 .• 044 17.39 1?.06 
0.1200 0.7140 1.)?90 4.96 6.039 1?.)4 1?.10 
0.1.500 0.7208 1.5990 4.84 12,?82 1?.34 1?.15 . 
0.1800 0.?2)2 1.t;l59 4.80 26.135 17.)6 1?.18 
0.2100 0.?241 2.0a11 4.79 5).857 17.36 1?.21 
0.2400 0.7244 2.2 ?1 4.79 112.139 1?.)6 1?.22 
21~ 
NPe l;S 40 k -H - 20 
- -c Cmt N ENF NSh NSh 
0.0 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 0.0778 0.0850 44.)6 1.016 48.10 103.50 
0 .. 0010 0.1101 0.11)0 )0.25 1.0)1 )~.00 
0.0015 0.1316 0.1'}41 26.12 1.040 )0.28 
0.0020 0.1498 0.1523 22.46 1.053 26.42 
0.0025 0.1650 0.1684 20.45 1.064 24.49 
0.0030 0.1787 0.18)1 18.72 1.076 22.79 
0.00.50 0.2222 0.2332 15.07 1.120 19.)8 
0.0060 0.2)99 0.2550 1).99 1.142 18.41 
0.0070 0.2557 0.2753 1).17 1.164 17.70 
0.0080 0.2701 0.2946 12.52 1.186 17.16 27.{;9 
0.0090 . 0. 2832 o. 3130 12.00 1.207 16.74 
0.0100 0.2954 0.))06 11.56 1.228 16.41 
0.0110 0.)067 0.)477 11.20 1.249 16.16 
0.0120 0.)173 0.)643 10.90 1.269 15.96 
0.0130 0.)272 0.)~04 10.64 1.289 15.81 
0.0140 0.))66 0.)962 10.41 1.)0~ 15.70 
0.0150 O.J454 0.4117 10.22 1.)27 15.61 22.41 
0.0200 o. )8)7 0.4855 9.55 1.414 15.50 
0.0225 0.,)999 0.5209 9.34 1.452 15.56 20.12 
0~0300 0.4406 0.62)5 8.94 1.5.50 15.99 19.03 
0.0)75 0.472.5 0.7228 8.74 1.628 16.56 18.47 
0.0450 0.4983 0.8203 8.60 1.703 17 .11~ 18.20 
0.0525 0 • .5191 0.916) 8.47 1.802 17.60 18.09 
0.0600 0 • .5355 1.0107 8 .)1 1.966 17.90 18.05 
0.0675 0.5480 1.10)4 8.15 2.2)1 18.04 18.04 
0.0750 0.5572 1.1942 8.01 2.629 18.08 18.04 
0.0825 0.5636 1.28)6 ?.89 ).189 18.08 18.05 
0.0900 0.5681 1.)718 7.80 ).937 18.0o 18.05 
0.097.5 0.5712 1.4592 7.?4 4.899 18.05 18.05 
0.1050 o.57Jlt 1 • .5460 7.70 6.099 18.04 18.05 
0.1200 0 • .5758 1.71~6 7.65 9.).5 1~.03 18.05 
0.1500 0 • .5777 2.0619 7.62 20.111 18.04 18.04 
0.1800 0.,5781 2.4045 7.61 41.405 18.04 18.04 
0.2100 0.5783 2.7469 ?.61 85.548 18.04 18.04 
0.2400 0.5'783 ).0893 7.61 178,298 18.04 18.04 
219 
NPe = 40 kR = 40 
- Cmt c N ENF NSh -NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0 .. 0293 64.98 1.000 15~.90 
--0.0005 0.0776 O.OB52 44.99 1.0.30 L~8 .11 10 3. tSJ.J. 
0.0010 0.1094 0.1138 .31.09 1.059 )4.91 
0.0015 0.1303 0.1356 27.06 1.077 31.12 
0.0020 0.1479 0.1545 23.53 1.103 27.61 
0.0025 0.1625 0.1715 21.60 1.124 25.79 
0.0030 0.1754 0.1B71 19.97 1.1~ 24.22 
o.oo.so 0.2157 0.241) 16.59 1.23) 21.15 
0 .. 0060 0.2]15 0.2655 15.63 1.276 20.34 
0.0070 0.2454 0.2883 14.91 1.)17 19.75 
0.0080 0. 25'77 0.)103 14.)5 1. ).58 19.33 29. L~O 
0.0090 0.2688 0.))14 1).90 1.399 19.02 
0.0100 0.2789 0.)520 1).55 1.4)9 1~.79 
0.0110 0.2880 0.)721 1).25 1.477 18.62 
0.0120 0.2964 0.)918 1).01 1.515 1ti.49 
0.0130 0.3042 0 .I.J.l12 12.~1 1.552 18.41 
0 .. 0140 0.3113 0.4)02 12.64 1.58~ 18.)5 
0.0150 0., )1~0 0.4491 12.49 1.622 18.)1 24.38 
0.0200 0.)450 0.540B · 12.01 1.779 1ti.J5 
0 .. 0225 0.)556 o. 5t156 11.tl8 1. 8L~8 18.4) 22.)6 
0.0)00 O.J797 0.?177 11.64 2.01B 18."7? 21. l..1.2 
0.0)75 0. )961 o.e48o 11.54 2.150 19.10 20.93 
0.0450 0.40'74 0.9770 11.48 2.273 19.)? 20.64 
0.0525 0.4153 1.1062 11.4) 2.432 19.54 20.48 
0.0600 0.4206 1.2)45 ll.)B 2.689 19.64 20.)7 
0.0675 0.4241 1.)622 11.)) 3.100 19.6~ 20.29 
0.0?50 0.4264 1.4895 11.)0 ).709 19.69 20.2) 
o.oe25 0.427? 1.6164 11.27 5.557 19.70 20.18 
0.0900 0.4285 1.?431 11.26 5.6B1 19.?0 20.14 
0.0975 0.4290 1.8697 11.25 7.119 19 • r/0 20.10 
0.10.50 0.4293 1.9962 11.24 8.907 19.70 20.08 
0.1200 0.4295 2.2491 11.24 1J. 6tl2 19.70 20.0) 
0.1500 u.'-~297 2. 75'+6 11.23 29 .. 656 19.70 19.96 
o.1eoo 0.4297 ).2601 11.23 61.11? 19.70 19.92 
0.2100 0.4297 ).7656 11.2) 126.)06 19.70 19.~9 
0.2400 0.4297 4.2711 11.23 26).264 19.70 19.86 
220 
NPe = 40 kH = 80 
c -Cmt N h:NF NSh JlSh 
o.o 0.029) 0.029) 64.98 1.000 158.90 
0.0005 
--
0.0?71 0.0857 46.16 1.0.57 .50.02 104 .. 46 
0.0010 0 .. 1079 0.11.52 )2.68 1.11J )6.6) 
0.0015 0.1279 0 .138J 28.8.5 1.141j JJ.O~ 
0.0020 0.1442 0 .15t:S7 2.5 • .56 1.19~ 29.86 
0.0025 0.1576 0.1772 2J.?9 1.238 28.24 
O.OOJO 0.1692 0.194.5 22.JJ 1.283 26.87 
0.0050 0.203.5 0.2,566 19.44 1.445 24.41 
0.0060 0.2162 0.28.52 18.67 1.523 2).~1 
0.0070 0.2269 0.)127 18.11 1.600 23.42 
0.0080 0 .. 2)61 0. JJ96 17.69 1.67.5 2J.1b )2.lb 
0.0090 0.2440 0 .. .3659 1?.38 1.74t$ 22.91 
0.0100 0.2509 0.391? 17.13 1.819 22.87 
0.0110 0.2569 0.4173 16.94 1.888 22.80 
0.0120 0.2622 0.4426 16.79 1.95.5 22.75 
0.0130 0.2669 0.4677 16.66 2.019 22.?1 
0.0140 0.2711 0.4926 16 • .56 2.081 22.72 
0.01.50 0.2748 0 • .5174 16.48 2.141 22.73 27.81 
0.0200 0.2883 0.6400 16.24 2.405 22.83 
0.0225 0.2929 0.7008 16.18 2.518 22.89 26.14 
0.0295 0.)010 0.8702 16.10 2.?15 23.04 2g_.J8 
0.0375 O.J057 1.06)2 16.07 2.996 23.15 2 .90 
0.0450 0.3079 1.24)9 16.06 ).181 2).21 24.61 
0.0.525 0.)091 1.4246 16.0.5 ).417 2).23 24.41 
0.0600 O.J096 1.60.52 16.0.5 J.794 23.25 24.)7 
0.0675 0.)099 1.78.57 16.05 4.390 2J.25 24.1.5 
0.0750 0.)100 1.9662 16.04 5.267 23.25 24.06 
Oo082.5 0.)101 2.1466 16.04 6.48.5 23.2.5 23.99 
o.·o9oo 0.)101 2.3271 16.04 B.096 23.25 23.9J 
0.0975 0.3101 2.5076 16.04 10.1.54 23 .. 25 
2).88 
0.1050 0.)101 2.t880 16.04 12.711 23.25 23.8J 
0.1200 0.3101 J.Oh~9 16.04 19.533 23.25 23.76 
0.1.500 0.)101 ~.7708 16.04 42.346 23.25 23.61 
0.1800 O.JlOl .4926 16.04 87.273 23.25 
23.59 
0.,2100 O.JlOl 5.2144 16.04 180.363 23.25 
2) • .54 
0.2400 O.JlOl s.9J62 16.04 37.5.937 23.25 
23.51 
221 
NPe = 40 kR :a 160 
c Cmt N ENF NSh Nsh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
0.0005 0.0761 0~0865 48.31 1.106 52.29 105.60 
0.0010 0.1051 0.1180 35.64 1.214 39.81 
Oa0015 0.1232 0 .1' ... 34 )2.16 1.280 36.68 
0 .. 0020 0.1374 0.1664 29.30 1.374 33.97 
0.0025 0.1486 0.1878 27.83 1.448 32.69 
0 .. 0030 0.1578 0.2083 26.66 1.532 31.65 
0.0050 0.1830 0. 28L~6 24.54 1.824 30.03 
0.0060 0.1912 0.)210 24.04 1.962 29.72 
0.00?0 0.1975 0.3568 23.71 2.095 29.54 
0.0080 0.2026 0.3922 23.48 2.223 '29.44 )6.97 
. 0.0090 0.2066 0.42.13 23.32 2.346 29.39 
0.0100 0.2098 0.4622 23.21 2.464 29.46 
0.0110 0.2124 01»4060 23.12 2.577 29.)6 
0.0120 0.214.5 0.5315 2).06 2.686 29.36 
0.0130 0.2163 0.5661 23.02 2.789 29.37 
0.0140 0.217? 0.6006 22.98 2.888 29.38 
0.0150 0.2188 0.6350 22.96 2.982 29.39 33.42 
0.0200 0.2223 0.8069 22.90 ].390 29.44 
0.0225 0.22:31 0.8928 22.89 J.560 29.46 32.09 
0.0300 0.2242 1.1501 22.87 3.964 29.48 31.44 
0.0:37 5 0.2245 1.4075 22.87 4.26) 29.49 32.05 
0.0450 0.2246 1. 66lj.8 22.87 4.5)0 29.50 30.79 
0.0525 0.2246 1.9221 22.~7 4.fj69 29.50 )0.60 
.o.o6oo 0.2246 2.1?94 22.87 5.407 29.50 30.47 
0.0675 0.2246 2.4)67 22.87 6.257 29.50 30.36 
0.0750 0.2246 2.6939 22.87 7.509 29.50 30.27 
0.082.5 0.2246 2.9512 22.87 9.246 29.50 30.20 
0.0900 0.2246 ).2085 22. 8'1 11.543 29.50 JO.l4 
0.0975 0.2246 3.4658 22.87 14.478 29.50 30.09 
0.1050 0.2246 J.72J1 22.87 18.123 29.50 )0.05 
0.1200 0.2246 4.237? 22.87 27.850 29.50 29.98 
0.1500 0.2246 5.2669 22.87 60.378 29.50 29.88 
0.1800 0.2246 6.2961 22.87 124.435 29.50 29.B2 
0.2100 0.2246 7. J25J: 22.87 25?.163 29.50 29 .'77 
0.24-00 0.2246 8.3545 22.87 536.016 29.50 29.74 
222 
NPe ::a 40 k = R 320 
- -c Cmt N ENF NSh -NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.9H 1.000 158.90 
0.0005 0. 07;.,_2 0.0879 52.16 1.194 56.34 10?.62 
0.0010 0.0999 0.1228 40.95 1.395 45.1.,.9 
0.0015 0.1146 0.1525 )8.12 1.518 43.06 
0.0020 0.1254 0.180) 35-97 1.686 41.13· 
0.0025 0.1332 0.2069 )4.95 1.818 40.)2 
0 .. 0030 0.1)92 0.2)28 31.J..20 1.966 39.73 
0.0050 0.1527 0.3333 33.06 2.457 39.01 
0.0060 0.1561 o. )828 )2.85 2.681 J8.9J 
0.0070 0.1584 0.4319 )2.73 2.893 )8.90 
0.0080 0.1599 0.4810 32.67 ).09J )8.89 44.?7 
0.0090 0.1610 0.5)00 )2.6) ).282 38.88 
0.0100 0.1617 0.5789 32.60 ).462 38.89 
0.0110 0 .. 1622 0.6267 )2.59 ).632 )8.89 
0.0120 0.1625 0.6766 )2.58 ;.?94 )8.90 
0.0130 0.1628 0.?2.55 32.57 ).947 )8.90 
0.0140 0.1629 0.7743 )2.51 4.092 )8.90 
0.0150 0.1630 0.82)2 )2.50 4.230 38.91 42.0) 
0.0200 0.1633 1.,0674 )2.56 4.821 )8.91 
0.0225 0 .. 1633 1.1895 32.56 . 5.065 Jo.91 40.99 
0.0300 0.163) 1.5558 )2.56 5.642 )8.91 40.4? 
Oc-0375 O.l6JJ 1.9220 )2.56 6.068 38.91 40.16 
0. 04-.50 0.1633 2. 288) )2.56 6.448 38 .. 91 39.95 
0.0525 0.1633 2.6546 32.56 6.931 38.91 39.t30 
0.0600 0.1633 3.0209 )2.56. 7-~97 38.91 39.69 
0.0675 0.1633 3.3872 )2.56 8.907 )8.91 39.61 
0. O'i'50 o.16J3 ).?534 )2.56 10.690 38.91 39.54 
O.Oti25 0.1633 1.,..1197 32.56 13.162 )8.91 )9.48 
0.0900 0.1633 4. LJ-860 )2.56 16.4)2 )8.91 39.4:3 
0.0975. 0.1633 4.8523 32.56 20.610 )8.91 )9.39 
0.1050 0.1633 5.2186 32.56 25.799 38.91 39.36 
0.1200 0.1633 5-9511 32.56 39.646 )8.91 39.30 
0.1500 0.1633 7.4162 )2.56 85.'952 38.91 39.2) 
O.lBOO 0.1633 8.8813 J2.56 1??.142 38.91 )9.17 
0.2100 0.1633 10.3465 32.56 3)6.089 38.91 39.14 
0.2400 0.1644 ll.tsl16 )2.56 763.055 )8.91 39.11 
22) 
NPe = 40 k -R - 640 
- -c C:nt N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--
0.0005 0.0704 0.0905 .58.90 1.)49 6).J7 111.13 
0.0010 0.0906 0 .1Jl4 .50.22 1.711 5.5.22 
0.0015 0.100.5 0 .168) 48-37 1.926 5J.78 
0.0020 0.106? 0.2042 47.17 2.211 52.81 
0.0025 0.1106 0 .2J94 46.69 2.429 52.50 
0.0030 0.1131 0.2743 46.J9 2.667 52.31 
0.0050 0.11?2 O.LH28 46.07 ).425 52.18 
0.0060 0.1178 0.4819 46.03 ).757 52.18 
0.0070 0.1181 0 • .5509 46.02 4.067 52.18 
0.0080 0.118) 0. 6200 46.01 4.357 52.19 56.5~ 
0.0090 0.1lts4 0 .6b90 46.01 4.629 52.19 
0.0100 0.11.84 0. 7 580 46.01 4.886 .52.19 
0.0110 0.1184 0.8270 L~6.01 5.129 52.19 
0.0120 . 0.1184 0.8960 46.01 5.358 52.19 
0.0130 0.1184 0.9650 46.01 5.575 52.19 
0. Oll.tQ 0.1184 1.0]40 46.01 5.?81 52.19 
0.0150 0.,1184 1.1030 46.01 5.9?6 52.19 54.53 
O.G200 0,1184 1 .. 4481 46.01 6.813 52.19 
0 02 9 r.; 0.1184 1.6206 46.01 7.157 ~2 10 53.75 ... IIi ... ..., ::; ~ . .; 
O.OJOO 0.1184 2 .1Jt12 46.01 ? .. 1~9 52.19 53.)6 
0.0)75 0.1184 2.6558 46.01 ~-575 .52.19 53.13 
0 .OltjO 0.1184 3 .1731+ 46.01 9.112 52.19 52.91 
0.0.525 0.1184 J. 6910 46 .. 01 9.794 52.19 52.86 
0.0600 0.1184 4. 2086 46.01 10.876 52.19 .52.77 
0.0675 0.1184 4. 7261 46.01 12.567 .52.19 .52.71 
0.07.50 0.1184 5. 21.}37 46.01 15.106 .52.19 52.66 
0.0825 0.1184 5. 761.3 46.01 18.599 .52.19 52.62 
0.0900 0.1184 6. 2'/89 46.01 2).219 52.19 52 • .58 
0.0975 O:t1184 6. 7965 46.01 29.124 52.19 52 • .5.5 
0.1050 0.1184 7 .)141 46.01 36.45? 52.19 52.52 
0.1200 0.1184 8.3492 46.01 56.02~ 52.19 52 ·'~8 
0.1500 0.118/.J. 10.4196 46.01 121.458 )2.19 52.42 
0.1800 0.1184 12.4899 46.01 2.50.'317 52.19 52.38 
0.2100 0.1184 14 • .5603 46.01 517 .)11 52.19 52.J6 
0.2400 0 .118L,L 16 .6J06 46.01 1078.264 52.19 52.)4 
224 
NPe ::: 40 kR ::r 1280 
~ - -c Cmt N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 0.0637 0.0948 70.40 1.612 75.19 117.04 
0.0010 0.0764 0.1457 65.51 2.2)1 70.93 
0.0015 0.0812 0.1946 64.82 2.580 70.55 
0.0020 0.0834 0.2431 64.49 3.02) 70.)6 
0.0025 0.0844 0.2914 64.41 ).)51 70.35 
0.0030 0.0850 0.))97 64.37 ).700 70.)4 
0.0050 0.0850 0.5328 64.35 4.783 ?0.)6 
0.0060 0.0855 0.6293 64.35 5.252 70. )6' 
0.0070 O.OB55 0.7258 64.35 5.686 70. )6 
o.ooao 0.0855 0.8223 64.35 6.092 70.)6 73.47 
0.0090 0.0855 0.9188 64.35 6.474 70.)6 
0 .. 0100 0.0855 1.0154 64.35 6.833 70.)6 
0.0110 0.0855 1.1119 64.35 '(.174 70.36 
0.0120 0~0855 1.2084 64.35 ?.494 ?0.)6 
0.0130 O.Ob55 1.3049 64.)5 7.797 ?0.36 
0.0140 0.0855 1. 4011-J. 64.3.5 8.085 70.)6 
0.01.50 0.08.55 1.4979 64.35 8.358 ?0.36 72.02 
0 .. 0200 0.08.55 1.9!j05 64 •. 35 9.528 70.36 
0.0225 0.0855 2.2218 64.3.5 10.010 ?0.)6 71.47 
0.0300 o.Otl55 2.9457 64.35 11.151 ?0.36 71.19 
0.0375 0.0855 3.6696 64.35 11.993 70.36 71.02 
0.0450 0.0855 4.3935 64.)5 12. 71~4 ?0.)6 70.91 
0.0525 0.0855 5.1174 64.35 13.698 70.36 70.83 
0.0600 0.0855 5.8412 64.)5 15.212 ?0.)6 70.78 
o.o6·75 0.0855 6.5651 64.35 17.604 70.36 70.73 
0.0750 0.0855 ?.2890 64.35 21.127 70.36 '70 .69 
0.0825 0.0855 8.0129 64.35 26.012 70.36 ?0.66 
0.0900 0.0855 8.7368 64.35 )2.474 70.')6 ?0.64 
0.097.5 0.0855 9.4606 64.35 40.?33 ?0.)6 70.62 
0.1050 0.0855 10.1845 64.35 50.987 70.)6 70.60 
0.1200 0.0855 11.6323 64.35 78.353 70.)6 10.51 
0.1500 0.0855 14.5278 64.35 169.868 70.36 70.53 
0.1800 0.08.55 17.4233 64.35 350.086 70.36 70.50 
0.2100 0.0855 20.3188 64.)5 72).505 70.)6 70.4H 
0,2400 0.0855 2).2144 64.35 1508.0)1 70.36 ?0.46 
2~5 
NPe - 100 kH = 0 
1'"' c N NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 64.97 66.94 
--0.000500 0.0781 42.22 45.80 108.37 
0.001000 0.1097 29.77 33.44 
0.001.500 0.1)21 25.51 29.39 
0.002000 0.1}12 21.59 25 .lJ.4 
o.0o2c:oo 
...; 0.1674 19.50 2).41 
0.00)000 0.1820 17.93 21.92 
o.oosoco 0 .2)11 :!.4.28 18.57 
0.006000 0.2522 1).25 17.?1 
0.007000 0.2717 12.59 17.29 
0.00~000 Os290J 11.92 16.79 2~.57 
0.009000 O.JObO 11.54 16.67 
0. 0100t)0 0.-)252 11.17 16.55 
0 .. 011000 0.34lts 10.93 16.60 
0.012000 O.J581 10.70 16,.67 
O.OlJOGO 0. 3'741 10.54 16.84 
0.014000 0. "3899 10.40 17.04 
041015000 0 .1~0.')4 10.29 17.)1 2).11 
0~020000 0.4b14 9.98 19.25 
0.022500 0 • .51~7 9.91 20.5ts 21.67 
O.OJOOOC O .. b2tjJ 9.28 24.95 21.99 
0.037500 0.719~ 6.64 2).'10 22.62 
0 .. 045000 0.7812 4.J1 19.72 22.51 
. 0.0.52500 0.8222 ).03 17.09 1:1.93 
0.060000 o.e527 2.40 16.28 21.28 
0.067.500 o.B776 2.04 1o.65 20.75 
0.075000 0.8991 . 1.76 17.44 20. J(j 
O.OU2500 0.9174 1.48 17.98 20.15 
O.U9000u v.9327 1.21 17.99 19.99 
0.097500 0.9450 0.97 17.67 19.83 
0.10.5000 0.9549 0.7B 17.39 19.68 
0.120000 0.9695 0.5) 1?.40 19.40 
0.150000 0.9B62 0.24 17.52 19.05 
o.1eoooo 0.9938 0.11 17.5~ 18.~1 
0 •. ~10000 0.9972 0.05 l'l .51 18.64 
0.240000 0.998? 0.02 1?.51 lt$.51 
226 
NPe ~ 100 ka =- 10 
~ c -Cmt N ENF NSh N'Sh 
o.c 0.0293 0~0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 ~-O.GC05 0.0779 0.084) 42.58 1.008 46.18 102.54-
0.0010 0.1091-1- 0.1116 30.22 1.015 33.93 
0-0015 0.1)14 0.1327. 26.01 1.020 29.94 
0.0020 0.1502 0.1508 22.16 1.026 26.0B 
0.0025 0.1661 o.1oob 20.11 1.032 24.12 
0.0030 O.ltsO~ 0.1811 1ti.59 1.037 22.68 
o.ooso 0.227 0.2310 15.08 1.056 19.52 
0.0060 0.2474 0.2530 14.10 1.064 18.74 
0.0070 0.2657 0.2735 13 • 1~9 1.071 18.)6 
0.0080 0.2829 0.2933 12.8~ 1.079 17.93 27.88 
0.0090 0.2992 0.)123 12.51 1.084 17.85 
0.0100 o. Jl48 0.)308 12.18 1.090 17.77 
0.0110 0.)298 0.)489 11.96 1.094 17.85 
0.0120 0. 3lJ.44 0.)667 11.76 1.099 17.9J 
0.0130 0.3585 0.)842 11.61 1.102 18.10 
0.0140 0. 3722 0.4015 11.49 1.105 18.)1 
0.0150 0. Jti57 0.4187 11.40 1.107 18.55 23.27 
0.0200 0.4495 o.so~o 11.14 1.116 20.23 
0.0225 0.4796 0.54 7 11.08 1.118 21.29 22.12 
O.OJOO 0.5640 0.6677 10.60 1.143 24.31 22.33 
0.0~75 0.6294 0.7769 8.72 1.)13 23.53 22.70 
o.o 50 0.6702 O.t;655 7.18 1. 66LJ. 21.76 22.68 
0.0525 0.6955 o. 91~13 6.39 2.103 20.98 22.48 
0.0600 0.7128 1.0109 6.02 2.511 20.98 22.29 
0.0675 0.7260 1.0775 5.8) 2.860 21.29 22.16 
0.0750 0.7366 1.1423 5.70 ).236 21.62 22.09 
0 .. 0825 0.?449 1.2056 5.a7 ).753 21.84 22.06 
0.0900 0.7514 1.2676 5. 6 4.504 21.94 22.04 
0.0975 0.7562 1.)285 5. 36. 5.516 21.99 22.04 
0.1050 0.7598 1. )884 5.29 6. 748 22.04 22.04 
0.1200 0.7646 1.5064 5.21 9.831 22.13 22.04 
0.1500 0.7690 1.7J88 5.13 21..238 22.22 22.07 
o.lc;oo 0. '1?05 1.9691 5.11 46.~10 22.25 22.10 
0.2100 0.7710 2.1987 5.10 10). J73 22.27 22.12 
0.2400 0.7712 2.4281 5.10 228.295 22.27 22.14 
227 
NPe = 100 kR = 20 
- -c Cmt N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.029.3 0. 029 J 6ll-. 98 1.000 158.90 
0.0005 0.0778 0.0845 42.91 1.016 46.5) 102.?2 
0.0010 0.1090 0.1120 )0.65 1.029 )4.40 
0.0015 0.1308 0.1JJ.5 26.49 1.038 30.47 
0.0020 0.0493 0.1.519 22.?1 1.0.52 26.69 
0.002.5 0.1647 0.1682 20.?0 1.062 24.79 
O.OOJO 0.1786 0.1832 19.23 1.072 2).40 
0.0050 0. 2239 0.23.52 15.85 1.110 20.4-2 
0.0060 0. 2l.f.2b 0.258) 14.92 1.126 19.71 
0.0070 0.2599 0.2801 14.34 1.139 19.38 
0.0080 0.2760 0.3012 13.76 1.1.55 19.01 28. 6.5 
0.0090 0.2909 0.3216 1).44 1.16.5 1~.96 
0.0100 0.3051 0.341.5 13.14 1.176 18.91 
0.0110 O.Jl~6 0.3611 12.94 1.184 18.99 
0.0120 . 0. 3)16 0. 380) 12.?6 1.192 19.09 
0.01)0 0.)440 o. 3994 12.64 1.199 19.26 
0.0140 0.3560 0.4182 12 • .53 1.20.5 19.46 
0.01.50 0.)677 0.4370 12.4.5 1.210 19.69 24.21 
0.0200 0.4212 0 • .5294 12.23 1.22.5 21.1) 
0,022.5 0.44.56 0 • .57.51 12.18 1.229 21.97 23.06 
O.OJOO 0 • .5106 0. ~/109 11.~2 1.274 24.14 23.10 
0.0375 0.5574 0.8366 10.48 1 • .578 23.68 2).29 
0.0450 0.,584.5 0.9481 9.4.5. 2.191 22.?5 ,.. ., 2'l '..J• 
0.0525 0.6000 1.0514 8.97 2.9.52 22.42 23.17 
0.0600 0.6100 1.1)09 8.76 3.651 22.4.5 2). 0? 
0.0675 0.6170 1.2488 B.66 4.248 22.60 23.01 
0.0750 0.6221 1.)4.58 8.59 4.tl79 22.73 22.98 
O.Ob25 0.6259 1.4421 B.53 .5.74B 22.tjl 22.96 
0.0900 0.6287 1.5378 B.4B 7.005 22.85 22.9a 
0.097.5 0.6)06 1.63)0 8.4.5 8.690 22.86 22.9 
0.10.50 0.6319 1.7279 ts.42 10.737 22.88 22.94 
0.1200 0.6)34 1.9171 8.40 1.5.~41 22.90 22.93 
0.1500 o.6J46 2.294) 8.37 )4.730 22.92 22.93 
0.1800 0.6)49 2.6710 8.37 76.708 22.92 22.93 
0.2100 0.6J50 ).047.5 8.37 169.660 22.9) 22.93 
0.2400 0.63.50 ).4241 8.37 379.88) 22.9J 22.9) 
l28 
NPe = 100 kR • 40 
- -c Cmt N ENP -NSh tJSh 
c.o 0.0293 0.02~3 64.98 1.000 15H.90 
0.0005 0.077b 0.0847 4J.55 l.OJl 4?.21 lOJ.Ob 
0.0010 0.10d3 0.1128 )1.47 1.057 J.5.29 
0.001.5 0.1295 0.1349 27.41 1.075 Jl.49 
0.0020 0.1474 0.1541 2J.?6 1.100 2?.87 
0.0025 0.1622 0.1?12 21.84 1.120 26.07 
0.0030 0.1753 0.1871 20.45 1.140 24.79 
0.0050 0.2172 o. 2431 17.J2 1.213 22.12 
o.oo.so 0.2)4·1 0.2685 16.49 1.245 21.5) 
0.0070 0.2491 0.2928 15.98 1.269 21.2e 
0.0080 0.2629 0.3163 1.5.48 1.299 2].0(, )0.09 
0.0090 0.2?55 o. 3394 1.5.21 1.318 21.00 
0.0100 0.2873 0.3620 1'~. 96 l.J39 20.99 
0 .. 0110 0.2982 0.3843 14.80 1. )5'~ 21.09 
0.0120 0.)085 0.4064 14.66 l.J70 21.20 
0.0130 0.)182 0.42ti3 14.56 1. Jij1 21.)6 
0.0140 0.)2?4 0.4501 14.1~ 1.)92 21 • .5) 
0.0150 0.)361 0.4?17 14.42 1.401 21.72 25.95 
0.0200 0. 3739 0 • .5792 14.26 1.429 22.78 
0.0225 0.)899 0.6326 14.23 1.~J6 2J.J2 24.t:i0 
0.0)00 0.4284 0.7919 14.02 1.511 21•. 53 24.61 
0.0375 0.4524- 0.9459 1).)4 2.009 21J. )6 2 1~. 59 
0.0450 0.4644 1u0931 12.89 2.988 24.06 24.52 
0.0525 0.4703 1.2369 12.70 4.182 2).98 24.45 
0.0600 0 .• 4735 1. 3793 12.63 5.267 24.00 24.39 
0.0675 0.4155 1.5213 12.61 6.1t:S5 24.0) 21•. J5 
0.0750 0.4767 1.6630 12.59 7.151 24.06 24.)2 
0.0~25 0 .4'/75 l.ti046 12.58 8.473 24.07 24.)0 
0.0900 0.4780 1.9460 12.57 10.J78 24.08 24.28 
0.0975 0.478J 2.0874 12.56 12 • .563 24.08 24.26 
0.1050 0.4785 2.2287 12.56 16.013 24.0t1 24.25 
0.1200 0.4787 2.5112 12.56 23.695 24.08 24.2) 
0.1500 0.4788 J.0762 12.56 52.068 24.09 24.20 
0.1800 0.4788 J.6412 12.56 115.072 24.09 24.18 
0.2100 0.4?bH 4.20b2 12.56 254.551 24.09 24.17 
o. 2400 0.478t1 4.??11 12.56 562.485 24.09 24.16 
229 
NPe =- 100 kR = so 
·c 
·emt N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.9ts 1.000 158.90 
0.000.5 0.0771 0.0851 44.74 1.060 48.47 103.69 
0.0010 0.1069 0.1143 33.02 1.109 )6.97 
0.0015 0.1271 0.1)76 29.16 1.143 33.40 
0 .. 0020 0.14)7 0.1582 25.76 1.193 )0.08 
0.0025 0.1573 0.1769 24.00 1.2)1 28.48 
0.00)0 0.1690 0.1944 22.75 1.269 27. JB 
0.0050 0.204B 0.2581 20.07 1.405 25.24 
0.0060 0.2ltj3 0.2877 19.41 1.465 24.b3 
0.0070 0.2)00 0.)165 19.02 1.510 24.69 
0.0080 0.2402 0.)447 18.64 1.564 24.54 )2.74 
0.0090 0.2492 0.)72.5 18.45 1.599 24.57 
0.0100 0.2.5?2 0.4000 18.28 1.637 24.61 
0.0110 0.26h4 0.4274 1ts.18 1.663 24.71 
0.0120 0.2?09 . 0.4546 18.08 1.690 24.80 
0.0130 0.2768 0.4817 18.0:3 1.710 24.92 
0.0140 0.2821 0.5087 17.98 1.729 25.04 
0 .. 01.50 0.2870 0.5356 17.94 1.744 25.17 29.03 
0 .. 0200 0.)059 o.o69~ 17.86 1.?90 25.74 
0 .. 0225 o. Jl27 0.7)68 1?.85 1.802 25.97 27.88 
O.OJOO 0.3264 0 .9J'7J 17.78 1.917 26.40 27.47 
0.0)75 0. JJ2'l 1.1)64 1?.61 2.651 26.)8 27.26 
0 .. 0450 O.JJ51 l.JJJ8 17.52 4.061 26.)4 27.11 
0.0525 0.3359 1.5307 17.49 5.?57 26.34 26.99 
0.0600 0.))63 1.7274 17.48 7.288 26.)4 26.91 
0.0675 0.))64 1.9241 17.48 8.577 26.34 26.85 
0.0?50 0.)365 2.1207 1?.48 9.929 26.34 26.80 
0.0~25 O.JJ65 2.)173 1?.48 11.775 26.)4 26.76 
0.0900 0.336.5 2.5140 1?.48 14.432 26.34 26.72 
0.0975 0.336.5 2.7106 17.48 17.981 26. 34" 26.69 
0.1050 O.JJ65 2.9072 17.48 22.283 26.)4 26.67 
0.1200 0 • .3366 J.J004 1?.48 )2.;.981 26.34 26.63 
0.1500 0.3366 4.0869 17.48 72.4B3 26.)4 26.57 
0.1800 O.JJ66 4.8734 17.48 160.192 26.34 26.5:3 
0.2100 O.JJ66 5.6599 1?.48 354.362 26.34 26.51 
0.2400 0.))66 6.4464 17.48 783.03B 26.)4 26.49 
2JO 
NPe = 100 k :.:1 R 160 
- -c Cmt N ENF NSh -NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
0.0005 0.0761 0.0860 46.92 1.111 50.78 104.84 
0.0010 0 .10lf.2. 0.1170 J5.89 1.205 40.06 
0.0015 0.1225 0.1426 32.40 1.270 36.92 
0.0020 0.1369 0.16.58 29.44 1.364 34.11 
0.002.5 0.1482 0.1873 27.98 1.4)5 )2.~5 
0.0030 0.1.576 0.2079 26.98 1.504 32.02 
0.0050 0.1837 0.28.5.5 25.01 1.751 30.64 
0.0060 0.192.5 0.3227 24.59 l.t:S56 )0.45 
0.0070 Oo1005 0.3593 24.35 1.934 )0.41 
0.0080 0.2050 0. 3957 24.15 2.026 )0.37 37 .)5 
0.0090 0.2096 0.4318 24.05 2.085 30.43 
0.0100 0. 21)/,J. 0.4678 2).97 2.146 JO • 1.:-? 
0.0110 0.2165 0 • .5037 23.92 2.189 30.53 
0.0120 0.2191 0.5)96 2).89 2.232 )0.59 
0.0130 0.2212 0.5754 23.87 2 .• 264 30.64 
0.0140 0.2230 0.6112 23.~5 2.293 )0.70 
0.0150 0. 22ll-6 0.6470 23.e4 2.)16 )0.74 )4.18 
0.0200 0.2293 o.B2.57 2).82 2.JH6 )0.91· 
0.0225 0.2)06 0.9150 2).82 2.404 )0.95 3).08 
0.0)00 0.2)23 1.1829 23.81 2.567 31.01 32.56 
0.0)75 0.2328 1.4506 23.80 ).584 )1.02 )2.25 
0.4050 0 .. 2329 1.7183 2).79 .5.516 )1.02 32.04 
0.052.5 0.2329 1.9860 23 .. 79 ?.932 )1.01 31.90 
0.0600 0.2)29 2.2536 2).79 9.919 )1.01 31.79 
0 .06'7.5 0.2)29 2.5213 23.79 11.675 )1.01 31.?0 
0.0750 0.2329 2.7889 23.79 1).515 31.01 )1.6) 
0.082.5 0.2329 3.0.566 23.79 16.02ts )1.01 )1.58 
0.0900 0.2329 ).)243 23.79 19.646 )1.02 )1.53 
0.0975 0.2)29 3-.5919 23.?9 24.478 31.02 )1.49 
0.1050 0.2329 3.8596 2).79 )0.333 )1.02 )1.46 
0.1200 0.2)29 4.)949 2).79 44.897 31 .. 02 )1.40 
0.1500 0.2)29 5.46.55 2).79 9~.669 31.02 )1. 32 
o.1eoo 0.2)29 6 • .5)61 23.79 218.065 )1 .. 02 31.27 
0.2100 0.2)29 7.6068 23.'79 482. J84 31.02 31.24 
0.2400 0.2)29 8.6774 23.79 1065.930 31.02 )1.21 
2)1 
NPe :: 100 kB :2 320 
c Cmt N ENF NSh Nsh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
--0.0005 0.0742 0.0874 50.BJ 1.204 54.90 106.90 
0.0010 0.0990 0.1219 41.07 1. 380 45.59 
0.0015 0.1140 0.1516 38.23 1.499 43.15 
0.0020 0.1249 0.1795 )6.01 1.66? 41.15 
0.0025 0.1)28 0.2061 )4.99 1.795 40.35 
0.,00)0 0.1)89 0.2321 34.35 1.915 39.89 
0. 0\)50 0.1529 0.3332 33.29 2. 331 39.30 
0.0070 0.1591 0.4)26 33.03 2.623 39.28 
O.,OObO 0.1608 0.4tl21 )2.97 2.767 39.29 44.ti9 
0.0090 0.1619 0.5316 32.96 2.857 39.31 
0.0100 O.l62d 0.,5til0 )2.93 2.94~ 39.31 
0.0110 0.1634 0.6303 )2.92 3.012 39.35 
0.0120 0.1638 0.679? )2.92 ).076 39.Jb 
0~0130 0.1641 0.7291 32.91 3.123 39. 3? 
0 .. 0140 0.1643 0.7785 )2.91 3.165 39.38 
0 .. 0150 0.1644 0.8278 )2.91 ).198 39.39 42.)0 
0 .. 0200 0 .164-tS 1.0747 32.91 3.297 )9.40 
0.0225 0 e 16JJ.8 1.19UO 32.91 3.322 39.40 41.34 
0.0300 0.164~ 1.,568) 32.91 3.548 39.40 40.85 
0. OJ? 5 0.,1648 1.9)85 )2.91 4.956 39.40 40.56 
0.04.50 0.1648 2.)0ti7 32.91 7.629 39.40 40.37 
·o.o.525 0.1648 2.6789 )2.91 10.833 39.40 40.23 
0 .. 0600 0.1648 ).0491 )2.91 13.719 39.40 40.13 
0.067.5 0.1648 ).4193 )2.91 16.148 )9.40 40.05 
0.0750 0.1648 ).7896 )2.91 18.69/.J. 39.40 39.98 
0.0825 0.1648 1~.1598 )2.91 22.170 39.40 )9.93 
o. 0900 0.1648 4.5)00 )2.91 2?.174 )9.40 39.87 
0.0975 0.1648 4.9002 32.91 33.857 39.40 )9.85 
0.10.50 0.1648 5.2704 )2.91 41.9.56 )9.40 J9.B2 
0.1200 0 .164ij 6.010B )2.91 62.100 )9.40 39.77 
0.1.500 o.l64B 7.4917 )2.91 1)6.476 39.40 39.69 
0.1800 0.1648 8.9?26 32.91 301.621 39.40 39. 6.5 
0.2100 0.1648 10.4.5)4 32.91 667.219 )9 .. 40 39.61 
0.2400 0.1648 11.9343 32.91 1474. 36J 39.40 39.58 
232 
Np = 
.e 100 kB = 640 
- Cmt c N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1.000 158.90 
0.0005 0.0704 0.0900 57.6tj 1.)66 62.05 110.48 
0~0010 O.Ofj99 0.1)04 50 .. 14 1.684 55.09 
0.0015 0.1000 0 ~1673 48.28 1.893 5).64 
0.0020 0.1063 0.2031 47 .. 04 2.1?8 52.63 
O.C025 0.1102 0.2)82 46.56 2.388 52.33 
0.0030 0.1127 0.2730 46.)1 2.5tj2 52.19 
o.oo.so 0.1170 0.4113 46.00 ).221 .52.10 
0.0060 0.11'77 0.4tj0J 4.5.97 3.4?0 52.11 
0.0070 0.1180 0 • .5492 4.5.97 ).650 52.11 
0.0080 0.1182 0.6182 4.5.96 3.857 52.12 56 .lJ.O 
0.0090 0.1183 0.68'71 11-5.96 3.9e4 52.12 
0.0100 0.1183 0.7561 45.96 4.11Lf. 52.12 
0.0110 0.1183 0.8250 45.96 4.205 52.12 
0.0120 0.118} 0 .t59J9 45.96 4.294 52.12 
0.01)0 0.118) 0.9629 45.96 4.360 52.12 
0.0140 0 .118) 1.0318 45.96 4. L~19 52.13 
0.0150 0.1183 1.1007 45.96 4.466 52.13 54.41 
0.0200 0.118) 1.44.54 45.96 4.604 52.13 
0.0225 0.1183 1.6177 45.96 4.6)9 52.13 53.65 
0.0)00 0.1183 2.1347 4,5.96 4.954 .52.13 53.27 
O.OT/5 0.1183 2.6517 4.5.96 6.921 52.13 5).04 
0.0450 0.1.18:3 ).1688 45.96 10.654 52.1) .52.89 
0.0525 0.1183 3.6858 1 .. 5. 96 15.129 52.13 52.78 
0.0600 0.1183 4.2028 45.96 19.159 52.13 52.70 
0.0675 0.1183 4.7198 45.96 22.551 52.13 52.6) 
0.0'750 0.1183 5.2)6ti 45.96 26.106 52.13 52.58 
0. Oti25 0.11~) 5 ·'I !J Jtj t}5.96 )0.960 52.13 52 • .54 
0.0900 0.1183 6.2708 4.5.96 3?.048 52.13 52.51 
0 .• 0975 0.1183 6.7878 45.96 47.2t11 52.13 52.48 
0.1050 0.1183 7. J048 45.96 58 .. 591 52.13 )2.45 
0.1200 0.1183 8.3388 45.96 86.?22 52 .. 13 52.41 
0.1500 0.1183 10.4068 45.96 190.589 52.13 52.35 
0.1800 0.1183 12.4748 45.96 421.214 52.13 52.32 
0.2100 0.1183 14,5429 45.96 9)1.772 52.13 52.29 
0.2400 0.118:3 16,6109 45.96 20.58.947 52.13 52.27 
233 
NPe = 100 kR:-: 1280 
c -Cmt N ENF NSh NSh 
o.o 0.0293 0.0293 64.98 1. 000" 158.90 
--0.000.5 o. 0637 0.0944 69.39 1.643 ?4.11 116.50 
0.0010 0.0760 0.1448 65.17 2.189 70.53 
0.001.5 0.0808 0.193.5 64.48 2.,528 70.15 
0.0020 0.0~31 0.2417 62.14 2.9?0 69 .9.5-· 
0.002.5 0.0841 0.2898 64.0.5 3.286 69.94 
0.0030 0.084? 0.3378 64.02 4 • .5?0 69.94 
0.0050 0.0852 0.5298 64.00 4.481 69.96 
0.0060 0.08.52 0.62.58 64.00 4.831 69.96 
0.0070 0.0852 0.?218 64.00 5.083 69.96 
0.0080 0.0852 0.8178 64.00 5.371 69.96 73.04 
0.0090 0.08.52 0.9138 61~. 00 5.,548 69.96 
0.0100 0.08.52 1.0098 64.00 5.730 69.96 
0.0110 0.08.52 1.1058 64.00 .5.8 56 69.96 
0.0120 0.08.52 1.2018 64.00 .5.981 69.96 
0.01)0 0.0852 1 .. 2979 64.00 6.072 69.96 
0. 014-0 0.08.52 1. 3939 64.00 6 .. 1.54 69.96 
0.01.50 0.0852 1. 4899 64.00 6.219 69.96 '?1.61 
0.0200 0.0852 1,9699 64.00 6.h11 69.96 
0.0225 0.08.52 . 2.2099 64.00 6.460 69.96 71.06 
0.0300 0.08.52 2.9299 64.00 6.900 69.96 70.79 
0.037.5 0.08.52 3.6,500 64.00 9.6)9 69.96 70.62 
0.0450 0.08.52 4.)700 64.00 14.8 37 69.96 70 • .51 
0.0525 0.08.52 ,5.0900 64.00 21.070 69.96 70.43 
c.o6oo 0.0852 ,5.8101: 64.00 26.682 69.96 70.37 
0.0675 0.08.52 6.5301 611-.00 31.406 69.96 70.33 
0.07.50 0.08.52 7.2501 64.00 36.3.58 69.96 70.29 
0.0825 0.08.52 7.9702 64.00 43.118 69.96 70.26 
0.0900 0.08.52 8.6902 64.00 52.850 69.96 70.24 
0.0975 0.0852 9.4102 6I ... oo 65.848 69.96 70.22 
0.10.50 0.06.52 10.1303 64.00 81.600 69.96 70.20 
0.1200 0.0852 11.5703 64.00 120.778 69.96 70.17 
0.1.500 0.0852 14.4505 6L~. 00 265.433 69.96 70.13 
0.1800 0.08.52 17.3306 64.00 586.625 69.96 70.10 
0.2100 0.08.52 20.2587 64.00 1314.990 69.96 70.08 
0.2400 0.08.52 2J.0909 64.00 2867.497 69.96 70.07 
2 Jf.J. 
APPE~DIX E 
Derivation of Euuations 
In order to understand the arguuent from which 
the~ techniq_ue for measurement of interfacia·l conc~ntratio 
- . ,.;-:; . n s 
··~.eveloped. it is helpful to consL1er the problem of the 
rate of molecular diffusion of a su~stance (solute) into a 
stasnant rr:edium in l'rhich the solute has a limi tf~Ct sol'Jcil~ ty 
whe11 compared to the phase from which the solute is comin~, 
( I'h:i.s ~.nsures that the rr.ajor resistance to transfer is i.n 
the pha~-;e corisidered.) and Hitb 1·:-hich i.t u.n~~ergoes a fl.r·st 
cr~cr (or psAudo first oriAr) irreversible chemical ~2act1o~. 
It js assumed that the interface surface is~ plane and the 
r~~levant dlffusio:(~ medium is of inf1n1te depth (or for 
pl'Etct~_cal rmrposes, the B.edtum is of such depth th11t the 
eor!centratlon does not cha.!·1gr:: appreciably at the botto~ of 
a sontaincr during the period of time considered). Also 
lt is asEumei that the surface of the medium is cont\n~o~sly 
saturated ~;rl th the solute. or at least the unr12acted solute 
concentration at the interface is so~ehow maintained at a 
constant value and the tl1e solutions are dilute so that 
the dtffusivity, Dar::., is concentration indepe~dent. 
The partial differential equations and bounjary 
2).5 
conditions describing this physical situation are 
(~.la) 
Ccx,o) = o 
B.c. 3 --~ C(X 1t:) =. 0 
x-~oo 
X';?'0 1 t ·.::o 
i:. 7 0 
(!:.lb) 
(E.lc) 
( E .ld) 
where ~ is the solute diffusing into the rned1um, ~ and 
Ca is the concentratio~ at a diste.nce x bPlo:·: the surface at 
any tlrne, t. ca1 is the concentr?tlon or the solute R at 
the interface (at t~r surfnce x = 0) and kf 13 the flrst-
orde~.- reaetio··l velocity cor.l,~tar.t for the sohJt·: (a) in the 
for the co:ndvGt10n of heat n.lont:· a. thin rod Nhich loses 
( Ca.rslaw a!!d .Jaeger, 19h8). 'rhe sol'lt1on to this problem 
ts also presented by D~n"l~1q . ;er·ts (195C) a-:d Crank (1956). 
2'36 
The ~;ol"..ltion of this t:roblcr.1 ls readily obtained by use 
of' L:1pla.:~e transforms. Churchill's (1953) text on 
ope·!'·ational rr::?~.ther!;at1cs presents solut1or.s to problPms of 
this typP. ~his solution is 
{E .. 2) 
The instantR~eous flux Rt any tine, t, is 
(.S.)) 
which from equation {E.l) becomes 
{E.4) 
t. solute tr~?.nsferred in time, t, into the The total mass o - Q -






· For large v~lues of kft(kft > 2), the term 
approaches unity and the term e -kft approaches zero. 
~hus, equation (E.2) becomes 
~~ t Cct..(Xl±)::: Ctti e- x(~a.tt\ 
(E.6) 
equation (E.4) becomes 
(E.?) 
Rrd equation (E.5) becomes 
(F..8) 
Equnticn (E.B) is used to determine ca1 as described 1n 
ChRpter V, SEction 5.2.2. 
E. 2. An Error in the Interfacial Concentr8_t1on 
1';£§-surem~:.X?- t Techn~~· 
The potential errors in the technique of obtaining 
Cmt versus t data (i.e., the determination of the interfacial 
concentrn.ttons, ca1 ) are discussed in Chapter V, Section 
5.2.2.2. On~ of the errors needs special consideration. 
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This error is the one which occurs due to a srnBll amount 
of the aqueous phase remaining in the buret. This volume 
-~·as less than 0.05 cc. This residual volume -.;muld be the 
portion of the aqueous phase containing the highest 
concentration of the solute (t-butyl chlorid~), since it 
would be voluree of the aqueous phase nearest to the interface. 
In order to obtain an estimate of the amount of solut~ in 
the volume of aqueous phase J.P.ft in the buret (see ChapteJ• 
V, Figure 5.2), the following development is needed. 
The interfacial experiments were carried out at 
contact times of sufficient magnitude to permit Equations 
E.6 through E.8 to apply. The total mass (moles) of ~reacted 
<---:o Jut.,., ( r· ) ln the aqueous phase ls 
'-- r ........ "·u 
(E.9) 
_ mass of u!lrea.ct.ed solute in the aqueous phase, 
g-moles 
vrhere V - residual volume, ml. 
A = interfacial area, cm 2 (see Equation 5.11) 
x = distRnce from interface into the aqueous phose, em 
dV = Adx 
(E .10) 
from equations (E.6) and (r:.lO) 
(E.ll) 
at a distance x from the interface, the mass of t ~reac ed 
(E.l2) 
The fraction of the unreacted solute in the entire volume 
of the aqueous phase which is in the volume Ax is 
( ~k-r: )± fV1 u - ---- X F = M;~ = 0 -e. .fl ... -t~ ) (E.l3) 
For the experiments 1n which the upper phase ~-.ras 4.0 N 
2-chloro-2·-r:.'ethylpropane in benzene, the interfacial area 
was 6.61 cm2 , and the interfacial concentration was 9.57 
e-moles 1 liter (see Appendix G, Table G.5). Ass~ruing that 
all of the resicual aqueous phase in the buret came from the 
volume of liquid nearest to the interface, 
X = 
X = 
V (res1du~} volume, cm3) 
..., 
A (interfacial area,cm2 ) 
7.57 x 10-Jcm 
- .9. 05 cmJ 
6.61 crn2 
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FrorJ 1 data i~ Appendix G, (kf/Dam)2 = 60.)6 CI!l-l. Thus from 
equation (E.l)), the fraction of the unreacted solute, F, 
in the volume Ax is O.J?. ?rom the data in ~rable G.5, for 
the 4.0 N upper phase solute conce~tration experiments the 
total moles (reacted and unreactcd) transferred to the 
aqueous phase Nas 0.064 moles, Hhen t = 1,779.7 sees. 
Prom equation (E.ll) and assuming the value of ca
1 
(neglecting the potential error) is correct (ca
1 
= 9.57 x 
10-3 g-~oles 1 liter), r':u = 0.11 Ca1 , J"iux = 0.04 Ca1 or ~ · ~ o·~~~ 1 6 -t 
.). 9 x .J.. tlO ~s. l~'.u is 0. 2 /o of the total moles X 
For lareer contact ti~es, the percent error becomes 
s rrJ1 l .1 e r because Jliu stays constant ·while 1\ becomes larger. X U 
It should be noted that this calculation did not take 
i~to 9ccount the amount of reacted solute in the res!dual 
v·ol·ume. The determination of the total moles transferred 
into the aqueous was done as explained 1n Chapter V {Section 
_5.2.,.).), by analysis for one of the reaction products, the 
chlorlde ion. As explained 1n Section 5.2.)., the amount 
of chloride ion tra.:..flsferred to the upper phase (hydrocarbon 
phase) is negligible. Ho\'rever it seems reasonable to 
assume, the concentration of the chloride ion in the residual 
volume is of the same order of magnitude as the concentration 
of the 2-chloro-2-methylpropane (solute), because the 
concentration of the chloride ion is also zero do1m the 
column and thus would have no reason to concentrate at 
241 
the interface~ Also the diffusivity of HCl in H2o is 
approximately J x 10-5 cm2/sec. (see Treybal, 1963, page 
162) which is significantly larger then the diffusivity of 
2-chloro-2-methylpropane in H2o, which is 1 x 10-5 cm
2/sec. 
et 26°c. (see Appendix G). Therefore the Cl- ion would 
have a tendency to move faster down the column than the 
unreacted solute and thus the concentration of the chloride 
1on in the residual volume is probably less than that of 
unreacted solute. 
A low of value of the measured total mass concentration, 
Cmt would not lead to a significant change 1n ca1 (the 
interfacial concentration), if the same error was made in 
each experiment because Cai 1s calculated from the change 




DISCUSSION OF THE SPECIFICATION FOR THE EXPERI~1ENTAL SYSTEitlS 
In Chapter V (Section 5.1), there were nine qualities 
l'!hlch l'Tere listed as desirable 111 an experimental system. 
The experimental system chosen was 2-chloro-2-methylpropane 
diffusing from benzene. into water. The compatab1lity or 
this system w1 th the nine qual1f1cat1ons a1·e discussed 
separately ln this appendix. 
( 1) The continuous phase sol ven.t and the disperse,!! 
2h~~tvent b~of s~ffic1ent 1mm1sclbtlity to ens~e well-
This quallf1cat1on was verified by actual 
e::.<per1men·tatlon. 
( 2) Jh~ heat of :reacj:t_on e_e low eno.u~h_to ensure the 
!£1~~~~~~ ot_t~~ system_d1~ not vary. 2-chloro-2-mcthyl-
propaue and water were mixed in a test tube and a ther:n,meter 
tip was placed in the interrace. No noticeable temperature 
variation was observed~ Therefore the system met this 
requirement. 
( J) ~rhe reaction mechanism be r,_rst order (or pseudo 
---· !1£~t_grd~£1 an~ ~rreversible. Molewyn-Hughes et at (1961, 
1965) have ex·tensl vely studied the mechanism of the reaction 
bet\-Jecn 2-chloro-2-ruethylpropane and weter. They ha\"e ver1f1ed 
24J 
that the products of the reaction are only 2-methylpropanol 
ru1d hydrochloric acid and have conducted various k1net1o 
studies which have established the values of th~ rate constant 
a:n.d that the reaction is pseudo first order and 1rrevers1ble. 
(4) !l_le re~t1on velocity cons~B11!- be less than lo-1 
-
.§~.9-l but greater than 10-Jsec-1 to e11sure that the rate of 
~9.~~~ t~ansoort is neither completely controlled by th~ 
!£.~t.!.11i tude ,2f_ttle :t:ate constant nor so low that the effect or 
-
!h~eaction on ~e rate is negligible~ Th1s above mentioned 
t'}I"1 teria can be ver1f1ed by studying the magnitude o! the 
Rea(:tioil number 2 kR(kfa /D). In 11quid-11quid systems, a 
typical value of the diffus1vity is 1 x lo-5 cm2/sec and a 
typical value of the equivalent drop radius, a(de/2), 1s 0.5 em 
nnd thus a 2 1s 0.25 cm2 • Therefore, lt:R is approximately equal 
to 6.25 x 10J kr• If kf equals 10-Jseo-1 , kR equals 6.25. 
Ir kr equals l0-1sec-1 , kR equals 625. By observation or 
Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 in Chapter IV, one can see that 
for values or kR ln the neighborhood of 600, the flux reached 
its asymptotic value quite rapidly. Also one can observe 
·that tor values of kR near 10, the curves do not differ 
significantly from the curves for kR equal zero. Although 
both high and low values of kR are of interest, it was 
thought that Cor an 1n1t1al study ot this type, ka should 
be 1n &l intermediate region. The values of ka in the 
exper1mental study ranged from 115 to )14. 
(5) · Th~- reaction mechanics and th~ values of the rate 
.9.2ll~nt be well-deftned. See qualification ( J) abo,.,.e. 
(6) The change ~n the dispersed phase 1n~Lfacial 
concentration with time. For a discussion of this 
qualification. see Section F.l. 
( 7) The d1 ffus1 v,_ t;y of th.e solu~~ be kr1o\'m in the 
.~1s12ersed ph_a~9..! .. be_w_ll~_l~anee ot: pred1ctio!!_ b.z tb!_ 
££rrela~l~~-~~loped by W1l!e and CEeng (l9~S). Since the 
Wilke-Chang correlation was based primarily on data where a 
hydrocarbon \'lB.S diffusing through water 1 t was thought that 
the correlation would give a reliable value for the 
d1 ffusl v 1 ty ot· 2-chloro-2-methylpropane 1n water (see 
ApJ'end1x C, Table G .6). 
(8) !f~.E.2J~b1l~ty_~~2lute be known and be of 
~~(fJs~~~~~-~a~nl!~qe in th~ dispersed phase eolvent ~ 
,pex.m~-~ me .. a_§~r!i.Pl:~EL~nt of tra.nspo.rt__~t!_ .. )ow enough n.?! 
~~±olate re~~~~Et nu~ber six. By aotual experimentation. 
1 t was determfned that a measurable a111ount of transport 
uas obtained. The solubility of 2-chloro-2-methylpropa.ne 
1n water was not known but this problem was overcome as 
explained in Section 5.2.2. The solubility of the 2-chloro-
2-methylpropane 1n water was not high enough to violate 
requirement number six. This is explained in Section F.l. 
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(9) A method of concentration analysis of the solute 
or the reactlon products 1n the dispersed phase be 
available. The method of concentration analysis is 
explained in Section 5.2.3. 
F.l ~~~~gt~~of Constant Interfacial Concentration 
~~---~~~~~~~~~ 
·rh~ assumption of a. constant interfacial concentration 
1-rs.s made tn all of the droplet models (see Chapter III) and 
the equations for the determination of the interfacial 
concentration (see Appendix E). 
In order to determine if the assUL1pt1on of a constant 
interfacial c::>ncentrat1on is valid for the syst~m (4.0 N 
2· .. chloro-2-mcthylpropane in benzene C"U1d l"rater) used 1n this 
stud.y, the model d.1scussed below was constructed and solved. 
Referring to Figure 5.2, let us consider the transfer 
of the solute (2-c.hloro-2-methylpropane) from the upper 
ph~1se ( 2-chloro-2-meth.ylpropa.tle in benzene) into a.11d reacting 
~·rith the lower phase (water) in which the inltlal upp~r phase 
concent:ration is C!a() and the !n1 tial lower phase concentration 
is zero. Furthermore, assume that both phases are of suoh 
depth that for all practical purposes the int1al concentrations 
do not· change at their extremities from the interface and that 
Flck's second law applied for both phases. This is analogous 
to the assumption that two sem1-1nfin1te slabs are in contact 
at t > o. (This approach will be extended for droplet data 
by assuming eddy diffusivities and short contact times). 
The partial differentla.l equations and boundary 
conditions describing this situation are: 
upper phase {F.l) 








~ .... ~ c tl (X It ) - c ~0 
x--- oo 


















- Diffusion co~fficient 1n tne respective 
\1 
2 phase, em /sec 
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24? 
m - Distribution coefficient 
kf - First order rate constant, sec-1 
x - Distance, cm(O at the interrace, -~ and +~ 
at extremities of upper and loNer phase 
respt:ct1 vely} 
I~ one assumed that the lower phase interfacial concentration 
(x = 0) was maintained constant, the solution to equation 
.... (F.l ) with boundary conditions (F.lc,d and e) '\>TOuld be 
Equation ~.2 in Appendix E. 
A solution to this boundary value problem can be 
obtained by combining solutions for the semi-infinite 
medium kno'~ t~ satisfy the partial differential equations 
* (F.,l) and (F.l ) i:n the tl'ro phases. For (the upper phase) 




and ~or (the low·ar phase) equation (F.l ) assume the 




by 0hoos1ng the constants A1 , A2 , B1 and B2 to sat1s:ry the 
boundary condi tlons ( F .la) through ( F .1 f), the following 




W- I ( i)u. t- ( _L ) 
- rn Rf .B.t) 'frrt e 'l-f'ft-?ft ,_-e-~ (F.6) 
I r one a.ssutT.ies I1i to be 10.,. 3 and Du equal D1 and kf equal 
-1 ( . ~ 1 "" s t• ,... 6) 0-03 sec see Append x u. ec ~on ~. 
at t = 1 sec. and x = 0 
C ( 0, 1) ~ Cu. 0 ( 1 • 0 - 0 • 00 5) u 
c1 < o .1) ~ m c. u. o ( 1. o - o. oo 5) 
at t = ]600 sees and x -~ 0 
~0 (1.0 - 0.015} 
c1 (0, J600) ~ m Cu0 (1.0- 0.015) 
The ratio of c1 (0, 3600) to c1 (0, 1) is 1.01. The value of 
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m ~ 10-J for the system used in this study can be a.'3sumed 
on the basis of the data in Table G.6, if one assumed the 
upper phase interfacial concentration was approxime.tely 
equal to the bulk concentration Lfor example at C11o = 4. 0 
e.nd c1 (o, t) = 9.6 x lo-3, m = 2.4 x 10-JJ or from work 
by Mole~~n-Hughes et al (1965), where it was found that by 
instantaneously adding 2--chloro-2-methylpropane to water, 
a concentration above four millimolar resulted into the 
forraation of two phases. 
The assumption o:f Du equal n1 1s very conservative 
bece.use nsue.lly the diffusi vi ty of a hydrocarbon in a 
hydrocarbon is higher than in water !_see Perry's (1963)j. 
A hlg.he:r value of Du would yield a more constant set of 
inl;erfa~ial values L see equations (F.4) nnd (It,.5)J. 
The development .of the above equations was based on 
Fic:{'s s£:-con(.t law and its inherent assumptions (see AppenC.ix 
E). .J:<"'i ck' s second law applied only to dilute solutions and 
its val1d1ty in the upper phase is only approximate because 
in t:r..e interfacial studies the concentre.tion of solute in 
the '-~ont1nuou.s phase W8.S varied from 2. 0 N tc 4. 0 N. The 
d1ffusi7ity of the solute in the upper phase probably 
incre.s.ses w1 t.h concentration thus yielding a more constant 
value of the interfacial concentration. 
The above development w~s based on stagnant solutions 
and should apply only to the interfacial studies but since 
it was based on Penetration theory type equations (see 
Chapter III, Section 3.?) it should· apply for short contact 
times to falling droplets. At least it could be conside~ed 
a good approximation if the molecular diffus1v1t1es were 
replaced by eddy d1f~ls1v1t!es. Even if the droplet eddy 
of diffusivity was a factor of 10 higher (although they 
are pro~ebly the same order of magnitude) than the 
continuous phase diffus1vity for short contact ttmes the 
value of m is so small(lo-3)that the interfacial conoen-
trations would remain essentially constant. 
From the above discussion one can see that the 
assumption of a constant interfacial concentration for the 
system 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene and water is 
valid in the contact time ranges studied. 
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APPENDIX G 
SOLUTE 'rRANSPOHr.r, INTERFACIAL DATA AND PHYSICAL A.~D CHEfv'iiCAL 
PROPERTIES 
The solute transport data are listed in Tables G.l 
through G.4. Each table contains the experimental data 
and the desired variables determined from it. All 
experimental data represents an arithmetic average of three 
separate sets of experimental data. The deviations presented 
in Tables G.l through G.4 are the average of the absolute 
deviations of the experimental points from the arithmetic 
average. 
Table G.5 contains the experimental results from the 
quiescent solution (interfacial data.) studies which \'Iere 
used to determine the interfacial concentrations. Two sets 
of data for an upper phase concentration of 4.0 N 2-chloro-
2-~cthylpropane in benzene are given. The data at 24°C was 
sooe of the initial data taken when evaluating this 
technique of obtaining interfacial concentrations. The 
data taken at 26°C was obt~ined under better controlled 
conditions and after the author felt that more skill had 
been developed with the method. 
Both the interfacial and the droplet data ~rere obtained 
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at 26.0 ! 0.5°C. 
Table G. 6 contains the pertinent physical and chemical 
data necessary for calculating the Peclet number, ~eynolds 
number, Reactlon number, dimensionless time a"'1.d the~ surface 
average flux. The viscosities were measured ~lth a Cannan-
Fenske viscometer. The interfacial tension measure~~nts 
were determined Ni th a ~)U Nouy tensiometer. 
T A B L E G. 1 
SOLUTE TRANSPORT DATA 
( COUIMN DATA) 
Continuous Phase: 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methJlpropane in benzene 
Dispersed Phase: Distilled H2o 
NRe = 1).45 x 102, NWe = 3.02 
Nozzle BD-15, Vd • 0.106 cm3, de = 0.588 em, vt = 13.57 em/sec, 
Formation frequency = 0.15 drops/sec. 
Height Cmt e Cmt ls ~t ec ~mt lsc 
(em) (g-moles) x 103 \ Irter ) (g-moles) x 103 ( IItAr ) 
. 
180 1).39 12.97 1.25 +0 .07 1.21 
105 9.67 10.00 o.86 +o.o6 0.89 
15 8.41 8.59 0.73 +o.o6 0.74 
45 6.70 6.93 0.55 +o.o6 0.57 
5 ).40 3.08 o.2o +o.o4 0.17 
end 1.47 ls -
erfect 1.47 0 0 
e • Experimental Data 
ee a Experimental Data Corrected for End Effects 
ls a Least Square Fit of Experimental Dat~ 
lsc • Least S~uare Fit of Experimental Data Corrected for End Effects 
dCint N 
dt 
( 5-moles )X 103 ----(!iter-sec) 
0.477 415.30 
0.643 25.02 
o. ?70 508.97 





























T A B L E G. 2 
SOLrTE TRANSPORT DATA 
(COLUMN DATA) 
Cont1nuous PhRse: 4.0 K 2-chloro-2-methylpropane 1n benzene 
D1spersed Phase: D1st1lled H2o 
WRe = 10.27 x 102, NWe = 2.24 
.Nozzle 30-20, Vd = 0.052 cm3, de = 0.462 em, Vt = 13.19 em/sec 
































e = Experimental Data 
ec = Exper1mental Data Corrected for End Effects 
ls a Least Square Fit of Exper1ment~l Data 
lsc • least square F1t of Experimental Data Corrected for End Effects 
dCmt 
crt 






























T A B L E G. ) 
SOLUTE TRANSPORT DATA 
(COLUMN DATA) 
Continuous Phase: 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene 
Dispersed Phase: Distilled H2o 
NRe = 6.95 X 102, NWe = 1.33 
NQZzle BD-2S. Vd = 0.024 cmJ. de = 0.)56 em, Vt = 11.56 em/sec, 
Fdrmat1on frequency = 0.75 drops/sec. 
Height Cm.t e 






end 3•341s effect 
e = Experimental Data 
Cmt 1s 
















ec = Experimental Data Corrected for End Erfects 
ls = Least Square Fit of Experimental Data 




































T A B L E G. 4 
SOLUTE TRANSPORT DATA 
( COWJt'iN DATA) 
Continuous Phase: 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene 
Dispersed Phase: Distilled H2o 
NRe = 6.01 x 102, NWe = 1,08 
Nozzle BD-27, Vd = 0.018 cmJ, de = 0.)28 em, Vt = 10.88 cm/seu 
Formation frequency ~ 0.75 drops/sec. 
-
ie1ght Cmt e Cmt 
ls 
emt ec emt 
(em) (~-moles) 103 (e;-moles} 103 ---- ----( 11 ter } x ( 11 ter ) x 
180 24.70 2.5.37 2.09 +0.25 2.16 
105 19.02 20.00 1.50 +0.05 1.60 
lsc-
75 19.93 17.53 
14.53 
1.59 +o.44 1.34 
4c; 14.40 1.01 +0.23 J 
5 6.79 7.58 o. 22 +o. o'"' 
end 
effect 4.70ls 4.70 0 
e = Experimental Data 
ec = Experimental Data Corrected for End Effects 




lsc = Least Square fit of Experimental Data CorrP.cted for End Effects 
... 
.9:9Et dt N 





1.499 )07. 58 





















T A B L E G, 5 
INTERFACIAL DATA 
Upp~r Fhase: 2-chloro-2-methylpropanein benEene 
Dispersed Phase: D1st1lled H?O 
w 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
upper Phase Concentration, s-moles 
~en1scus Depth, em 
2 
liter 
Interfacial Area, em 
Slope, g-moles/l1ter-sec x 10-5 



























































T A B L E G. 6 
Physical and Chemical Data 
Viscosity of 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene at 26°c 
~ = 0.5128 centipoises 
Viscosity of water at 26°C from Chern. Rubber Handbook 
fld -· 0.8737 cent1poises 
0ensity of 4.0 N 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in benzene at 26°c 
ec. = 0.8648 g/cm3 
Der.s1 t.y .~f "rater at 26°C from Chem. Rubber Handbook 
ed:::: 0.9964 g/cm3 
Interfacl:1.l tension beti.;een 4.0 .N 2-chlQro-2-methylp:ropnne 
~ t t ~~0 . ., f't b t t 1 t an1 . .i. i-Ja er a -:..u ~.J a_ er a ou en m nu es 
6 == 29.45 dyn.es/cm. 
after 50 minutes 
~ - 28.50 dyne~/cm. 
at 26°c after about 10 minutes 
0 = Jl.O dynes/em. 
Hate cc.'r1stant for hydrolysis of 2-chloro·-2-methylp1"opane 
in Nater e.s given by hoelwyn-1-i'J.Shes (1965) is 
loglO kf -
kf(26°C) = 
1)4.490- !~0.92755 log10 T( 0 k)- .!_QJ59-Q9..5.2 
-1 T( 0 k) 
0.0332 sec ( ~ k~' -llo - 0.0025 sec C d T /:~., •c 
Dlf fusion ~oeff1 cient for diffusion of 2- chloro- 2·-rre thylpropane 





= 7.4 x 10-8 ( 4l fila ) t T( 0 k) 
f./' v~·6" 
4J == association factor for the sol vent 
= 2.6 for water 
Ms= molecular ·Neight of the solvent 
= 18.0 g/mole for water 
T -- temperature in °k 
-· 299 ok in these experiments 
/wl ' = viscosity of solution, cent1po1ses 
= 0.8737 centipoises 
v = solute molal volume at normal boili::1g a 
-- 117.1 for 2-chloro-2-methylpropane 
as calculated from Treyba.l (1963) 






AFPAHATUS AND REAGEN·r SPECIFICATIONS 
H.l. ~.§.eiertt_ SJ?_e_~~Ji~<m_! 
,!3~zene: Nanufact:ured by Fisher dc1ent1f1c Company, 
Chemlcal J:l1nnufactur1ng D1v1s1on, F'a1r Lawn, New Jersey. 
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Cl~rt1 fied A. C. S. (Thiophene Free). Boiling range 80.0-80. J°C; 
freezing point 5.~°C; residue after evaporation 0.001%. 
Substances darkened by sulfuric acid P.'.r.: sulfur compounds 
0.0005.%: thiophene P.T.; water 0.05%, M.U.= 78.11. Lot76.5984 
Catalog Number B-245. 
l.=.£bl.Ql"2-:..f:':El,e tbL_1..J2.:r_o,..E.BJ2..~: I•l:anufactured by Di st1llat1on 
.Products Industrtes, .Hochester J, Ne\\ .. York. H!ghest purity 
as de:f1nea. b:r ~fisher sc1e:-1ti:fj.c Company; Boiling point 
50-51°C; M.W.= 92.57 
Catagog Number 2065 
.~j;on!t: Manufa.ctured by Fisher Scientific Company. 
Chem1 c.al Nu.nufactur1ng Division, F'a3.r Lawn, New Jersey. 
Natlcnal Formulary Grade; t1~h·,= 58.081 
Sulfuric Acid: l•lanufactured by Fisher Sc1ent1f1c Company, 
- ........ ..-..... ... .... ----- _..._,. 
Che.r:1!.cal Ha.nufacturlng D1v1s1on, Fair Lawn, New Jersey. 
Reagent Grade, Sp. Gr. ~t 60°F = 1,8407 to 1.8437. 
fotasa1um D1chro~at~: Manufactured by Fisher Sc1ent1f1c 
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Company, Chemical Manufacturing Division, Fair Lawn N 
. , . ew 
Jersey. Technical Grade: M.W.= 294.19 
Agar-4ga:x:: I•1anufactured by Fisher Scientific Company, 
Chemi t.!a.ls Jilanufactur1ng Di v1s1oll, Fair Lawn, New Jersey. 
Bacter1otog1cal grade, Lot 75)667 
Catalog Number A-J60 
Potassium Nitrate: Manufactured by Fisher Scientific 
Compru1y, Chemical Manufacturing Division, Fair Lawn, New 
Jersey. Primary Standard, Fisher Certified Reagent. M.W. • 
101.11 
Catalog Number P-J8J 
Distilled \>later: Distilled water taken from Un1vergtty 
of Z.llssourl at Rolla powerhouse and redistilled from Potassium 
Permanganate solution. M.W. ~ 18.0 
~~lss1um Permansan~te: Manufactured by Fisher Sclentlflc 
Company, Chemicals Manufacturing Division, Fair Lawn, New 
Jersey. Fisher certiried A.c.s, M.W. = 158.04 
~.~ Brld~e So~u~: Mixed 50 ml. of distilled water 
t-tl th 4 grnrus Agar-Agar and 25 grams KNo3 • Heated mixture 
belo\cr 6o0 c, while stirring until m1:x:ture formed a clear Jelly. 
After cooling to temperature for manual handling, poured 
solution i!ltO salt bridge. 
H.2. Appar~~P-ec1f1cations 
Sil~er-s1lver Chlor1de Electrode~: Manufactured by 
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Beckman Instrument Company, Scientific and Process Instruments 
Division, 2500 Harbor Boulevard; Fullerton, Cal1fot~ia. 
Electrode consisted of solid billet of blended s!lver and 
silver-chloride powder. Temperature range, 23 to 212°F. 
Catalog Numbe~ 19151 
SJa.l vanometer: Manufactured by G, M. Laboratories, 
Chicago, Illinois. D-e taut suspension with pointer type; 
sensivity per mm. 0.032 m1croamps; coil resistance 4,400 
ohms; damping re s1 stance, 15, 000 oh;11s. Scale - 60 di v1 s1on 
of 1 mm. ea.ch. 
Catalog Number 1J-64J-10 in Flsher Scientific Catalog 
Stirrer Motors: Manufactured by Fisher Scientific 
--- .. 
Company, U. S. A, Variable speed, 0 to 2700 R.P.M. 
~agnet1e ~Stirring Bar: Manufactured by Fisher Sc1ent1f1c 
Company, U.s • .A. Sealed in teflon, 9/16 inch long by 5/32 1nch 
in diameter. 
»_uret,(Figure 5.~: Manufactured by Manostat Company. 
Pyrex TD 20°C; 0-50 ml. 
Buret (F1sure i-2~: Manufactured by Fisher Sc1ent1f1c 
Company, U.S.A. 0 Pyrex 0-250, TD 20 c. 
Glass Columns: Pyrex glass, J inch internal diameter. 
-
Needle Val~: Manufactured by Manostat Compan7. 
Constructed of Teflon, size J/)2. 
stainless steel Hypodermic Needles. Manu~actured b7 Sasco. 
Cathetometer: Manufactured by Eberbach. Calibrated 
support colutn.n ( 0 to 40) w1 th 1 mm. graduations readable 
by vernier to 0.1 mm; telescope magnification of' 20X at 
)0 em. a.nd 8X at 1nf1n1ty. 
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re ce 1 ved a Bachelor of Science degree in Chemical Eng1ne~r·1ng 
from the University of Missouri at Rolla with flrst honors 
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